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Mighty Lever Jar and Bottle Opener1

The flexible stainless steel band is fitted around a lid, and then
clamped tight using the screw at the end of the handle. 
The handle can then be used as a lever. Suitable for tops 
20 to 110mm (3/4 to 41/2") diameter. Weight 88g.
AA5020 £8.72

Baby Boa4

A versatile device that can be used to assist with turning or
opening in hundreds of instances, inside or out. Gives an excellent
grip on any item from 10 to 100mm (1/2 to 4") in diameter. 
Simply place the loop over the item, pull the tail until tight
and then turn in the direction of the arrow. Weight 72g.
AA5001 £5.62

One Touch Jar Opener5

This useful gadget allows jar lids to be opened with ease.
It simply aligns over the lids then when the button is pressed it
removes the lid. Safe enough to use on any jar yet powerful
enough to deal with the toughest jars. Perfect for anyone who
suffers from problems with their arms, wrists or hands.
Fully automatic and works with 2x AA batteries (included).
Suitable for left and right handed people.
09 118 4290 £23.71

Multi Opener2

A versatile device that is suitable for opening jar lids, bottle tops
and cans. The flexible steel band clamps around the lid of a jar
holding it firmly while the long crank arm enables you to turn 
and loosen the lid with the adjustable screw. It also incorporates
a shaped end for opening cans and a bottle top opener. 
Fits lid sizes up to 110mm (41/2").
AA5039 £8.54

3

Ultimate Jar Opener3

This sturdy jar opener is useful for anyone who has limited hand
or wrist strength. The product will tighten or loosen jar lids to
open or close. 
09 118 2583 £7.82

6-in-1 Multi Opener6

This Multi Opener has a durable and comfortable grip and opens
six different types of seals and lids with ease. The unique tool
removes hard-to-grasp safety seals, opens metal bottle caps,
can ring pulls, and stubborn jar lids or bottle tops. The unique
enclosed blade feature cleanly slices open tightly sealed bags.
Weight 99g.
09 116 8699 £8.53

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

2
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Jar & Bottle Openers

1Undo-It Jar and Homecraft
Bottle Opener

1

A V-shaped coated metal opener with non-slip lining that is
screwed underneath a shelf or cupboard. The jar is slid into 
the V until the lid wedges. It is then twisted to remove the lid.
Suitable for tops 25 to 75mm (1 to 3") diameter. 
Measures 140 x 100mm. Fixings not included. Weight 145g.
AA5010Y Retail Packed £9.98
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Hand Held Undo-It Opener2

A V-shaped metal opener with non-slip lining and comfortable
built up handle. Slide the V onto the jar lid until it wedges in place,
then simply turn the handles to remove the jar lid. 
Suitable for lids 15 to 95mm (11/2 to 33/4"). Weight 125g.
AA5006 £5.63

2

3

JarKey™3

JarKey is a plastic opener that takes little effort to use. 
Gently levering the Jarkey against the rim of a lid releases 
the vacuum inside the jar, making it easier to open the lid. 
It works on lids with diameters up to 100mm (4"). 
Overall length 140mm  (51/2"). Colours may vary.
AA5012 £4.21

Multi-Opener4

A handy, multi-functional opener for bottle caps, screw tops 
and ring pulls. The handle provides great leverage for opening
screw-on bottle tops. Ring pull seals are easily broken by
inserting the ring into the end of the opener and lifting. 
On the same end is a bottle cap opener. The notch on the
underside of the opener can be used to break the seal on twist
off jar lids to make opening easier. The coloured parts of the
opener are a non-slip material to prevent the users grip on the
handle from slipping and to secure the opener onto the bottle
top. Weight 42g.
AA5021 £6.76

4 4

4
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Jar & Bottle Openers

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

INFORMATION
For our full range of Dycem products, please see pages 1160 to 1162.

1 1

3

Twister Jar Opener Homecraft1

A cone shaped rubber moulding with fluted finger grips on the
outside, and ribbing on the inside to give a good grip for opening
twist-off jar lids. Suitable for tops 20 to 85mm (3/4 to 31/2") diameter.
Weight 100g.
AA5000Y Retail Packed £3.83
AA5000W Non Retail £3.37

Dycem® Grippimat3

Grippimats are cut from Dycem reels and are thinner and more
flexible than the moulded ones, therefore they can be wrapped
around items e.g. jar tops. Available in Blue (B) and Red (F), 
and supplied in packs of 3. Round are 190mm (71/2") diameter.
Rectangular size 240 x 190mm (91/2 x 71/2"). Weight 66g.
AA6820B Round - Blue £8.42
AA6820F Round - Red £8.42
AA6822B Rectangular - Blue £11.19
AA6822F Rectangular - Red £11.19

2

54

6 6

Dycem® Counter Top Display Units6

These retail friendly product dispensers are ideal for sitting on
the counter at the point of purchase. The units are available for
the Dycem Jar and Bottle openers, and 14cm Anchorpads.
All dispensers are supplied with 25 products stocked in them,
ready to be put on display immediately. 
09 118 2260 Jar Opener Dispenser £67.00
09 118 2278 Bottle Opener Dispenser £47.00
09 118 2286 Anchorpad Dispenser £85.00

BOTTLE OPENERS

PICTURED WITH AA6810S ANCHOR PAD

PICTURED WITH AA6810B ANCHOR PAD

JAR OPENERS

Bottle Opener and Knob Turner Homecraft2

Flexible rubber moulding for an easy, firm grip on small tops e.g.
drink bottles or medicine containers. Also excellent for turning knobs.
Suitable for tops up to 35mm (11/2") diameter. Weight 85g.
AA5070Y Retail Packed £5.14

Dycem® Jar Opener4

This Dycem opener helps those with a poor grip to open and
close jars. The non-slip properties provide a good strong grip to
make opening easier and to help make a good seal when closing.
AA5004 Blue £3.31
09 118 4100 Yellow £3.31
09 120 2613 Silver £3.31

Dycem® Bottle Opener5

Place this handy sized bottle opener on top of stubborn bottle tops
and twist to open. The non-slip Dycem properties also provide a
vice like grip to ensure a good seal when closing bottles.
09 118 4118 Blue £2.39
AA5005 Yellow £2.39
09 120 2605 Silver £2.39
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Bottle & Tin Openers

1

2

Spillnot Jar and Bottle Opener1

This jar and bottle opener has three sunken cones of different
sizes, lined with a non-slip material. When a jar or bottle is
pressed in the appropriate cone, it is gripped, leaving both
hands free to twist the lid. Can be used in conjunction with
certain openers. Fitted with four non-slip feet. 
Suitable for tops 44 to 108mm (13/4 to 41/4") diameter. 
Base measures 250 x 170 x 100mm. Weight 540g.
AA5080 £16.15

Belliclamp Jar and Homecraft
Bottle Holder

2

This device hooks over the edge of a worktop and the jar or
bottle is then placed in the V. The object is clamped by the ram,
which can be pushed with the stomach or hip, leaving hands 
free to twist the top. The device is made of moulded plastic with
non-slip feet and rubber lining. Can be used with most jar or
bottle openers. Suitable for items up to 120mm (43/4") diameter.
Measures 330 x 190 x 90mm. Weight 580g.
AA5090 £18.51

3 4

Ring Pull Tin Opener3

A plastic ring puller that provides excellent leverage and has a
large broad surface for grip. The flat end fits easily under the tab
to break the seal prior to levering the lid off with the hook end.
Length 160mm (61/4"). Weight 18g.
AA5193 £2.30

Canpull™ Featuring Sodasnap5

The Canpull is a durable device especially designed for opening
ring pull cans. Extremely easy to use, just hook the end under
the ring, fold forwards and then roll back. Suitable for users 
either with arthritis or with a weak grip. Stores easily on a hook or
in the cutlery drawer. Also features a sodasnap, which has been
designed specifically for opening the ring pulls on cans of drink.
AA5194 £2.92

Baby Boa Canpull™ Pack6

A handy pack containing the Baby Boa jar and bottle opener and
the Canpull. The Baby Boa is a versatile device that gives an
excellent grip on any jar or bottle from 10 to 100mm (1/2 to 41/2")
in diameter. The Canpull assists with the opening of ring pull cans.
AA5007 £7.63

One Pull Can Opener4

Effortlessly opens all ring pull cans and is able to be used with
both food tins and drink cans. The special shape ensures
adequate leverage for those with limited wrist strength.
2010 £1.14

5 5 6
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Tin Openers

1 One Touch Tin Opener1

This unique product automatically opens cans with one touch
allowing them to be opened hands free. It is ideal for those with
limited hand mobility and incorporates a magnet that allows the lid
to be removed and disposed of easily with minimal mess. Battery
operated (2 x AA batteries included). Opens tins with diameters of
67 to 100mm (21/2 to 4"). Rechargeable version also available.
09 116 8707 £24.82
09 118 7806 Rechargeable £29.43

2 3

Croydon Tin Opener Homecraft
and Stand

2

This wall mounted opener supports the tin and holds it tightly
against the blade, so that it can be used one handed. 
The keyhole fittings on the back plate enable it to be easily
removed for cleaning. The tin is wound up on a stand to engage
the opener, which clips on to the top of the plate. 
Suitable for tins up to 115mm (41/2") diameter and 155mm (6") high.
Measures 250 x 140 x 190mm. Weight 1.1kg.
AA5140 £26.94

Kenwood Table-Top Tin Opener (240V)3

This mains powered opener has been ergonomically designed
for easy use. It will easily deal with tins up to 1.3kgs (3lbs) in
weight. The removable magnet holds the cut lid. The cutter blade
can be easily removed for cleaning, and the base also incorporates
a bottle top opener. Measures 250 x 140 x 140mm. Weight 904g.
AA5130 £21.79

4 5

One Handed Electric Tin Opener4

A powerful yet simple tin opener designed to be safe and
comfortable to use. It features a magnetic holder that secures it
to the lid of the tin when opening and an ergonomically shaped
handle making it easy to use. The tin opener is mains operated
to give extra power and efficiency with a simple to use on and 
off switch on the handle, which allows it to be operated using
one hand. The cutting lever, magnetic holder and blade are all
removable to allow easy cleaning. 
Measures 100 x 850 x 220mm (83/4 x 31/2 x 4"). Weight 850g.
AA5107 £17.59

Tin Can Opener6

An easy to use opener, which leaves no sharp edges on the can
or the lid. The revolutionary design also ensures the lid will never
sink into the can during or after the opening process.
2039 £4.94

I-Can Ratchet Tin Opener5

The I-Can Opener has a revolutionary ratchet design, which opens
tins easily while reducing hand and wrist strain, making it ideal for
anyone with a weak or painful grip. The opener locks onto the can,
allowing the user to open the tin easily by moving the ratchet back
and forth. The button then releases the tin opener. It has a
comfortable handle and an easy-to-turn fulcrum lever making it
effortless to use. Suitable for right or left-handed users. 
Measures 190 x 63 x 57mm (71/2 x 21/2 x 21/4").
09 116 2007 £11.50

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

6
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Graters, Peelers & Slicers

One Touch Power Grater1

With the touch of a button, this automatic hands-free or handheld
gadget grates a wide variety of food and cheese into the
container provided, or directly over a dish. Includes 2 blades for
coarse or fine grating.
09 131 3659 £28.14

One Touch Vegetable Slicer2

This vegetable slicer provides quick and easy slicing at the 
touch of a button. Ideal for slicing onions, carrots, cucumbers
and potatoes. Provided with a transparent food container for
mess-free slicing and food storage. Includes 3 easy
interchangeable blades.
09 131 3675 £35.20

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

Garnish Peeler3

An efficient and easy to use garnish peeler that performs a
variety of functions. The horizontal blade allows peeling without
cocking the wrist and the lightweight, ergonomically designed
handle makes it easy to hold and use. The peeler also has two
scoops on either side of the peeling blade to remove potato
eyes. A corer also folds out making apple coring simple. 
The peeler blade has a protective guard for safety. 
Measures 150 x 58 x 34 (6 x 21/4 x 13/8"). Weight 30g.
AA5203 £4.85

Rex Peeler5

An efficient and easy to use peeler with a metal frame and a
hardened swivelling blade fitted across the jaws at the end. 
It is lightweight and the shape allows it to nestle comfortably in
the hand. The horizontal blade allows peeling without cocking 
the wrist. A scoop at one end of the blade can be used for
removal of potato eyes etc. Weight 45g.
AA5200 £4.67

Gordon Peeler and Clamp Homecraft4

This handy device clamps to a table or worktop and enables fruit
and vegetables to be peeled using only one hand. Clamped to
the work surface by a sliding mechanism, the hardened,
swivelling blade is slotted into the top. It is operated by holding
the vegetable and pushing it over the blade, away from the user.
The peelings then drop onto a plate placed behind the peeler.
Suitable for work surfaces 12 to 55mm (1/2 to 21/4") thick. 
Measures 260 x 190 x 170mm. Weight 510g.
AA5208 £25.06

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing,please see pages 1353 to 1360.

1 2

3

5

4
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Food Preparation

Stainless Steel Homecraft
Cooking Basket

1

This stainless steel basket allows vegetables to be cooked 
and strained without ever lifting a pan full of boiling water. 
The large flame retardant moulded nylon handle is easy to grip
and provides heat insulation. Diameter 165mm (61/2") at the top,
tapering to 120mm (41/2") at the bottom. Depth 90mm (31/2").
Weight 245g. Also available in a 205mm (8") diameter version.
AA5351Y 165mm (61/2") Retail Packed £15.05
09 117 7625 205mm (8") Non Retail £17.09

Pan Handle Holder2

Prevents a pan from turning while stirring with one hand. 
The wide spread suction cup base creates greater stability 
and keeps the suction cups further from the heat than narrower
based models. Overall dimensions 410 x 110mm (16 x 41/2").
AA5305 £11.19

Folding Pan Handle Holder3

Prevents a pan from turning whilst stirring with one hand. 
One leg folds in for easy storage. The pan holder is made from
plated steel and has three rubber suction feet to firmly hold it 
in place. It can accommodate pans with handles up to 27mm wide.
Length is 203mm (8").
3010 £15.46

Buckingham Coolhand4

An innovative device designed by Chris Clarke, an Occupational
Therapist, that aids the carrying of warm plates. The Coolhand
grips and releases the plate as simply as using your hand but
avoids the risk of burnt fingers. It is ideal for transferring plates
direct from the microwave to a working surface. It uses the power
of leverage so that the entire hand takes the weight of the plate
making it ideal for those with arthritis and limited hand dexterity.
Suitable for use with plates with a rim thickness of up 
to 8mm. Should not be used for transferring plates from
conventional ovens where plates can reach a very high
temperature. Dishwasher safe to 65°C. Width 95mm (33/4").
Length 200mm (77/8"). Depth 25mm (1"). Weight 100g.
AA5306 £5.46

Doctor Cook Ergonomic Saucepan Set5

This set of ergonomic pans from the award winning Doctor Cook
consists of a 12cm milk pan, a 16cm pan and lid and a 20cm
frying pan supplied as a boxed set. Each product is
manufactured from high grade 0.6mm stainless steel 304mm
deep body, 5mm encapsulated base, ergonomic silicone coated,
easy grip handle and knob and stainless steel lid.
This unique product applies basic ergonomics and bends the
handle instead of the hand allowing the user to hold a hot and
heavy pan in a strong, neutral wrist position whereby the muscles
and tendons in the arm are able to benefit from maximum
performance. This product is designed to significantly reduce the
risk of a user scalding or burning themselves whilst transferring
the contents of the pans.
09 118 7186 £70.35

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

2

3

Kitchen Workstation Homecraft2

This multi-function food preparation unit is designed to provide
assistance with many day-to-day kitchen tasks. 
Based around a tough, durable chopping board measuring 
500 x 300mm (193/4 x 113/4") the workstation also features:
• A removable grater and slicer (with a protective cover) that 

collects the food with a minimum of mess and waste.

• A raised L shaped corner measuring 130 x 95mm 
(51/4 x 33/4") which can be used to hold bread and toast in
place whilst it is being spread.

• Removable stainless steel spikes that secure bread, fruit or
vegetables in place whilst being sliced, chopped or peeled.

• A removeable clamp that can open up to 110mm (41/4") wide
and hold any object in place such as a bowl, a tin, bread,
vegetables etc. The clamp has a reversible edge, allowing
it to be either flat or contoured.

The workstation has four non-slip suction pads that firmly anchor
it in place. Dishwasher safe.
AA5272 £42.75

Etac Food Preparation System3

This durable cutting board is ideal for those who have difficulty 
in gripping, or only have the use of one hand. The clamp can fix
items such as tins or bowls, and the stainless steel spikes keep
vegetables still when peeling or cutting. 
It has four non-slip rubber feet to prevent the board from moving.
Suction pads are also provided for use on wet surfaces. 
Size 315 x 295mm (122/5 x 113/5"). Weight 1.66kg.
AA5276 £58.32

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

Food Preparation

Clyde Grater, Homecraft
Scraper and Spike

1

The white epoxy coated steel frame has a grating unit fitted 
to it with a plated metal mesh blade, for peeling or grating. 
The top section is easily detached for cleaning. A stainless steel
spike attachment is included for holding vegetables while peeling
them with a manual peeler. 
Measures 200 x 230 x 70mm. Weight 534g.
AA5214 £32.71

1
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Food Preparation
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Chopping Board1

A white polypropylene chopping board, 300 x 300mm (12 x 12").
Stainless steel spikes hold food in place for peeling or slicing.
12mm (1/2") high corner guards prevent bread from moving when
having butter or margarine spread on it. Four suction cups
anchor the board securely to the work surface.
AA5277 £26.79

Combination Chopping Board2

A white polypropylene chopping board, 400 x 300mm (16 x 12")
with a chef's knife attached. The knife has a 185mm (71/4")
stainless steel blade and a black plastic handle. It can be
removed for cleaning and sharpening. Three stainless steel
spikes secure objects for peeling or slicing. 12mm (1/2") high
corner guards prevent bread from moving when having butter 
or margarine spread on it. 
AA5279 £38.45

Chopping Board with Knife3

A white polypropylene chopping board, 300 x 300mm (12 x 12"),
with a chef's knife attached. The knife has a 185mm (71/4")
stainless steel blade and a black plastic handle. It can be
removed for cleaning and sharpening.
AA5278 £35.31

Etac Cutting Board4

This cutting board simplifies cutting tasks because it sits firmly
and keeps the item to be cut in position. The slice thickness is
controlled with the turnable bar. The knife fits in the guides, 
which means that a person with tremor or impaired sight can 
cut straight and safely. Dishwasher safe. Weight 415g.
09 116 8715 £28.27

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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Food Preparation

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

1

2

3

Bread Board Homecraft1

This hardwood board is fitted with non-slip feet and six stainless
steel spikes to grip bread or vegetables, when cutting one
handed. It also has an L-shaped lip in one corner to allow one
handed spreading of the cut slices. 
Size 325 x 175mm (123/4 x 7"). Weight 972g. 
AA5274 Retail Packed £15.96

Plastic Spread Board Homecraft2

A durable one-piece moulded board with raised L-shape in 
one corner. This allows bread to be spread using one hand. 
Size 181 x 256mm (71/8 x 101/8"). Weight 190g.
AA5284 £4.60

Plastic Spread Board Homecraft
with Spikes

3

This durable one-piece moulded board has a raised L-shape in one
corner. This allows bread to be spread using one hand. 
It also features a set of six stainless steel spikes that can be
inserted into the board. The spikes are designed to hold produce,
such as bread or vegetables, firmly in place whilst they are being
sliced or chopped. Size 181 x 256mm (71/8 x 101/8"). 
Weight 190g.
AA528401 £7.03
AA528402 Spare Set of Spikes £2.72

Derby Food Preparation Board4

One-handed food preparation board with patterned surface 
and raised edges keeps food from slipping. 222mm square
board has non-skid feet and anchors to a table or counter with 
a unique curved lip. Dishwasher safe up to 50°C. Latex free.
AA5282 £5.91

4
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Food Preparation

1 Dycem® Non-Slip Anchorpads1

Dycem has been developed to produce the most
effective non-slip material available. It is not sticky, 
but it grips dry, slippery surfaces e.g. worktops, trays,
floors and tables to prevent movement. It may also be
used to enhance grip on jars, handles, etc. It can be
cleaned in soft, soapy water to retain its properties 
but is not effective when wet.
Dycem Non-Slip Anchopads provide a secure surface that
anchors items effectively in place. They are ideal for use in the
home, especially when preparing food in the kitchen. They are
ideal for stabilizing objects such as mixing bowls, chopping
boards or plates whilst eating. The yellow Dycem range is also
endorsed for the visually impaired by the RNIB. Colour contrast 
is important for many partially sighted, elderly people as it helps
to make items easier to see against work surfaces. Placing a
white bowl on a brightly coloured Dycem mat will help make 
it easier to see as well as making the bowl more stable. 
The Dycem range of Anchorpads is available in a variety 
of shapes, sizes and colours.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

2

3

Etac® Relieve Angled Knives2

These knives are intended mainly for people with weakened joints.
The angled handle means the hand joints are not loaded
incorrectly or painfully. A straight wrist, and hence a power grip,
can be used. The knives are available in three versions: 
one standard size, one for small or children's hands and one
folding knife that is easy to carry.

Weight
09 116 8756 Standard 72g £9.85
09 116 8764 Small 37g £9.85
09 116 8772 Folding 72g £13.45

Self-Opening Kitchen Scissors3

These easy to use kitchen scissors feature a large ergonomic
handle that is comfortable to use. The spring loaded self-opening
mechanism automatically re-opens the scissors after the cutting
action is completed, making them ideal for use by those with
limited strength. They have strong stainless steel multi-purpose
blades and a safety lock to keep them closed when not in use.
09 131 6967 £7.51

Dycem Anchorpads

Size Weight Blue Red Green Yellow Silver

Round 140mm (51/2") 74g AA6810B AA6810F AA6810G AA6810I AA6810S £5.15

Round 190mm (71/2") 140g AA6812B AA6812F AA6812G AA6812I AA6812S

Rectangular 250 x 180mm (10 x 71/2") 134g AA6814B AA6814F AA6814G AA6814I AA6814S £8.80

Rectangular 350 x 250mm (14 x 10") 248g AA6816B AA6816F AA6816G AA6816I

Rectangular 380 x 450mm (15 x 18") 434g AA6818B AA6818F AA6818G AA6818I £21.95E

D

C

B

A

INFORMATION
For our full range of Dycem products, please see pages 1160 to 1162.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

1
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Homecraft Kitchen Utensils

A

2

2

1

B

C

D

E

DISHWASHER SAFE
All products on this page are suitable for use in a dishwasher.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

1091www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035

A

B

C

D

The Reflex range of kitchen utensils has an easy to 
grip contoured closed handle with the utensil set at an
angle to minimise wrist movement for the user. 
The handle has been designed to counter balance the
weight of the utensil whilst also being aesthetically
pleasing. All the utensils are made from stainless steel
and are all dishwasher safe.

Reflex Kitchen Utensils Homecraft2

Reflex Comfort Grip Utensils Homecraft1

This range of Reflex Comfort Grip Kitchen Utensils 
has been designed with a soft-touch overmoulded
handle to provide a more comfortable slip resistant grip.
The handle is set at an angle to minimise wrist
movement when using the product and the grip is
slightly larger than the standard range to reduce the
amount of finger movement required to grip the handle. 
The utensils are available with the same stainless steel
blades as in the standard Reflex range. Dishwasher safe.

Reflex Comfort Grip Chef’s Knife HomecraftA

This high quality stainless steel blade with a smooth sharp edge
which is useful for cutting or chopping food. Blade length
205mm (8"). Weight 214g.
09 120 7810 £13.91

Reflex Comfort Grip Carving Knife HomecraftB

This high quality stainless steel blade with a scalloped rather
than a smooth blade which will stay permanently sharp. Blade
length 205mm (8"). Weight 198g.
09 120 7802 £15.70

Reflex Comfort Grip Slicing Knife HomecraftC

A high quality stainless steel blade that is long and narrow. Ideal
for slicing bread. Blade length 254mm (10"). Weight 192g. 
09 120 7828 £14.18

Reflex Comfort Grip Homecraft
Preparation Knife

D

This knife has a scalloped edge and is useful for cutting and
preparing food. The blade will not require sharpening. Blade
length 127mm (5"). Weight 176g. 
09 120 7794 £11.50

Reflex Carving Fork HomecraftA

A two pronged fork designed to aid with carving. The prongs are
made from stainless steel and are 156mm (6") in length. Weight 140g.
AA5248Y £15.34

Reflex Slicing Knife HomecraftB

Blade length 254mm (10"). Weight 125g.
AA5246Y £13.52

Reflex Carving Knife HomecraftC

Blade length 203mm (8"). Weight 155g. 
AA5244Y £15.09

Reflex Chef’s Knife HomecraftD

Blade length 203mm (8"). Weight 165g.  
AA5245Y £13.24

Reflex Preparation Knife HomecraftE

Blade length 127mm (5"). Weight 140g.  
AA5240Y £10.35
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Newstead Cutlery

1

Newstead Cutlery Homecraft1

The standard Newstead Cutlery range is available to purchase
either individually or as a retail packed set of four.

Weight
AA55200 Knife 80g £5.99
AA55201 Fork 80g £5.99
AA55202 Spoon 80g £5.99
AA55203 Teaspoon 80g £5.99
AA55204 Set - Retail Packed 320g £20.60

Newstead Angled Cutlery Homecraft2

The Newstead Angled Cutlery is particularly suitable for those
with limited wrist or arm movement. Based on the standard
Newstead Cutlery range. The knife can be used without cocking
the wrist. The fork and spoon are available as right or left handed
versions. The forks and spoons are set at 40° but may be bent to
a more suitable angle.

Weight
AA55205 Right Handed Fork 80g £5.98
AA55206 Right Handed Spoon 80g £5.98
AA55207 Left Handed Fork 80g £5.98
AA55208 Left Handed Spoon 80g £5.98
AA55209 Angled Knife 80g £5.98

The Newstead Cutlery range has been specially designed to give a soft,
non-slip grip. The ergonomically designed handles are cushioned to allow
the user to hold the utensil firmly but comfortably, even in wet conditions.
The handles are made from tough plastic with a soft, flexible overmoulding
that provides comfort whilst allowing the handle to adapt to the user’s grip.
All the utensils are made from stainless steel. The handle’s rounded shape
allows it to fit naturally into the palm of a hand and is ideal for conditions
such as arthritis, Parkinson’s disease, neurological impairments or any
condition that can cause poor grip. The entire range is latex free and
dishwasher safe.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in Homecraft retail packaging.

2

AA55208

AA55207

AA55209
AA55205

AA55206

Fax: 08448 730 100 www.homecraft-rolyan.com
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Newstead Weighted Cutlery Homecraft1

These weighted versions of the Newstead Cutlery range feature 
a heavier handle that is particularly suitable for users who suffer
from conditions such as hand tremors. The Weighted Cutlery is
available to purchase individually or as a set of four.

Weight
AA55210 Weighted Knife 130g £6.55
AA55211 Weighted Fork 130g £6.55
AA55212 Weighted Spoon 130g £6.55
AA55213 Weighted Teaspoon 130g £6.76
AA55214 Set 520g £23.40

Newstead One Handed Cutlery Homecraft2

The Splayed Fork and the Nelson Knife are designed for one
handed eating. The Splayed Fork combines a spoon and a fork
into one handed utensil. It is a pronged fork with edges designed
for cutting food and a deep rounded body which functions like 
a spoon. The Nelson Knife is a knife with a cutting edge that
ends as a curved pronged fork, enabling food to be picked up.

Weight
AA55215 Splayed Fork 80g £6.08
AA55216 Nelson Knife 80g £6.08

Newstead Spoons Homecraft3

The soup spoon has a deeper, more circular bowl than a
standard spoon to make holding liquid easier. The junior spoon
has a slightly smaller bowl making it mores suitable for children
and adolescents.

Weight
AA55217 Junior Spoon 80g £6.08
AA55218 Soup Spoon 80g £6.08

Newstead Coated Spoons Homecraft4

These spoons have been dipped in soft, food quality PVC and
are particularly beneficial for those with sensitive mouths and
gums or bite reflex problems. Due to the type of use to which
these items are subjected, they are only guaranteed for 3 months.

Weight
AA55219 Coated Spoon 80g £7.80
AA55220 Coated Teaspoon 80g £7.80

Newstead Rocker Knives Homecraft5

3

4

The Small Rocker Knife is designed to cut food with a small
amount of rocking movement and requires minimal arm strength
for cutting. The blade width is 60mm. The Large Rocker Knife
has a broad semi-circular blade that is ideal for preparing larger
food without cocking the wrist. The blade width is 120mm.

Weight
AA55221 Small Rocker Knife 80g £5.98
AA55222 Large Rocker Knife 80g £5.98

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

1093www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035
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Queens Cutlery Homecraft1
These stainless steel utensils are mounted into a built-up 
plastic handle for those with weak or restricted grip. 
The handle is cylindrical to assist with gripping. The items are
hygienically sealed, easy to clean and are dishwasher safe.
Length of handle 98mm (35/8"). Diameter of handle 30mm (11/4").

Weight
AA5500A Knife 45g £6.56
AA5501A Fork 45g £6.56
AA5502A Spoon 45g £6.56
AA5503A Junior Spoon 45g £7.04
AA5504A Teaspoon 45g £5.15
AA5517Y Retail Packed Set Including £23.10

Knife, Fork, Spoon, and Junior Spoon

Queens Soft Coated Homecraft
Built-Up Spoons

2

These spoons have been dipped in soft, food quality PVC and
then mounted into a built-up plastic handle for those with a weak
or restricted grip. They may be beneficial for users with a bite
reflex problem or a sensitive mouth. Due to the type of use to
which these items are subjected, they are only guaranteed 
for 3 months. The utensils are hygienically sealed, easy to clean
and are dishwasher safe. Length of handle 100mm (4"), diameter of
handle 30mm (11/4").

Weight
AA5506A Soft Coated Spoon 45g £6.45
AA5505A Soft Coated Teaspoon 50g £6.45

Queens One Handed Homecraft
Built-Up Cutlery

3

These stainless steel utensils, mounted in the Queens built-up
handle, can be used for one-handed eating by combining 
cutlery functions. The splayed fork is a pronged fork with 
edges designed for cutting food and a deep rounded body,
which functions like a spoon. The Nelson Knife is a knife with 
a cutting edge, which ends as a curved pronged fork, to enable
food to be picked up. Length of handle 98mm (35/8"). Diameter of
handle 30mm (11/4").

Weight
AA5507A Splayed Fork 45g £7.03
AA5508A Nelson Knife 55g £9.78

Queens Angled Homecraft
Built-Up Cutlery

4

A range of stainless steel utensils with an angled head mounted
in the Queens built-up handle, enabling those with limited wrist
movement to eat more easily. The knife has a blade bent at an
angle to the handle and can be used with a rocker action. 
The fork and spoon are available as right or left handed versions.
Specifications as for standard Queens range. 
Length of handle 98mm (35/8"). Diameter of handle 30mm (11/4").

Weight
AA5510A Knife 45g £9.78
AA5511LA Left Handed Fork 55g £7.42
AA5511RA Right Handed Fork 45g £7.42
AA5512LA Left Handed Spoon 55g £7.42
AA5512RA Right Handed Spoon 55g £7.42

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in Homecraft retail packaging.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

AA5511LA AA5512LA

AA5511RA

AA5510A

AA5512RA

Queens Cutlery
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RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in Homecraft retail packaging.
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Lightweight Foam Homecraft
Handled Cutlery

1

These stainless steel utensils are mounted on plastic stems and
sealed into light grey foam handles, to give help for those with
weak or painful grip. The foam is comfortable to hold and washable,
(not recommended for dishwasher use). Diameter 28mm (11/4").
Handle length 115mm (41/2").

Weight
AA5550 Knife 45g £7.10
AA5551 Fork 34g £7.10
AA5552 Spoon 42g £7.10
AA5553 Teaspoon 30g £7.10
AA5554 Retail Packed Set - 1 of each 151g £24.88

Lightweight Soft Coated Homecraft
Foam Handled Spoons

2

These spoons have been dipped in soft, food quality PVC and
mounted on plastic stems and sealed into light grey foam
handles. The foam is comfortable to hold and washable
(although not recommended for dishwashers). These spoons
may be beneficial for users with bite reflex problems or a
sensitive mouth. Due to the type of use to which these items 
are subjected, they are only guaranteed for three months. 
Handle length 115mm (41/2") and diameter 28mm (11/4").

Weight
AA55521 Soft Coated Spoon 47g £6.66
AA55522 Soft Coated Teaspoon 35g £7.23

Lightweight Foam Handled Homecraft
One Handed Cutlery

3

These stainless steel utensils, mounted into our Lightweight
Foam handle, can be used for one handed eating by combining
cutlery functions. The splayed fork is a pronged fork with edges
designed for cutting food and a deep rounded body which
functions like a spoon. The Nelson Knife is a knife with a cutting
edge, which ends as a curved pronged fork, to enable food to 
be picked up. The foam is comfortable to hold and washable
(although not recommended for dishwashers). Handle length
115mm (41/2") and diameter 28mm (11/4").

Weight
AA55511 Splayed Fork 40g £5.17
AA55501 Nelson Knife 45g £5.74

Lightweight Foam Homecraft
Angled Cutlery

4

Angled versions of the Lightweight Foam range for those with
limited wrist or arm movement. The knife can be used without
cocking the wrist and the fork and spoon are available as right
(R) or left (L) handed versions. Knife blade at 90° angle. 
Fork and spoon at 40° angles. Stainless steel utensils with 
closed cell foam handles.

Weight
AA5555 Knife 45g £8.07
AA5556L Left Handed Fork 40g £8.07
AA5556R Right Handed Fork 40g £8.07
AA5557L Left Handed Spoon 46g £8.07
AA5557R Right Handed Spoon 46g £8.07

AA5557L

AA5556L

AA5556R

AA5557R

AA5555
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Etac Light Cutlery
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Etac® Light Combination Cutlery3

The combination cutlery range comprises a Knife/fork and
Knife/spoon, which is available in right and left handed versions.
The cutlery is suitable for people who can use only one hand and
offers a firm grip, which makes cutting easy. A wide support area
on the side of the handle gives a firm grip when cutting and the
rounded underside can be gripped comfortably between the
thumb and forefinger. 

Weight
09 116 8806 Spoon/Knife 35g £12.32
09 116 8814 Right Handed Knife/Fork 25g £12.32
09 116 8822 Left Handed Knife/Fork 25g £12.32

Etac® Light Angled Spoons4

The angled spoons are intended for people with impaired arm
and hand mobility, minimising wrist movement. Weight 35g.
09 116 8848 Right Handed £10.07
09 116 8855 Left Handed £10.07

Etac® Light Cutlery with Thick Handles1

These stainless steel utensils have an ergonomically designed
ABS plastic handle and are intended for people with joint
problems such as arthritis. The thick, light handles are easy to
grip making the cutlery kind to the joints and relieve the strain on
the fingers. The knife has a sharp curved blade to aid with
cutting and the spoon has a deep bowl to reduce spillage. 

Length Weight
09 115 7379 Fork 180mm 27g £11.19
09 115 7387 Knife 210mm 23g £11.19
09 115 7395 Teaspoon 180mm 30g £11.19
09 115 7403 Spoon 220mm 37g £11.19

Etac® Light Cutlery with Long Handles2

This cutlery has been specially developed for people who need
support for their hands and forearms when they eat, and who
usually use cutlery in the pencil grip. The cutlery is light, with
relatively long handles. This gives good pressure distribution,
minimal movement and a “between the fingers” grip. The underside
of the handle is softly rounded to avoid edge or point pressure. 

Length Weight
09 115 7411 Fork 210mm 24g £11.19
09 115 7429 Knife 220mm 21g £11.19
09 115 7437 Teaspoon 200mm 26g £11.19
09 115 7445 Spoon 210mm 34g £11.19

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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Kings Modular Cutlery

1

1

Assembly of Kings Range Homecraft
To assemble a cutlery utensil and a handle, you simply push the
utensil spigot into the hole in the handle. If the handle needs to
be built up further, sleeves can be added. These must be fitted
over the slim handle (AA5543) first, and then the handle attached
to the utensil spigot in the manner described above. If a double
ended utensil is required, handles with a hole in both ends 
are available. The utensils can be rotated to the position required.
When using the strap, it is placed between the handle and
cutlery spigot or end piece.

Kings Assessment Kit Homecraft
33 Pieces

1

This kit contains one of each utensil, handle and sleeve, plus the
Kings Button Hook. Ideal for assessing individual patient needs.
Supplied in an attractive case with a specific place for each item.
AA5548 £179.91

This attractive and comprehensive range allows a 
large amount of bespoke cutlery items to be made
from 33 modular pieces. 
It caters for virtually all needs - economically, visually,
aesthetically and functionally. The range covers:
standard, angled and specialised utensils; built up,
slim, contoured, lightweight and heavyweight handles;
and a unique double ended feature to create special
utensils for one handed eating or to provide an
inconspicuous hand strap. All items are hygienic, 
non-corroding and dishwasher safe. 
See following pages for the selection of utensils,
handles and accessories available in the range.

VARIETY OF
COMFORTABLE

HANDLES

AA5535

LARGE CHOICE OF
HIGH QUALITY

UTENSILS

AA5522

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
ADAPTORS IF

REQUIRED

AA5534

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing,please see pages 1353 to 1360.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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Kings Standard Homecraft
Cutlery Utensils

1

These standard utensils are mounted in plastic spigots that fit
tightly into the chosen handle, but allow the blade to be angled
as desired.

Length Weight
AA5520 Knife 112mm 17g £4.44
AA5521 Fork 104mm 21g £4.44
AA5522 Standard Spoon 97mm 23g £4.44
AA5523 Junior Spoon 91mm 21g £4.44
AA5524 Teaspoon 84mm 17g £4.44
AA5526 Soup Spoon 80mm 21g £4.44

Kings Angled Homecraft
Cutlery Utensils

2

A range similar to the standard utensils but with angled blades
for those with limited wrist or arm movement. The knife is at 90°
and can also be used as the second utensil in the double ended
handles. Forks and spoons have left and right handed versions
at 40° angles. The angled adaptor adds extra length and a 30°
angle to any utensil. Knife is 52mm with 80mm offset at 90° angle.

Length Weight
AA5530 Knife 132mm 20g £4.44
AA5531L Left Handed Fork 82mm 21g £4.44
AA5531R Right Handed Fork 82mm 21g £4.44
AA5532L Left Handed Spoon 82mm 23g £4.44
AA5532R Right Handed Spoon 82mm 23g £4.44
AA5534 Adaptor - Pack of 3 60mm 10g £5.46

Kings Specialised Homecraft
Cutlery Utensils

3

The Splayed Fork (AA5527) is a combined fork and spoon and
the Nelson Knife is a combined knife and fork. Both are designed
to help with one-handed eating. The Small Rocker Knife is for
cutting food with minimal rocking movement and can be used
in the double-ended cutlery handles to make one utensil more
versatile. The Large Rocker Knife has a broad semi-circular blade
which is ideal for preparing larger food without cocking the wrist.

Length Weight
AA5527 Splayed Fork 82mm 22g £4.44
AA5528 Nelson Knife 110mm 25g £4.44
AA5529 Small Rocker 35mm £4.44

60mm width 19g
AA5533 Large Rocker Max. width £4.44

of blade 121mm 45g

Kings Soft Coated Spoons Homecraft4

These spoons have been dipped in soft, food quality PVC.
They may be beneficial for users with bite reflex problem
when eating. Due to the type of use to which these items
are subjected, they are only guaranteed for three months.

Length Weight
AA5518 Spoon 100mm 32g £7.49
AA5519 Teaspoon 80mm 25g £6.86

AA5520

AA5521

AA5524

AA5522

AA5523

AA5526

AA5532R

AA5531R

AA5530

AA5527

AA5533
AA5529

AA5528

AA5519

AA5518

AA5531L

AA5532L

AA5534

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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Kings Standard Homecraft
Built-Up Handle

1

The Standard Handle has a hollow cylindrical body. The Slim has
an oval cross section and this handle is also used as the core 
for the built-up sleeves. The Contoured has a curved shape and
finger contours. The Mushroom is a round hollow doorknob type
handle which is easy to grip for those with weak or painful joints.
The Heavyweight Handle is similar to the standard, but the core
is filled with a metal bar to make it heavier. The Customised is
custom made by means of a metal inner core and pack of
modelling material to make a unique personal shape.

Width Weight
AA5536 Standard 25mm 30g £3.64
AA5543 Slim 14-19mm 29g £3.07
AA5535 Contoured 22-30mm 85g £4.11
AA5544 Mushroom 65mm 52g £4.11
AA5542 Customised As required 65g £11.39
AA5539 Heavy Handle 25mm 156g £4.57

Kings Built-Up Sleeves Homecraft2

Contoured PVC sleeves that fit over the slim handle AA5543. 
Width Weight

AA5545 Oval Sleeve 23-30mm 24g £4.30
AA5546 Small Contoured 22mm 19g £4.70
AA5547 Large Contoured 29-35mm 38g £5.06

Kings Lightweight Homecraft
Foam Handles

3

Made from grey sculptured closed cell foam for those unable to
cope with the weight of standard built up handles. Washable.

Width Weight
AA5538 Small 20mm 10g £5.25
AA5537 Large 28mm 12g £5.75

Kings Double Ended Homecraft
Handles with Strap

4

These are versions of the Standard Built-Up and Lightweight
Foam Handles with utensil apertures in both ends. They are
supplied with a transparent adjustable strap and a fixing spigot
that fits in the second hole. A second utensil can be used
e.g. the Rocker Knife AA5529 or Angled Knife AA5530 with or
without the strap, to create versatile one handed cutlery.
Strap 210 x 20mm (8 x 4/5").

Width Weight
AA5540 Standard Double 25mm 30g £4.21
AA5541 Lightweight Double 28mm 12g £6.79
AA554001 Spare Straps - Pack of 10 £5.87

AA5544
AA5535

AA5543

AA5536/AA5539

AA5547

AA5546

AA5545

AA5538

AA5537

AA5541

AA5540

AA5542

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing,please see pages 1353 to 1360.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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Cutlery

1

3

2 Nelson Knife Homecraft1

A stainless steel knife designed for one handed eating. 
The stainless steel knife blade can be used with a rocker action
and the pronged end used as a fork. A built up sleeve from the
Kings Modular cutlery range may be added to the handle.
Handle length 100mm (4"). Weight 54g.
AA5597Y Retail Packed £10.07

Splayed Fork with Slim Handle Homecraft2

A stainless steel combination utensil designed for one 
handed eating. This combined fork and spoon has side edges
that have been shaped to give a cutting edge. A built up sleeve
from the Kings Modular cutlery range may be added to 
the handle. Handle length 100mm (4"). Weight 34g.
AA5595 £8.57

Kings Weighted Cutlery Homecraft3

A heavier handled cutlery range for users who may suffer from
conditions such as hand tremors. 
The handle measures 105 x 30mm and weighs 152g. The final
utensil weighs approximately 176g.
AA5591 Kings Weighted Fork £10.35
AA5592 Kings Weighted Teaspoon £10.35
AA5593 Kings Weighted Spoon £10.35

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

4

5

Amefa Angled Contoured Cutlery4

These items have shaped handles to assist those with restricted
wrist or finger movement. The knife has a straight built up handle
with angled blade that allows cutting with a rocker action. 
The forks and spoons have curved built up handles that are
comfortable to grip and require little wrist movement. 
The stainless steel utensils are easy to clean and dishwasher safe.
Length of handles 114mm (41/2").

Weight
AA5580 Knife 75g £16.00
AA5584 Angled Knife 78g £13.05
AA5585L Left Fork 48g £10.07
AA5585R Right Fork 48g £10.07
AA5586L Left Spoon 54g £10.07
AA5586R Right Spoon 54g £10.07

Deluxe KEatlery Weighted Cutlery5

These high quality weighted utensils are designed to look like
mainstream cutlery and will help reduce tremors. The slight
indentation places fingers in a comfortable ergonomic position.
Made from highly polished stainless steel, the utensils are
dishwasher safe and weigh approximately 227g each.
09 120 4486 Knife £10.92
09 120 4494 Fork £10.92
09 120 4502 Teaspoon £10.92
09 120 4510 Soup Spoon £10.92

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.
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Caring Cutlery

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is available in Homecraft retail packaging.

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

1

2 3

4

Caring Cutlery Homecraft1

The Caring Cutlery range is a set of stainless steel utensils
moulded into contoured, ivory coloured plastic handles with 
built up ends. These are of value to those with a weak grip and
restricted wrist or finger movement. The knives and forks have a
shaped indent on the top for the index finger, to help with
directional control. The knives also have a serrated blade to
assist with cutting. The knife, fork, spoon and teaspoon are
available as a set. Within the range there is an angled knife and
left and right-angled forks and spoons that are designed to
minimise wrist movement. The cutlery range is hygienically sealed,
easy to clean and dishwasher safe. Length of handles 127mm (5").

Weight
AA5570 Knife 50g £5.78
AA5571 Fork 50g £5.78
AA5572 Spoon 60g £5.78
AA55721 Teaspoon 45g £4.74
AA55700Y Retail Packed Set 215g £14.93

Angled Caring Cutlery Homecraft2

These angled versions of the Caring fork and spoon are designed
to minimise wrist movement. The utensils are hygienically sealed,
easy to clean and dishwasher safe. Length of handles 127mm (5").

Weight
AA5573R Right Handed Spoon 60g £5.78
AA5574R Right Handed Fork 50g £4.69
AA5574L Left Handed Fork 50g £4.69

Soft Coated Caring Cutlery Homecraft3

These soft coated spoons have been dipped in soft, food quality
PVC. They may be beneficial for users with bite reflex problems
or a sensitive mouth. Due to the type of use to which these items 
are subjected, they are only guaranteed for three months. 
The spoons are hygienically sealed into the contoured Caring
Cutlery handles, are easy to clean and dishwasher safe. 
Length of handles 127mm (5").

Weight
AA55731 Soft Coated Spoon 65g £6.03
AA55732 Soft Coated Teaspoon 55g £6.03

Junior Caring Cutlery Homecraft4

A range of knife, fork and spoon similar in concept to the Caring
Cutlery range, but smaller in size. Designed primarily for children,
they are easy to clean and dishwasher safe. Stainless steel cutlery.
Length of handle 102mm (4").

Weight
AA5575 Knife 24g £5.57
AA5576 Fork 22g £5.57
AA5577 Spoon 24g £5.57
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These versatile utensils may be angled or positioned in a variety
of directions and wrap easily around the hand and/or wrist to
secure in the position required. The foam handle is 25mm (1") 
in diameter. Includes a 250mm (10") Velcro brand hook and loop
strap that can be used to further secure the utensil on the hand.
Each utensil weighs only 113g and measures 356mm (14") long. 
Dishwasher safe to 50°C (120°F).
109001 Fork £12.34
109002 Teaspoon £12.34
109003 Tablespoon £12.34
109004 Plastisol Coated Teaspoon £12.34

Easy-Hold Utensils2

The handle design of this cutlery makes gripping it as effortless
as could be. The blade of the knife will cut in both slicing and
rocking motions. The offset spoons and sporks are ideal for
those with decreased upper extremity control. Dishwasher safe
up to 80°C (180°F). 
1438 Knife £12.34
1439 Fork £12.34
1440 Right Handed Spoon £12.34
1441 Left Handed Spoon £12.34
1442 Right Handed Spork £13.50
1443 Left Handed Spork £13.50

1 2

3

Weight Adjustable Utensils3

Increase or reduce the weight of the utensil with the adjustable
washer mechanism. Weight can range from 56 to 226g. Easy to
grip due to the shaped handle. Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F).
Handle is 38mm (11/2") diameter.
110101 Teaspoon £10.39
110102 Tablespoon £10.39
110103 Fork £10.39
110104 Knife £10.39
110105 Soup Spoon £10.39

4

Featherlite Cutlery Range4

Knork™ Knife & Fork Combination

The Knork™ is a stylish fork with wide, rounded and bevelled
outer tines that will safely cut food like a knife, without a sharp
edge to cut the mouth of the user. It slices through food with a
rocking motion which is facilitated by a finger platform on both
sides of the handle. As it is symmetrical it can be used by both
left and right handed users.
09 117 7856 £9.66

5 6

5

Rocking T Knife6

This rocker knife has a large, 100mm (4") handle with a 
stainless-steel, single-edged blade. Because pressure is applied
directly above the food to be cut, less strength and dexterity is
needed by the user. Dishwasher safe up to 105°C (220°F).
920359 £19.97

A lightweight cutlery range (average weight 48g) consisting of
stainless steel utensils with plastic handles. The handles are
25mm (1") in diameter and slightly tapered and textured for easy
gripping. They are totally sealed to prevent water seepage and
are dishwasher safe.
AA55000 Knife £6.34
AA55001 Fork £6.34
AA55002 Teaspoon £6.34
AA55003 Spoon £6.34
AA55004 Left Handed Fork £7.02
AA55005 Right Handed Fork £7.02
AA55006 Left Handed Spoon £7.02
AA55007 Right Handed Spoon £7.02
AA55008 Left Handed Teaspoon £7.02
AA55009 Right Handed Teaspoon £7.02
AA55010 Ergonomic Knife £9.31
AA55011 Ergonomic Fork £9.31
AA55012 Ergonomic Teaspoon £9.31
AA55013 Ergonomic Spoon £9.31
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Sure Grip Cutlery1

These stainless steel utensils have comfortable ribbed built up
handles to assist people with a weak grasp. The rubber handles
are 38mm (11/2") wide and 102mm (4") long.
A703203 Knife £6.75
A703202 Fork £6.75
A703201 Tablespoon £6.75
A703200 Teaspoon £6.75
A703204 Set - one of each £23.57

Sure Grip Bendable Cutlery2

The spoons and forks in this range feature a twist in the metal
shaft to allow them to be bent to the desired angle. The utensils
can be bent to either the right or left to the position that is the
most comfortable for the user. The knife has a curved rocker
blade to allow the user to cut with minimal effort. The comfortable
38mm (11/2") wide built up ribbed rubber handles provide an
improved grip.
A703208 Rocker Knife £7.64
A703207 Fork £7.64
A703206 Tablespoon £7.64
A703205 Teaspoon £7.64
A703209 Set - one of each £27.37

Good Grips Cutlery3

These stainless steel utensils feature a 35mm (13/8") diameter
built up handle. The forks and spoons have a special twist built
into the metal shaft that allows them to be bent in any angle for
either left or right handed use. The Paediatric spoon has a
smaller handle and bowl. Handle length 165mm (161/2").
09 120 5202 Rocker Knife £9.31
09 120 5228 Serrated Rocker Knife £10.35
09 120 5244 Fork £8.27
09 120 5269 Spoon £8.27
09 120 5285 Tablespoon £8.27
09 120 5301 Teaspoon £8.27
09 120 5319 Paediatric Spoon £8.27

Weighted utensils are available with 170g of extra weight in the
built up handle to provide more control for people with a tremor
or limited hand control.
09 120 5947 Weighted Rocker Knife £8.86
09 120 6028 Weighted Fork £8.86
09 120 5996 Weighted Spoon £8.86
09 120 6002 Weighted Teaspoon £8.86
09 120 6010 Weighted Tablespoon £8.86

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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1 Steady Spoon1

This uniquely designed spoon allows those who could not
ordinarily feed themselves to achieve independence. Five moving
parts and counter weights keep the spoon level no matter what
the users arm position or level of tremor. The hook and loop
strap on the built up handle eliminates the need for strong grasp.
The bowl is a standard teaspoon size. 
Handle 140mm (51/2") long, 32mm (11/4") diameter. Handle and
bowl 240mm (91/2") long. Strap 127mm (5") long. Weight 226g.
AA5558 £41.29
Paediatric version available
Bowl is a standard teaspoon size. Handle 114mm (41/2") long,
29mm (11/8") diameter. Handle and bowl 197mm (73/4") long.
Strap 100mm (4") long. Weight 200g.
AA75502 £32.20

21

Unbreakable Utensils2

Tough nylon material that is kind to lips and teeth - durable
enough to be used by individuals with strong bite reflexes. 
The utensils can be customised for the user’s need by cutting 
to shape with scissors and smoothing with an emery board. 
Can be cleaned in a dishwasher up to 80°C (180°F) and sterilised.
Pack of 10.
1078 Teaspoons £12.19
1079 Soup Spoons £12.19

3

Plastisol™ Coated Spoons3

Plastic coated spoons that provide protection for teeth and lips
from utensil edges and temperature sensitivity. Not recommended
for those with heavy biting reflexes. Dishwasher safe up to 
80°C (180°F). Cold water washing prolongs life of the utensil.

1066 Long Teaspoon £6.35

1064 Tablespoon £6.35

1072 Teaspoon £6.35

A

C

B

A

B

C

4

5 6

Adjustable Angle Spoon4

This spoon is useful for people who require multiple angles 
when self-feeding, for example a left or right handed angle.
The flexible ball and socket joint allows the spoon to be rotated
through 360° to achieve the angle desired. Stainless steel spoon
mounted into a large plastic handle.
AA5565 £9.32

PAEDIATRIC VERSION

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

Roller Knife/Fork Combination5

A stainless steel roller knife/fork combination that is suited for
one-handed individuals who still possess good grip strength.
Dishwasher safe.
AA55019 Standard Handle £9.88

Clip-On Utensils6

Large handled cutlery designed for those with a poor grip.
The stainless steel utensils have a vinyl covering over the
handles. The handles are flexible so they can be customised
to the individual user. Dishwasher safe.
AA55014 Clip-On Fork £8.42
AA55015 Clip-On Spoon £8.42
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1 2Paediatric Weighted Utensils1

Child-size utensils that are weighted to stabilise the hand.
Shaped red plastic vinyl handles. Stainless steel utensils.
Handles are 22mm in diameter and 82mm long. Dishwasher
safe up to 80°C (180°F). Each weighs approximately 110g.
110201 Youth Fork £9.87
110202 Youth Teaspoon £9.87

Flexible Paediatric Cutlery2

These versatile utensils wrap easily around the hand and/or wrist
to secure in the position required. The foam handle is 19mm in
diameter and 250mm long. It may be customised to fit a user’s
grip. Includes a 250mm hook and loop strap that further secures
the utensil. Handwash with warm, soapy water. Weight 50g.
109501 Flexible Fork £8.63
109502 Flexible Spoon £8.63 110202110201

3 4

4

6

EasiEaters™ Curved Utensils3

Lightweight and easy to grip plastic utensils that are angled to
promote greater success with hand to mouth feeding. Built up
handles make them easier to hold and the safety shield prevents
utensils from entering the mouth too deeply. Set includes fork and
spoon. Dishwasher safe, colours may vary. Handle length 76mm(3").
1447 Right Handed Utensils £8.32
144701 Left Handed Utensils £8.32
920686 Right Handed with Shield £10.95
920687 Left Handed with Shield £10.95

Etac® Feed Angled Spoon5

The angled spoons make it easier to move the hand from the plate to
mouth and are suitable for children and adults with small hands.
The bowl is adjustable and the handle has a combined support
and stop peg. The spoon is suitable for a child’s or small hand
allowing the spoon to be held near the bowl head. The strap
offers additional support for children with poor gripping ability.
The handles are 160mm long. Weight 40g. Dishwasher safe.
09 116 1983 Right Hand £20.75
09 116 1991 Left Hand £20.75

Etac® Feeding Cutlery6

The feeding cutlery has soft round edges for a comfortable feel in
the mouth, and the long handle means the person being fed can
also hold the cutlery. The spoon and fork are 220mm long and
the small spoon is 200mm long. Dishwasher safe.
09 116 1959 Feeding Spoon - Large £10.09
09 116 1967 Feeding Spoon - Small £10.09
09 116 1975 Feeding Fork £10.09

920686

1447

7 8

Maroon Spoon8

A narrow, shallow bowl makes it ideal for feeding therapy. Tough
and break resistant (do not use with clients with severe bite reflex).
Dishwasher safe, no heated drying. Supplied in packs of 10.
920273 Small 146 x 25mm £9.22
920274 Large 152 x 32mm £10.63

5

Lip Closure Spoon7

This useful spoon is for individuals who have difficulty with lip
closure when eating. Unique sloping wall design provides tactile
cue for the upper lip. Encourages user to maintain continuous
point of contact with the spoon surface as food is removed.
Works well with both adults and children.
557127 £11.75

Paediatric Easigrip Cutlery4

Curved spoons and forks give children a more natural grip on 
the handles. Moulded of sturdy plastic. Two options available,
two sets (two forks, two spoons) in one package or one fork 
and one spoon with built up handles in the other.
AA75504 Two Sets £6.50
AA75505 Built Up Set £14.09

INFORMATION
For our full range of paediatric cutlery please see pages 824 to 826.
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Cutlery Aids

Multi-Holder Homecraft2

Comfortable, easily adjustable, strap handle that provides a secure
grasp on a variety of handle shapes and sizes. Made from a soft,
stretchy fabric, this utensil securely holds a range of items such
as cutlery, pens, pencils, brushes and combs. Useful for people
with limited hand function or a weak grip. One size fits all. For left
or right handed use. Colours may vary.
AA5587 £6.86

Cylindrical Foam Padding1

This closed cell foam padding can be cut as required to build up
items of cutlery. Supplied as a continuous length of foam
padding (915mm). Dishwasher safe up to 180°C. Latex free. 

Colour Internal Outer 
Diameter Diameter

09 102 4108 Light Blue 6mm (1/4") 19mm (3/4") £6.31
09 116 6693 Blue 10mm (3/8") 35mm (13/8") £6.31

21

Weighted Utensil Holder3

Easy to grasp utensil holder with a plastic cone shaped base
that fits snugly into the palm of the hand. Designed to angle the
utensil away from the palm to make eating easier. The hook and
loop fastening enables the holder to be adjusted to fit most
hands. The additional 226g weight within the base helps give
stability for people with tremors.
1372 £12.34

Built-Up Utensil Holder4

For those with poor hand function or a weak grip, this utensil
holder has a half cone shaped plastic base, which angles the
utensil away from the palm to make eating easier. May be used
with cutlery, pens, etc. The hook and loop fastening enables the
holder to be adjusted to fit most hands. 
1373 £12.34

Paediatric Plastic Base Utensil Holder5

This utensil holder has a half-cone shaped base that angles the
utensil away from the palm to make eating easier. A strap is attached
to offer additional support for children who have difficulty gripping.
The base is made from plastic and the strap from washable nylon.
1371 £10.19

43

Utensil Hand Clip6

An excellent eating aid for people who have trouble grasping and
holding small utensils. The spring-action plastic clip fits the hand
snugly without pinching. May be used with a number of different
utensils including spoons, forks, etc.
AA5596 £9.85

65

The Functional Hand Splint7

Designed by therapists, the Functional Hand Splint has several uses.
Its design maintains soft tissue length in the fingers and wrists
and allows for functional activity of the arm, whilst maintaining
good joint alignment in the hand. The unique design of the core
allows it to be used with a wide range of implements and tools as
part of a wider therapeutic programme e.g. pens, pencils, cutlery,
hairbrushes etc whilst maintaining the hand in the correct therapeutic
position. Objects can be placed in either the narrower or wider end
of the splint increasing the independence of the user. The Functional
Hand Splint is suitable for users of all ages and conditions
experiencing decreased functionality in their hands. Available in
three sizes, small, medium and large to suit all hand sizes.

Max. Diameter Length
AA6146A Small 35mm (13/8") 80mm (31/8") £19.95
AA6146B Medium 40mm (15/8") 90mm (31/2") £19.95
AA6146C Large 50mm (2") 105mm (41/8") £19.95

7

7 7

Fax: 08448 730 100 www.homecraft-rolyan.com
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Thick Plastazote Foam Tubing1

Closed cell foam tubing, available in various sizes to provide 
a built up handle for easier gripping e.g. cutlery, pens etc. It is 
non-absorbent, non-sticky, washable and dishwasher safe.
Supplied in one metre (39") lengths, it may be cut to size. 
Exact lengths may vary plus or minus 50mm. External Diameter
31mm (11/4").

Colour Int. dia. Weight
AA6104A White 6mm 55g £4.08
AA6104M Grey 6mm 55g £4.08
AA6106A White 9mm 60g £4.08
AA6106M Grey 9mm 60g £4.08
AA6108A White 12mm 65g £4.69
AA6108M Grey 12mm 65g £4.69
External Diameter 19mm (3/4")
AA6100A White 6mm 30g £3.17

Closed Cell Foam Tubing2

Used for building up tool and utensil handles to give greater
control to people who lack co-ordination, strength or gripping
ability. Tubing has a slip resistant outer layer and is dishwasher
safe. The tubing is 300mm (12") long and can be cut to the
required length. Comes in packs of six. An assortment (two of
each) is available for adults and children. The paediatric
assortment comes in bright colours (Yellow, Orange and Blue).
This is also suitable for the visually impaired.
625101 Tan Inner diameter 6mm (1/4") £11.17

Outer diameter 22mm (7/8")

625102 Red Inner diameter 10mm (3/8") £11.17
Outer diameter 28mm (11/8")

625103 Blue Inner diameter 16mm (5/8") £11.17
Outer diameter 28mm (11/8")

AA6111 Adult Assortment - 2 of each £16.35
AA6110 Paediatric Assortment - 2 of each £16.35

Elastack™ Tapes3

Elastack material is so soft, it seals out air on contact to form a
suction bond. Adherence releases easily and is never sticky,
making Elastack™ tapes ideal to prevent sliding and enhance grips.
The ultra soft grade is the most adherent, transparent, and softest,
but is not intended for use above room temperature. 
Medium grade is firmer, translucent, and durable at elevated
temp erature (dishwasher safe to 220°F/104°C). 
Tape is 20mm (4/5") wide and 3.6m (12') long. Latex free.
920798 Ultra Soft Tape £6.69
920476 Medium Soft Tape £6.04

34

Cuff Weights4

These colour coded cuff weights contour to the wrist and can help
to reduce shaking or tremors whilst eating. The securing system
includes 36cm hook and loop strap with a double safety closure to
assure easy adjustment and secure fit. Sold as singles.

Colour Weight
AA9896A Beige 0.5kg £7.60
AA9896B Yellow 1kg £9.00
AA9896C Red 1.5kg £10.40
AA9896D Green 2kg £11.80

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 1107
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Neater Eater® Electric Model1

The Neater Eater is an essential tool for independence.
This model is electric powered and programmable and offers a
wide range of benefits to the user. 
• Allows an individual to feed themselves

• Encourages social interaction through taking part in mealtimes

• Helps maintain dignity and self respect

• Helps teach movements, improves posture and mouth control

• Assists carers

The Neater Eater arm is moved by electric motors, giving a wide
range of movement to take the self-levelling spoon to the user’s
mouth. You can choose from many different operating modes for
the movement of the spoon and for turning the plate. The Neater
Eater is suitable for people of all ages with a wide range of
physical and cognitive ability (including people with: cerebral
palsy, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, motor neurone
disease, muscular dystrophies and Parkinson’s disease).
The Neater Eater can be programmed for up to five individual
users each with different abilities, mouth heights and positions.
The system includes two spoons, two scoop plates, a plate
stand, two switches and a joypad for programming positions.
AA55021 £3046.16

Neater Table®2

The Neater Table is a sturdy table, ideal for a wide variety of
situations. Its unique design emphasises easy access, flexibility
and convenience for the user. Easy to transport and store,
the tabletop unscrews from the base and the legs fold away. 
The base is made from epoxy coated steel and the top from
sturdy, veneered wood. The table allows easy access for users
and is especially suitable for those in wheelchairs. The table is
height adjustable between 690 and 930mm (27 and 361/2"). 
The tabletop measures 920 x 500mm (361/4 x 193/4"). 
AA550211 Neater Table £310.96
Due to the unique design of the Neater Table, heavy weights
placed at the back of the table could potentially make it unstable.

Neater Drinker®3

The Neater Drinker can be used in conjunction with or separately
from the Neater Eater. A 600mm straw in a sturdy ceramic mug
with a lid. The bendable straw has a non-return valve. The mug
has a non-slip base and the lid holds the straw in place and
helps keep the contents warm. It holds up to 400ml. The Neater
Drinker is supplied in dark blue. Spare straws are available as is
an extra long straw.
AA55022B Neater Drinker Blue £43.12
AA55023 Spare 600mm Straw £10.77
AA55024 Extra long 1200mm Straw £15.74

4
wks

DELIVERY
Delivery is approximately 4 weeks. Please contact Customer Services 
for more information.

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing,please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Plate Surrounds & Plates

1 2Incurve Plate Surround Homecraft1

This flexible guard can be fitted to ordinary plates to assist with
one handed eating. Three clips attach it to the rim and create
a high inward sloping face to help with food collection and
prevent spillage. Plate size 190 to 254mm (71/2 to 10") external
diameter. Microwave and dishwasher safe. Weight 45g.
AA5662Y Retail Packed £3.58
AA5662W Non Retail £3.43

Invisible™ Plate Surround2

This sturdy plastic ring is formed to snap easily onto a plate.
The clear plastic is easy to keep clean. Dishwasher safe up to
50°C (125°F). Guard is 30mm (11/4") high. Large size fits plates
215 to 250mm (81/2 to 10") external diameter. Small size fits
plates 150 to 190mm (6 to 71/2") external diameter.
1114 Small £10.07
1115 Large £10.58

Manoy Contoured Plates6

These melamine plates are designed to help those with one
good hand or who have difficulty picking up food with utensils.
They are oval in shape with a sloping bottom and high sided
end to help scoop up food without spilling it over the side.
Not suitable for microwave ovens, but dishwasher safe.

Size Weight
AA5610 Small 227 x 159mm (81/2 x 61/4") 200g £6.65
AA5612 Large 279 x 197mm (11 x 73/4") 440g £9.73

65

Medeci Plates5

A deep dished plate to assist with picking up food. Made from
tough plastic. The large contoured rim makes the plate easier to
grip. It is lightweight, stackable and dishwasher safe.
External diameter 241mm (91/2"). Weight 180g.
AA5620H Ivory £11.51
AA5620B Blue £11.51

Scoop Plate Homecraft3

This tough polycarbonate scoop plate has near vertical sides to
push against for easier eating, especially with one hand. It also
has a wide contoured rim for better gripping. Height 4cm (1½"),
external diameter 26cm (10¼"). Weighs 143g. Microwave and
dishwasher safe. A lid with clips is available to make the plate
anti-spill. A suction seal is also available to create stability and
reduce mess.
09 142 9315 Scoop Plate £5.65
09 142 9331 Lid £2.85
09 142 9349 Suction Seal £2.35

High Sided Plate Homecraft4

This tough polycarbonate high sided plate is ideal for those with
one good hand. The high sides make it easier for the user to
scoop up food without spilling it over the side. A wide contoured
rim allows for better gripping. Height 4½cm, (1¾"), external
diameter 26cm (10 ¼"). Weighs 147g.  Microwave and
dishwasher safe. A lid with clips is available to make the plate
anti-spill. A suction seal is also available to create stability and
reduce mess.
09 142 9323 High Sided Plate £5.65
09 142 9331 Lid £2.85
09 142 9349 Suction Seal £2.35

DISHWASHER SAFE
All products on this page are suitable for use in a dishwasher.

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is available in Homecraft retail packaging.

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 1109
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Plates & Dishes

1 Suction Scoop Dish1

Features three suction cups fixed on the base for maximum stability.
Just moisten the suction cups and press to smooth, flat surface.
Off white melamine with a heavy duty reinforced 229mm (9") rim
and base. Provides stable, non-slip eating surface. 
Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F). Not recommended for use
with microwaves.
1434 £24.74

2

Scooper Plate2

This flat bottom plate has a high rim with a reverse curve on one
side that helps in scooping food onto a spoon or fork without
spilling over the side. Made from blue, heat resistant plastic, it has
a non-slip detachable suction ring. Once the suction ring has been
removed, the plate is dishwasher safe. Diameter 165mm (61/2").
AA5607 £7.03

Suction Scooper Bowl3

This 110mm (41/2") dish has a suction base attached. The curved
rim guides food onto the spoon whilst the slip-resistant base
helps keep the bowl firmly in place. Once the suction ring has
been removed, the bowl is dishwasher safe. Colours may vary.
1548 £7.74

3

4

5 6

Partitioned Scoop Dish with Lid4

This dish has three compartments, each 38mm (11/2") deep,
to keep food separated. The two smaller sections hold up to 200ml,
while the larger one has a 375ml capacity. The high walls of 
each compartment can be used to help push food onto forks
and spoons. Supplied with a clear plastic lid for easier transporting
and storing of food. Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Diameter 200mm (81/4").
A684403 £8.62

Partitioned Scoop Dish5

White melamine dinner plate with 19mm (3/4") high dividers
and near vertical sides. 222mm (83/4") in diameter.
Not recommended for microwave or heavy institutional usage.
Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F).
1388 £7.39

Round-Up™ Plate6

For children and adults with limited muscle control and 
co-ordination. A high inner wall around the circumference
helps prevent food from spilling or sliding off the plate.
Dishwasher safe. Height 19mm (3/4"). Diameter 203mm (8").
AA5606 £8.50

DISHWASHER SAFE
All products on this page are suitable for use in a dishwasher.

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.
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Plate with Inside Edge1

The curved inside edge keeps food from sliding off the plate to
make self-feeding easier for children or adults. Plate is 230mm (9")
in diameter with a 25mm (1") rim and a 13mm (1/2") edge.
Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F) and microwave safe.
Made from polypropylene.
1425 £8.22

Scoop Plate4

Ideal for the one-handed user. The vertical wall guides food onto
utensils. This lightweight polypropylene plate has a non-slip
rubber-coated base to prevent sliding. Entry wall is 13mm (1/2")
high and steadily increases upward to 38mm (11/2"). 230mm (9")
diameter provides plenty of space for any size meal. 
This microwaveable plate has a 19mm (3/4") rim for easy handling.
Dishwasher safe.
AA5608 White £6.34
AA5608B Blue £6.34

1
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Round Scoop Dish2

Moulded low at the front and high at the back, this unbreakable,
round scoop dish is especially useful for those eating with just one
hand. Non-slip, rubber padded bottom provides control when
using the scoop feature. 200mm (8") diameter. Washes in top shelf
of domestic dishwashers. Not recommended for microwave use. 
1546 Yellow £8.62
154601 Ivory £8.62
555597 Red £8.62

Melamine Scooper Bowl and Dish3

Designed for people with limited muscle control or use of only
one hand. Both the bowl and the dish have a contoured lip 
that allows food to be trapped and easily pushed onto cutlery.
Non skid feet on the bottom prevent them from slipping or sliding.
Dishwasher safe to 80°C (180°F). Not recommended for
microwave use. 

Item Colour Size
1390 Bowl White 140 x 165mm (51/2 x 61/2") £16.40
139002 Bowl Blue 140 x 165mm (51/2 x 61/2") £16.40
139003 Bowl Yellow 140 x 165mm (51/2 x 61/2") £16.40
1545 Dish White 195mm (73/4") Diameter £19.40
154502 Dish Blue 195mm (73/4") Diameter £19.40
154503 Dish Yellow 195mm (73/4") Diameter £19.40

INFORMATION
Differences between melamine and polypropylene:
Melamine
• Heavier weight plastic
• Break resistant
• Scratch resistant
• Stain resistant
• Not microwavable
• Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F)

Polypropylene
• Lightweight plastic
• Unbreakable
• Can scratch
• Can stain
• Microwavable
• Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F)

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

1111www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035
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1 Hi-Lo Dish1

Users can push food onto cutlery against the vertical wall that
surrounds half of this plate. The entry wall is at the lowest point
and gradually slopes upward. Constructed of white melamine
with non-slip feet on base. Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F).
195mm (73/4") diameter. 13mm (1/2") to 45mm (13/4") lip height.
1429 £14.12

Keep Warm Dish2

Simply unlock the plug and fill the chamber with hot water to
keep food warm for extended periods. Plastic funnel included.
Top-rack dishwasher safe, but not suitable for the microwave.
Measures 50mm (2") high x 200mm (8") diameter. 650ml
capacity. Weight 900g. Comes with Lid.
825 Adult Dish £13.13

Egg Cup4

This egg cup has a suction disc to keep it in place even if you’re
eating with one hand.
2037 £3.13

2

3

4

Dignity Ware3

A range of ceramic crockery that is both dishwasher and
microwave safe. The plate has a 230mm (9") diameter and is
30mm (11/2") deep. It has an inward turning lip to aid eating.
The high sided bowl has a 160mm (61/4") diameter and is
35mm (13/8") deep. The mug is 80mm (31/4") high with a large
handle to aid gripping.
AA55025 Plate £23.40
AA55026 Bowl £17.94
AA55027 Mug £13.78

NEW
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Dignity by Wade Crockery Range
Innovative crockery range designed by Wade Ceramics
Ltd, healthcare professionals, and Stirling University to
make eating and drinking easier. Made from high
quality vitrified earthenware which can be used in
dishwashers, microwaves and freezers.

Dignity Wide Rim Bowl1

This deep bowl is ideal for cereal and soups. Its wide rim allows
the bowl to be gripped, making eating and scooping food easier.
Capacity 425ml (15fl.oz).
09 131 3683 White £14.39
09 131 3691 Green £14.39
09 131 3709 Yellow £14.39

Dignity Plate2

This plate has an extended rim allowing it to be gripped 
when eating. Its vertical sides make scooping food easier,
without spillages. Diameter 230mm (9").
09 131 3741 White £18.35
09 131 3758 Green £18.35
09 131 3766 Yellow £18.35

Dignity Two Handled Mug3

This two handled mug makes drinking easier for those with a
weak grip or tremor. Capacity 250ml (9fl.oz).
09 131 3717 White £8.63
09 131 3725 Green £8.63
09 131 3733 Yellow £8.63

Dignity Two Handled Feeder Cup4

This two handled feeder cup ensures ease of grip without the 
risk of spillages. The 1/2" spout controls the liquid flow allowing
easier drinking. Capacity 250ml (9fl.oz).
09 131 3774 White £7.77
09 131 3782 Green £7.77
09 131 3790 Yellow £7.77

1

2

3

4

NEW
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DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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Sure Grip Mug1

This feeding cup is designed with an angled spout to facilitate
ease of use. Grooves in the cup ensure a better grip and the
unique lid enables flow control and prevents spills if the cup is
tipped over. Microwave and dishwasher safe up to 130ºC
degrees. Supplied with either a lid with a small aperture for liquids,
or a large aperture for semi solids. A choice of colours is also
available. Capacity 200ml (7fl.oz.).

Colour Lid Aperture
AA5723 Clear Small £4.46
AA5723A Clear Large £4.46
AA5723B Blue Small £5.15
AA5723I Yellow Small £5.15
AA5723E Green Small £5.15
AA5723F Pink Small £5.15
AA572301 Spare Lid Small £1.82
AA572302 Spare Lid Large £1.82

Cup with Temperature Regulated Lid2

This version of the Sure Grip mug above has a lid that changes
colour when the contents are hotter than body temperature.
If liquids hotter than 371/2°C (96°F) are put into the beaker the 
lid will change colour from blue to pink, alerting the user to be
careful when drinking. The lid is safe and easy to use and can
also be used with a straw. Do not leave lid in direct sunlight.
AA5769 £6.76

Teapot Feeder3

This white plastic feeding cup with two handles has a partially
covered lid to prevent spills. The teapot style spout enables the
cup to be used at a less steep angle when drinking. 
Capacity 250ml (9fl.oz).
AA5759 £4.44

Feeding Cup with Adjustable Spout4

A feeding cup with a spout that can be vertical or clicked over 
to an angled position for drinking when less tilt is required.
Available with 4mm or 8mm spout hole. Sold in pairs.
Capacity 250ml (9fl.oz).

Weight
AA5754 4mm Pair 60g £7.02
AA5756 8mm Pair 100g £7.38

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing,please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Transparent Mug with Two Handles1

This mug has clear, high strength plastic with dual handles for 
a secure grip, and the wide base helps prevent tipping. 
Supplied with a white spouted lid. A weighted version of the
transparent mug is available. This is ideal for those with hand
tremors or need something heavier to hold onto. 
Capacity 285ml (10fl.oz). Dishwasher safe up to 50°C (125°F).

Weight
AA5761 Standard Mug 115g £6.34
AA576101 Weighted Mug 430g £13.26
AA576102 Spare Lid £2.34

Independence Drinkware 
with Interchangeable Lids

2

Each container is made of durable, translucent polypropylene
(or clear polycarbonate, where noted) to allow the monitoring of
hot and cold liquid intake. The lids are interchangeable among
all beverage containers providing maximum versatility and
practicality. All Independence Drinkware items are microwave
safe and dishwasher safe to 109°C (228°F) and all are latex free.

INDEPENDENCE MUG

Measures 70 x 76mm and has a 225ml capacity. Supplied with a
spouted lid and an anti-splash lid.

1451 £5.98

INDEPENDENCE TWO-HANDLED CLEAR MUG

Measures 90 x 100mm and has a 285ml capacity. It features
visible markers on the side to measure the amount of liquid in
the mug. The two large handles and wide base make it especially
useful for those who have a limited grasp. Supplied with a
spouted lid and an anti-splash lid. Made from unbreakable
clear polycarbonate.

1251 £9.28

INDEPENDENCE TWO-HANDLED CUP

Measures 70 x 76mm and has a 225ml capacity. The two large
handles make it especially useful for those with limited grasp.
Supplied with a spouted lid and an anti-splash lid.
1453 £5.98

INDEPENDENCE TWO-HANDLED NOSEY CUP

Measures 114 x 76mm and has a 225ml capacity. It is particularly
suited for those with swallowing problems. Supplied with one
nosey attachment.
1460 £6.19

INTERCHANGEABLE LIDS

Spare Lids
The lids are suitable for all of the Independence Drinkware range.
Spouted Lids
Enables the user to control the flow of the liquid by placing a
finger over the hole. It can be used with a standard straw.
145401 Pack of 6 £4.11

Anti-Splash Lids
Two sets of holes provide greater control of flow of liquid.
145402 Pack of 6 £4.11

Flow Lids
Enables a user to drink in a semi-reclined position. It features
a rubber button that releases small amounts of liquid for
controlled drinking.
145403 Pack of 6 £11.39

Nosey Lids
Allows the user to maintain a proper head and neck position
when swallowing.
145404 Pack of 6 £5.72
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DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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Caring Mug Homecraft1

This mug has a wide stable base with two large contoured and
angled handles, which enables it to be held in the correct position
for drinking. The lid has a well designed spout, and matches the
Caring Cutlery range. It is useful for those with tremor or who
cannot sit upright. The mug is suitable for use in a microwave
oven but not recommended for dishwashers. Supplied with either
a small aperture for liquids, or a large aperture for semi solids.
Capacity 300ml (11fl.oz). Weight 176g.

Aperture Size
AA5710Y Retail Packed Small £7.32
AA5710W Non Retail Small £7.02
09 116 5422 Non Retail Large £7.02
AA571001 Spare Lid Small £1.35
09 116 5430 Spare Lid Large £1.35

Caring Mug with Homecraft
Adjustable Handles

2

This variation of the Caring Mug, can be customised to meet an
individuals needs. One handle is adjustable and can be positioned
anywhere around the mug to give the most comfortable grip for
the user. The locking device on the handles is simple and easy 
to use allowing the handle position to be changed quickly and
easily. Ideal for people with a tremor or who cannot sit upright.
Supplied with either a small lid for liquids, or a lid with a large
aperture for thickened liquids. Suitable for use in a microwave
and dishwasher. Capacity 300ml (11fl.oz). Weight 176g.

Aperture Size
09 116 5406 Retail Packed Small £7.88
09 116 5398 Non Retail Small £7.49
09 116 5414 Non Retail Large £7.49
AA571001 Spare Lid Small £1.35
09 116 5430 Spare Lid Large £1.35

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in Homecraft retail packaging.

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing,please see pages 1353 to 1360.

1
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Shatterproof Mug Homecraft1

Tough, shatterproof material prevents accidental breakage.
Liquid consumption is easily measured by the marked
gradations. The mug is supplied with a choice of lids. 
A spout lid helps drinking. A recessed spill-proof lid avoids
splashes. Lids from the Independence range also fit. The mug 
is dishwasher safe and microwaveable, but not the lids.
AA5700 £4.92

Two Handled Mug and Lids Homecraft3

A new, improved design of this popular mug has larger handles
and shaped finger holds for ease of use. Gradations in the
translucent material allow liquid consumption to be measured.
The mug has a larger 270ml (9fl. oz) capacity and is supplied
with interchangeable lids that also fit the AA5700 polycarbonate
mug and the Independence range. Supplied as a pair in
translucent cream with two lids - one spout lid and one splash
lid. The mug is dishwasher safe, but lids should be cleaned in
warm soapy water only. A bulk pack consisting of 20pc of the
mugs with lids is also available.
AA5720 Pair Retail Packed £6.57
09 142 1064 Bulk - 20 Mugs and 40 Lids £46.85

1
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Medeci System Cup2
Available in five colours (suitable for the visually impaired) and able
to be customised to individual needs. The handles can be inserted
into fluted slots on the cup in the positions best suited to the user.
Made from tough ABS plastic, the cups are microwaveable,
dishwasher safe, stackable, hardwearing and versatile. Choose
between a spout or anti-spill lid. Capacity 340ml. (12fl.oz). 
Weight 170g.
AA5724B Transparent Blue £9.85
AA5724F Transparent Red £9.85
AA5724I Yellow £9.85
AA5724H Ivory £9.85
Accessories 
AA572401 Spout Top £3.59
AA572402 Anti-Spill Top £3.71
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The Hydrant Drinking System1

The award-winning Hydrant assists in the prevention of
dehydration, which is a big problem within healthcare, and in turn
can create other health problems, e.g. constipation, urinary tract
infections, dizziness, bed sores and blood pressure problems.
Where people are bed bound or have limited mobility, the risk of
dehydration is increased, as they are dependent on someone
else to help them access fluids. The Hydrant eliminates this
problem, with its ability to hook, clip or hang onto beds,
wheelchairs, chairs, belts, and with its long drinking tube to
assist the user. 
With its integrated cap and hanging bracket, the Hydrant has a
drinking tube with a bite valve and a small clip to attach the tube
to clothing if required. When the bottle is hung from a bed, chair,
or wheelchair, the user simply takes hold of the tube, inserts the
bite valve between their lips, then bites and sucks it to access the
fluid. This ensures there are no leaks, spills or drips. If hung
above head height, the tube works as a siphon, helping those
with limited sucking ability, as fluid gently flows when the valve is
activated. It has an ergonomic handle and indentations for easy
holding, even for users with a poor grip, Parkinson’s, MS, arthritis,
etc. It also has gradations on the side to monitor fluid intake.
The ‘Sports’ version provides instant access to fluids for those
who do not need to use the drinking tube on the original Hydrant. 
The Hydrant has become standard issue equipment in some
hospitals and rehabilitation units.
Dishwasher safe.
09 118 4084 Hydrant 1 litre Bottle with Tube £10.87
09 118 7236 ‘Sports’ Hydrant 500ml £5.91
09 119 0339 ‘Sports’ Hydrant 750ml £7.82
09 118 7251 Cleaning Kit £12.38
09 120 3199 Spare Tube £3.52
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Dysphagia Mug3

The design of this cup helps prevent liquids from escaping at the
lips and directs the liquid to the centre of the mouth. It provides
sufficient nose clearance to empty the cup without tilting the head
back. The extended handle accommodates gripping by the entire
hand or by the thumb only. Dishwasher safe to 80°C (180°F).
Not recommended for microwave use.
A779100 Almond £20.64
A779101 Green £20.64

Thumbs-Up Cup4
Lightweight and durable insulated plastic cup designed for people
with limited strength or co-ordination. Two backward tilt handles
and thumb rests allow maximum gripping. Can be used with hot
or cold liquids. Microwavable and top rack dishwasher safe.
Supplied with a spouted lid. Capacity 237ml (8fl.oz). Weight 204g.
1264 Cup with Lid £15.60
126401 Spare Lid £3.58
AA5755 Cup without Lid £12.72

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing,please see pages 1353 to 1360.

2

Insulated Mug Homecraft2

A plastic mug with double wall for insulation, keeping the
contents hot but protecting the hand or table top. It has a large
handle for easy gripping. Supplied with a lid. 
Not suitable for dishwashers.
AA5740Y Retail Packed £7.97
AA574001 Spare Lid £4.15
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Wing Handled Beaker Homecraft1

These beakers have been designed to assist those with poor
grip. Large wing handles allow the beaker to be gripped in a
comfortable position. Raised ridges prevent the mug slipping.
Consumption can be easily measured from the gradations on the
side. The beakers are supplied as a pair with a narrow spout for
liquids and wide spout for semi-solids. Beakers are dishwasher
safe. Wash lids in warm water only.
09 142 1007 £3.99
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DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

Weighted Cup with Lid2

This mug has an extra 225g (8oz) of weight to make it easier for
clients with tremors and athetosis to control movement while
drinking. Insulates hot or cold liquids. Features easy-to-grasp
handle and stable, wide base. Not recommended for dishwasher
or microwave use. Capacity 340ml (12fl.oz).
110801 £14.55

Feeding Cups Homecraft3

A clear plastic beaker, designed for easy gripping, which has 
a vented lid with a drinking spout. Available with 4mm or 8mm
spout hole. Supplied in pairs. Capacity 200ml (7fl.oz).
Dishwasher safe up to 135°C (275°F). 

Weight
AA5750Y 4mm Pair 80g £7.02
AA5752 8mm Pair 100g £5.20

Beaker Holder Homecraft4

This beaker holder is made from toughened ABS plastic for extra
strength. It fits the AA5750Y, AA5752, AA5754 and AA5756 style
of beakers. The beakers simply slot into the holder and are
gripped in place. The wide rim base prevents beakers being
easily knocked over. The large double handle allows users with
poor grip to hold the beaker with ease. The holder is dishwasher
safe. Each beaker is supplied with two mugs and two lids (4mm
and 8mm spout). A bulk pack containing 20pc of the beaker
holders (no mugs) is also available.
09 142 1015 Beaker Holder & 2 Mugs  Retail Packed £12.85
09 142 1023 20pc Beaker Holders (No Mugs) £34.45

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

Etac® Clear Beaker and Holder5

A clear, insulated beaker, which has a lid and spout to reduce
spillage when drinking. The holder has a large handle and a
supporting lip so that it can be held firmly using both hands.
Dishwasher safe. Capacity 400ml (14fl.oz). Weight: Beaker 54g,
holder 56g, lid with spout 13g.
AA5702 £17.42
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Nosey Cutout Cup1

Designed for use by people who have difficulty tipping their head
back. The cup is notched to allow room for the nose when cup is
tipped. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 237ml (8fl.oz). Weight 40g.
A7796 £7.28

Ergonomic Nosey Cup2

This ergonomic Nosey Cup provides a steadier grip with its
contoured shape and a slightly textured surface. A special 
cutout for the nose area allows users to drink easily without
tipping the head back. Translucent plastic lets the carer monitor
liquid intake easily. Dishwasher safe up to 80°C (180°F). 
1159 £7.37

Nosey Cutout Tumblers3

These cups are designed for added comfort and convenience.
A special cutout helps to maintain the proper head and neck
positioning when swallowing, making drinking even easier.
Each tumbler is transparent which enables monitoring of 
liquid intake. Durable polypropylene makes these tumblers
dishwasher safe up to 109°C (228°F). 
1149 115ml (4fl.oz) £4.50
1145 236ml (8fl.oz) £4.50
1146 340ml (12fl.oz) £4.50

Elegant Nosey Cup4
The Elegant Nosey Cup with a cut away rim is designed for
those who cannot tilt their head back to empty a cup’s contents.
It is perfect for bedridden patients, those with wheelchair headrests,
neck fusions, severe kyphosis, and swallowing disorders. 
Clear rigid plastic allows monitoring of liquid flow. A wide base
prevents spills, and pedestal allows for easy grasp, even with
limited hand function. The rounded bottom of bowl facilitates
complete emptying. Microwave and dishwasher safe.
AA5705 £6.34

Easy Grip “Hand In” Mug5

Doidy Cup7

This unique training cup is specially designed to encourage
children to drink from a rim rather than a spout. Babies as 
young as 6 months find the two handled cup easy to hold 
and to drink from as the natural action used is the same as in
breast feeding. Helps prevent tooth decay and speech problems
associated with weaning from the bottle. Dishwasher safe.
Colours may vary.
AA75506 192ml (61/2fl.oz) Capacity £5.79

Flexi Cups6

These flexible cups with cut outs can be gently squeezed to
change the shape of the cup lid. Liquid is visible through the
plastic to aid with feeding. The green cup is stiffer and designed
to be used independently. Dishwasher safe and latex free.
920270 Pink Flexi Cups 30ml (1fl.oz.) - Set of 5 £9.00
920271 Blue Flexi Cups 59ml (2fl.oz.) - Set of 5 £9.95
920272 Green Flexi Cups 207ml (7fl.oz.) - Set of 5 £11.19

This cup has a large ergonomically curved internal handle
designed for people with arthritis or a weak grip. This tough
polycarbonate mug features an internal handle that enables the
hand to fit through the mug, eliminating the need for grasping.
Other features include an easy open/close lid lever, a 360-degree
rotating lid, an adjustable drinking spout, and a non-slip rubber
grip base. Capacity 473ml (161/2fl.oz). Dishwasher safe up to
153°C (top rack recommended).
09 116 8889 £21.32

DISHWASHER SAFE
All products on this page are suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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Two Handled Cup and Saucer1

This attractively designed cup and saucer is made from lightweight
bone china. The cup has two handles, to assist those with shaky
or frail hands. Colour of pattern may vary.
AA5729 £12.47

Easi 2 Drink Tumbler2

This unique product aids those who have difficulty in drinking without
spilling. It is particularly suitable for those who suffer from hand
tremors, Parkinson’s Disease and Multiple Sclerosis amongst other
conditions. The plastic insert sits inside the tumbler and restricts the
wave motion of the liquid helping reduce the possibility of spills. 
The inserts are made from food quality plastic and are dishwasher
safe. The inserts can be easily removed for cleaning purposes. 
A stainless steel extractor for the insert is included. 
AA570701 Easi 2 Drink Tumbler £18.19
AA570702 Spare Insert £9.51

Wonder-Flo® Cup4

The Wonder-Flo Cup is designed for drinking in semi-reclined
positions. The liquid stops when the user isn’t drawing and the
rubber button will release small amounts of liquid for controlled
feeding. Manufactured from microwavable and autoclavable
nylon. Button contains latex.
09 120 4429 Wonder-Flo® Cup £6.19
09 120 4437 Set of 3 lids £11.77

Provale™ Cup5

Created to preserve the dignity of those who suffer from dysphagia
or disorders associated with difficulty swallowing. The Provale Cup
can be filled at the beginning of the meal and the diner can drink
at will, on their own. The cup delivers a measured amount of liquid
(5ml or 10ml) to the drinker to prevent choking. The cup also
allows cleanup to be limited to one piece of dinnerware rather than
the several parts of other feeders. Optional one or two easy-grip
handle or no handle design. Dishwasher safe.
551845 5ml Dispenser Blue £34.32
551846 10ml Dispenser Brown £34.32

Novo Cup3

The Novo Cup is ideal for those who are in bed, lying down or
have restricted head and neck movement. The 250ml cup is
dishwasher and microwave safe. It is suitable for both hot and
cold liquids. Once the lid is placed firmly on the cup and the
stopper is in place, the cup becomes spill proof after the first sip.
AA5703 £3.07

Handy Cup6

This two handled transparent cup has an extra wide base that
provides stability, reducing the possibility of accidental spills.
The angled design allows a person to drink without having to tip
their head back to drain the cup. It can also be tipped beyond the
point where a normal cup would touch the bridge of the nose. The
user requires little (or no) neck movement to be able to use the cup.
Holds 237ml and weighs 112g. Dishwasher and microwave safe.
AA5701 £8.11
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Sip-Tip Drinking Cup3

The Sip-Tip valve helps straws stay full of fluid, reducing the
amount of air ingested and effort required. The one-way valve
can be trimmed at designated areas, giving the user selective
flow restriction. Valve and lid are compatible with most brands of
disposable flex straws. The spill-resistant tumbler has a
graduated scale to monitor intake. 
Not recommended for carbonated beverages. An optional
mouthpiece ensures proper placement, assists with lip closure
and can be shortened to aid oral motor development. 
Micro wave and dishwasher safe to 82°C (180°F).
920691 Sip-Tip Drinking Cup £10.35

with Lid, One-way Valve and 10 Straws
557168 Optional Mouthpiece - Pack of 6 £8.99

Fax: 08448 730 100 www.homecraft-rolyan.com1122
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Kennedy™ Cup1

This spill-proof cup is perfect when sitting or reclining.
The easy-to-grip handle can be picked up by weaker hands and
is suitable for right or left handed people. The lid screws on tightly
to prevent leaks and accepts any standard disposable straw.
This lightweight, durable cup holds 200ml (7fl.oz) of warm 
or cold liquid. Dishwasher safe to 80°C (180°F).
1249 £6.19

RNIB Liquid Level Indicator2

This small bright red gadget detects 2 levels of liquid. The first
level detects when you have filled the cup 35mm (13/8") from the
top, with intermittent vibrations, and the second level detects
when you have filled the cup 25mm (1") from the top, with
continuous vibrations. Measures 45 x 30 x 15mm (1 x 1 x 5/8").
Requires one 3v CR2032 battery, included.
09 118 7202 £14.56

Re-Usable Drinking Straws
These 457mm (18") straws come in two varieties: flexible and
rigid. The 3mm (1/8") and 6mm (1/4") diameter, rigid straws can be
heated with a heat gun and reshaped as desired. The larger rigid
straw is ideal for soups. The flexible polyethylene straw comes
with a 5mm (3/16") diameter hole.

Type Diameter Pack Size
1130 Rigid 3mm 10 £13.82
1133 Flexible 5mm 10 £5.83
1136 Rigid 6mm 5 £12.19

One-Way Drinking Straws6

These straws have one-way valves which stay filled with fluid,
even after removing the straw from a user’s lips. This feature
eliminates the possibility of sucking in too much air while
drinking. The clip-on straw hooks onto the side of a glass or 
cup to prevent the straw falling out. Each package contains two
straws, one 254mm (10") and one 178mm (7"). 
816 £4.38

DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.

One-Way Straw and Straw Beri Straw Holder5

These useful straws have a one-way valve, which means that the
straw stays filled with liquid even when the straw is removed from
the user’s lips. This reduces the risk of sucking in too much air
while drinking. The pack of straws is supplied with the innovative
Straw Beri straw holder to attach the straw to the side of a glass.
Each package includes 10 one-way straws and one Straw Beri.
09 117 3301 £25.06

Lil Sucker Cup Holder4

This useful device allows a standard glass to be placed in the
cup holder, and the suction ring will hold it steady on any
smooth, non-porous surface. Gently lifting the edge of the ring
releases the suction. Lil Sucker Cup Holders remain attached to
the surface so that the glass can be removed easily, and the
drink will be secured every time it is placed back in the holder.
09 118 4092 £12.32

1 2

3 4
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Adult Feeding Evaluation Kit Homecraft1

This kit contains a variety of special eating utensils selected 
to help explore and solve the problems that delay or prevent 
self-feeding. The 30 items included represent most areas of need.
The kit is in a handy carry case for convenience and includes:
AA5570 Caring Cutlery Knife
AA5571 Caring Cutlery Fork
A703206 Homecraft Bendable Tablespoon
A703208 Homecraft Bendable Rocker Knife
AA5550 Lightweight Foam Handle Knife
AA5556L Lightweight Foam Handle Left Fork 
AA5557R Lightweight Foam Handle Right Spoon 
AA5507A Queens Splayed Fork
AA5508A Queens Nelson Knife
AA5587 Multi-Holder
109003 Flexible Handled Tablespoon
1000F Sure Hand Fork
1004 Sure Hand Strap
110105 Adjustable Weighted Soup Spoon
1014 Swivel Soup Spoon
AA5565 Adjustable Angled Spoon
920359 Rocking T-Knife
AA6111 Closed Cell Foam Tubing - Adult pack
AA5662W Incurve Plate Surround
1546 Round Scoop Dish
1548 Scoop Bowl
AA5612 Manoy Contoured Plate
1425 Plate with Inside Edge
AA5700 Shatterproof Mug with Two Lids
AA5767 Flo-Trol Vacuum Feeding Cup
AA5710W Caring Mug - Bulk Pack
AA5723 Non-Spill Cup
1145 Nosey Cutout Tumbler - 236ml
AA6812B Dycem Anchorpad - 190mm Blue
AA6830B Dycem Grippistrip - 2m Blue
AA5675 Adult Feeding Evaluation Kit £265.20

Paediatric Feeding Homecraft
Evaluation Kit

2

Specifically designed for paediatrics, this kit contains a variety 
of special eating utensils selected to help explore and solve 
the problems that delay or prevent self feeding. The 30 items
included represent most areas of need. The kit is packed in a
handy carry case for convenient use and includes:
AA5575 Junior Caring Cutlery Knife
AA5576 Junior Caring Cutlery Fork
AA5550 Lightweight Foam Handle Knife
AA5556L Lightweight Foam Handle Left Fork 
AA5557R Lightweight Foam Handle Right Spoon 
AA5597Y Nelson Knife
AA5595 Splayed with Slim Handle
1371 Paediatric Utensil Holder
AA75501B Flexible Tablespoon
AA75504 Paediatric Easigrip Cutlery - 1 set
AA75505 Paediatric Easigrip Cutlery (built up)
1002 Child's Feeding Spoon
110101 Adjustable Weighted Teaspoon
920359 Rocking T-Knife
AA6110 Closed Cell Foam Tubing - Paed pack
AA5662W Incurve Plate Surround
1548 Suction Scooper Bowl
AA5610 Manoy Plate
1351 Paediatric Suction Bowl
AA75506 Doidy Cup
AA5720 Two Handed Mug and Lids
AA5710W Caring Mug - bulk pack
AA5723 Non Spill Cup
1145 Nosey Cutout Cup - 115ml 
AA5759 Teapot Feeder
AA6812F Dycem Anchorpad - 190mm diameter - Red
AA6830B Dycem Grippistrip - 2m
A684403 Portioned Scoop Dish with Lid
AA75503 Paediatric Feeding Evaluation Kit £275.00

1
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Derby Kettle and Teapot Tipper5

This tipper allows the safe and steady pouring of hot liquids
without lifting any weight. It is suitable for most types of teapot or
electric kettle and comes with a Velcro brand hook and loop
strap for added security. Made completely from plastic it is
lightweight and corrosion resistant. Suitable for use with 
cordless kettles. Length 205mm (8"). Width 275mm (11"). 
Height 200mm (8"). Weight 500g. When using the tipper with a
cordless kettle (especially a jug kettle) for additional safety, it is
recommended that the Tipper Stabiliser Base is used.
AA5772 Kettle Tipper £24.62
AA577201 Stabiliser Base £13.97

Economy Kettle Tipper4

A coated wire cradle which is suitable for most kettle types,
including standard, jug and electric kettles. It has a raised wire
frame to hold the kettle and assist with pouring, and rubber feet
to prevent the tipper sliding on the work surface. For added
safety, the tipper has a back stop, preventing spillage if the kettle
is released during usage. Straps are provided to attach the kettle
to the tipper. 
09 132 4383 £12.14

Cordless Electric Mini Jug Kettle1

A miniature kettle, ideal for boiling small amounts of water. 
It has an automatic cut out switch and the base can be fixed
down, with provision for screws. It is extremely light and easy to
lift compared to standard kettles and is ideal when travelling. 
The kettle can be easily lifted from the base providing maximum
freedom of movement when filling or pouring. 
Size 190mm x 125 x 205mm. Capacity 800ml. Weight 0.6kg.
AA5787 £29.04

Long Handled Bottle Holder Homecraft3

This long handled wire frame is used to carry bottles easily and
safely without having to bend to pick them up, leaving a hand
free for support. Handle length 600mm (24"). 
Max bottle diameter 83mm (31/4"). Weight 610g.
AA5382 £12.80

Justy Adjustable Carton Holder2

The Justy carton holder performs several functions to help with
opening, lifting and pouring milk and juice cartons. The device 
is adjustable, enabling it to fit over a range of carton sizes. 
When it is pushed down over the carton, the opener pierces 
the top of the carton to provide an easy to pour lid. 
Measures 137 x 68 x 144mm (51/2 x 23/4 x 53/4"). Weight 143g.
AA5384 £7.82

54
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Cordless Kettle Tipper Homecraft4

This innovative kettle tipper will suit most cordless kettles. 
There is a metal plate that secures the base of the cordless kettle
and a frame with a hook and loop strap to keep the upper part of
the kettle in place. A cut out at the foot of the tipper allows cups
to be positioned as close to the kettle as required. The frame has
a built in back stop to prevent spillage if the kettle is accidentally
released during use. Weight 1kg.
AA5771

Jug Kettle Tipper Homecraft2

A coated wire cradle that holds most styles of jug kettle, and pivots
on a raised wire frame by gentle pressure on the handle to assist
with pouring. The kettle sits in the cradle and is secured by an
elasticated strap. The frame has a built in stop for positioning the
mug and a back stop to prevent spillage if the kettle is accidentally
released during pouring. The frame has non-slip feet. 
Not suitable for cordless or mini jug kettles. Weight 602g.
AA5774 £17.29

Standard Kettle Tipper Homecraft3

A raised tilting platform, designed to assist with pouring from 
any standard kettle with virtually no effort or risk of spilling 
boiling water. When the handle is pushed gently forward, 
the platform pivots on its white coated wire frame, which has
non-slip feet. It cannot drop forward accidentally or fall back 
past the horizontal. The frame is high enough to pour safely 
into a teapot, mug or cup. Not suitable for cordless kettles.
Platform height 93mm (35/8"). Weight 1kg.
AA5770Y Retail Packed £23.44

Universal Kettle Tipper Homecraft1

This new and innovative kettle tipper is designed to be
compatible with most kettle types including standard, jug and
cordless kettles. The lever can be positioned on either side of the
tipper to tip the kettle while it is held in place, without the user
having to actually lift the water. This reduces the effort required
and potential strain on the wrist that can occur when holding the
kettle handle. For added safety the kettle will rock back into the
upright position if the user lets go during use. The base plate is
200mm in diameter and has a sliding stop at the front so that the
kettle can be positioned in the most suitable position. It is then
secured in place by the two sturdy straps. The tipper is
manufactured from attractive heat resistant plastic for durability
and has rubber feet to prevent sliding on the work surface.
09 120 7281 £24.56

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.
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Bioprene Healthcare Bibs3

These unique bibs are made using medical grade neoprene
called 'Bioprene'. The material contains an active antimicrobial
agent which kills most bacteria including, Salmonella, MRSA, 
and other bacteria plus fungi, yeast and algae to ensure a sterile
product at all times. The unique, fold out pocket, means the bib
can be used with or without the pocket and the snap fastener
has three positions to ensure the best fit for the user. The rubber
inner layer repels all liquids whist the top nylon layer is wipe
clean and stain-proof, so the bibs clean easily. Machine washable
(40°C max) and suitable for use in a tumble drier. 
Small: Neck diameter 110-125mm; Shoulder width 290mm; 
Total length 500mm. Large: Neck diameter 110-135mm;
Shoulder width 350mm; Total length 620mm.
09 115 8161 Small £15.54
09 115 8179 Large £19.47

Disposable Bibs4

Convenient, lightweight, throw away clothes protectors that
comfortably tie behind the neck, with a 100mm (4") trough to
prevent runoff. Sold in packs of 50. 
Bib size 457 x 406mm (18 x 16").
1381 £11.19

2

Napkleen Disposable Bibs2

The Napkleen™ is a simple disposable bib that simply sticks
onto clothing using the “peel and stick” strip. It is made from a
soft, instantly absorbent fabric, while the waterproof backing
shields the clothing underneath from wetness and stains.
The bibs are “tie-free”, invisible feeling, easy-to-apply and
disposable.
09 131 6231 Pack of 5 £1.92
09 118 7228 Pack of 50 £8.72

Reversible Towelling Bibs Homecraft1

A versatile and smart bib that can be reversed to suit the type of
food consumed. The terry towelling surface absorbs liquid spills,
whilst the waterproof PU surface on the reverse is easily wiped
clean. Both bibs have easy to fit hook and loop fastening. The full
length design offers excellent protection. The bibs are washable
and can be tumble dried and ironed at low temperatures.
09 142 1049 £14.00

2
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Everyday Bib Homecraft2

A smart and practical bib for everyday use. The colourfast
polycotton outer is hard-wearing but absorbent. The soft, flexible
waterproof backing ensures that clothes are not stained. All bibs
are fitted with press studs so that a pocket can be formed to catch
excess food if required. Bibs can be fastened either with hook and
loop patches for quick, easy donning, or with metal poppers for
extra security. There are two alternative fastening positions for the
poppers. The bibs are fully washable and can be tumble dried at
low temperatures.
Blue Red Size
09 142 1155 09 142 1148 Small £5.00
AA5698MB AA5698MF Medium £6.00
AA5698LB AA5698LF Large £7.00

Dining Bib Homecraft3

A full length, highly economical bib that offers all-over protection.
Hook and loop fastening allows quick and easy donning. A soft
waterproof backing prevents seepage whilst the hard-wearing
polyester outer layer catches spills. Wash and iron on low heat
only. Colours may vary according to availability.
A bulk pack of 10 bibs is also available.
AA5694 Single    Retail Packed £7.00
09 142 1031 Bulk pack  (10) £59.85

Wipeclean Bib Homecraft4

A smart, practical bib that requires no washing. Both the upper
polyester surface and the PVC backing can be wiped clean after
use. Simply wipe with a damp cloth or a very mild bleach solution.
The neck features hook and loop fastening for easy fitting and the
long length of the bib offers excellent protection to users.
09 142 1056  £7.50

1Deluxe Bibs Homecraft1

Available in either red or blue tartan these bibs feature waterproof
linings, wide shoulder protection, a cotton rib neckline for
comfort and flexibility and studs for easy fastening. The bibs are
machine washable and can be tumble dried at low temperatures.
Available in four sizes: Small 460 x 320mm (18 x 121/2");
Medium 580 x 380mm (223/4 x 15"); Large 680 x 460mm (263/4 x 18");
X-Large 460 x 890mm (18 x 35").
Blue Red Size
AA5691BS AA5691FS Small £12.00
AA5691BM AA5691FM Medium £13.00
AA5691BL AA5691FL Large £14.50
AA5691BXL AA5691FXL X-Large £16.00

2
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Ergolipse® Mobile3

The Ergolipse® Mobile is designed for use with a manually-
propelled wheelchair fitted with side armrests, as well as 
with shellchairs. It has a strap to secure it around the back of the
chair if necessary. The good sized armrests are both soft and
relaxing, offering full support for the forearms.
09 142 8952 £208.46

Adjustable Wooden Bed Tray Homecraft4

Attractive, practical wooden frame bed tray. Adjustable to five
different angles for reading, writing, etc. The legs fold out to 
allow the tray to be placed comfortably across the lap. 
The tray is laminated to allow easy cleaning. 
Height 235mm (91/4"). Width 540mm (211/4"). Depth 310mm (121/4").
Adjustable to 445mm (171/2") at the rear.
AA5852 £19.21

Ergolipse® Relax2

The Ergolipse® Relax is designed to be used with armchairs, 
and will fit all upright chairs with armrests and a 540mm (21")
wide seat. It also features wide armrests, which offer support 
to the forearms. 
09 142 8945 £222.93

Ergolipse® Standard1

The Ergolipse® Standard is designed to be used when sitting on
a sofa or in bed, to provide the user with optimal comfort when
working or relaxing. It is ideal for carrying out a wide range of
activities while seated for long periods. 
09 142 8937 £230.66

Many people suffer from back pain during their lives,
which is often a result of poor posture, or sitting for
prolonged periods of time. The award-winning
Ergolipse® range of products has been developed
in consultation with occupational therapists and
physiotherapists, to alleviate back pain and encourage
better posture. When in position, the Ergolipse®

encircles the waist while the forearms are supported
by the armrests at very comfortable right angles to the
body. The resultant ergonomic position maintains a
straight back, preventing spine distortion. The range
features three different designs which are elegantly
finished, providing a flat, solid surface strong enough
to take up to 8 kg of weight under normal use, making
them ideal for everyday activities such as working,
eating meals or using a laptop. The products are light
and easy to handle, being made from high quality, high
density, flame retardant foam, covered with PVC, which
can be cleaned using warm soapy water. There are no
sharp edges on any of the products, meaning they 
are ideal in environments with self-harm issues, and 
all are mould and mildew resistant, suitable for use 
in hospital environments.

1

2

3

4
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Freehand Tray Homecraft
with Non-Slip Mat

5

This tray has a moulded handle that clips onto the hand holes in
the tray to give a large carrying handle. This allows the tray to be
carried one-handed and be well balanced. It is provided with a
Dycem non-slip mat which prevents items sliding around. 
Size 445 x 330mm (171/2 x 13"). Weight 705g.
AA5810Y £27.25

One Hand Tray with Fold Down Handle6

Carry this tray and its contents with just one hand. The extra low
centre of gravity and patterned surface reduce the risk of spillage.
Made from a tough wipe-clean white plastic. The handle is folded
away for easy storage. Maximum recommended load 4kg. 
Size when folded 520 x 325 x 45mm (201/2 x 123/4 x 13/4"). 
Weight 750g.
AA5815 Tray £11.87
AA6826C Optional Non-Slip Mat £8.65

Foldaway Bed Tray2

An attractive, walnut finish, foldable bed tray that is ideal for 
use in bed or sitting in a chair. The feet are foldable to allow 
easy storage. Height 250mm (93/4"). Width 600mm (231/2"). 
Depth 400mm (153/4"). Weight 1.7kg.
AA5853 £30.03

Bed Mate Homecraft1

This portable table is ideal for eating, reading, or hobbies, while
comfortably lying in bed. It is lightweight yet sturdy, can be
adjusted to different angles and folds for storage or transportation.
The table top has a lip to prevent items from rolling off, and is easy
to clean. The top measures 36 x 47 (14 x 18½").
09 142 3961 £15.85

Stay Tray with Bean Bag Homecraft3

This tray has a bean bag attached underneath to allow it to sit
comfortably on the knees in a very stable position. It is supplied
with a Dycem non-slip mat to prevent items from sliding.
The detachable bean bag has an attractive washable cover. 
Ideal for use when sitting in a chair or bed. 
Tray size 445 x 330mm (171/2 x 13"). Weight 675g.
AA5820 £29.16

Lap Tray with Non-Slip Mat4

This lap tray provides a level, steady worktop for reading, writing
or eating a meal. It has a detachable, washable bean bag that
moulds itself to the contours of the knees to provide a very stable
surface. It is supplied with a 457 x 356mm (18 x 14") non-slip mat
to prevent items from sliding on the tray. The tray size is
457 x 356mm (18 x 14"). Fabric pattern may vary.
09 118 0306 £18.78

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.
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Sherwood Perching Stools Homecraft1

These sturdy, stable stools have luxury padded seats for comfort
and support. The frames are lower at the front to allow the seat
to slope. The legs are widely spaced for stability, and have large
rubber feet to prevent slipping and spread the weight load.
Available as fixed or adjustable heights, with or without back 
and arms. Seat size 355 x 295mm (14 x 111/2"). Width between
arms 415mm (161/4").

Fixed Height

Base footprint 430 x 475mm (17 x 183/4").
Seat Height Weight 

AA5402 Standard 610mm (24") 3.6kg £25.00

Adjustable Height

Leg height is adjusted easily over 150mm (6") without tools. 
Seat height 500 to 645mm (193/4 to 251/2"). Base footprint 
430 x 418mm (17 x 161/2") at lowest setting. Weight 5.9kg.
AA5422 £35.00

Luxury with Back and Arms

A luxury version, adjustable in height with padded back 
and armrests. Weight 5.9kg.
AA5436 £52.50

Adjustable with Back and Arms

Adjustable height of legs with back and side arm frame to
provide additional support. Weight 5.4kg.
AA5434 £45.00

D

C

B

A

Maximum
user weight

153
kg

24
st

Blue Sherwood Stools Homecraft2

Manufactured to the same specification as the existing Sherwood
stool range, but with an attractive dark grey paint finish and
padded blue vinyl seats. Specifications as for the comparable
products in beige and brown.
AA1522B Adjustable Height £35.00
AA1534B Adjustable with Back and Arms £45.00
AA1536B Luxury with Back and Arms £52.50
AA1524B Adjustable with Arms £42.50

Maximum
user weight

153
kg

24
st

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing,please see pages 1353 to 1360.
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Newstead Compact Trolley Homecraft3

Similar to Newstead Standard Trolley but with shorter shelves. 
It has four swivel castors with the rear two being lockable. Available
with either small 31mm (11/4") or large 102mm (4") castors. Height to
handle 960mm (373/4"). Length 400mm (14"). Width 400mm (14").
Weight 7.3kg.
AA5912 Small Castors - Assembled £65.53
09 115 8468 Small Castors - Flat Packed £60.72
AA5913 Large Castors - Assembled £81.03

Maximum
load weight

15
kg

33
lbs

Newstead Standard Trolley Homecraft2

These trolleys are made with an attractive beech finish with two
cream coloured shelves. The lower shelf is cut away at the handle
end to make walking with the trolley easier and safer. The far
ends of the shelves are left without a lip to facilitate the transfer of
items on or off the trolley. It has four swivel castors with the rear two
being lockable. Available with either small 31mm (11/4") or large
102mm (4") castors. Height to handle 960mm (373/4"). Length
550mm (22"). Width 400mm (16"). Weight 8.3kg.
AA5922 Small Castors £71.48
09 115 8476 Small Castors - Flat Packed £68.16
AA5923 Large Castors £88.18

Newstead Dining Trolley Homecraft4
A version of the Standard Trolley, which can also be used as 
a table. The top shelf has no lip on one side to make it easier to
slide plates and dishes on or off, and the lower shelf is cut away
on the same side to make more space for the legs, when sitting.
Available with either small 31mm (11/4") or large 102mm (4")
castors. Height to handle 890mm (35"). Length 550mm (22").
Width 400mm (16"). Weight 5.8kg.
AA5930 Small Castors £75.92
09 115 8484 Small Castors - Flat Packed £73.12
AA5931 Large Castors £91.68

Maximum
load weight

15
kg

33
lbs

Sherwood Folding Perching Stools Homecraft1

This attractive stool has a folding frame, enabling it to be easily
stored away when not in use. The height-adjustable seat ensures
it can be set to the correct height for the user. Made from steel,
it has cushioned vinyl pads, and is available with or without a
cushioned backrest. Seat width 470mm (18 ½"), depth  330mm
(13"). Backrest size 300 x 130mm (11 ¾"). Height adjustable from
535mm to 624mm (21 to 24½"). 

Weight
09 143 3697 Standard Stool 8.7kg £57.75
09 143 3705 Standard Stool with Back 10kg  £63.18

Maximum
load weight

150
kg

231/2
st

Maximum
load weight

15
kg

33
lbs
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Economy Stacking Trolley Homecraft1

This trolley has a steel frame with angled handles to give
improved grip and stability. The fold down trays allow the trolley
to be stacked for easy storage and transportation. It has large
102mm (4") locking castors for greater manoeuvrability. It is
supplied either flat packed for easy assembly or fully assembled.
The trolley is height adjustable between 946mm (371/4") and
1015mm (40") with four height settings. Width 544mm (211/2").
Upper tray height 795mm to 870mm (311/4 to 341/4"). 
Top shelf measures 446mm (171/2 x 121/2"). Bottom shelf
measures 440mm x 294mm (171/4 x 111/2"). Weight 8.8kg. 
AA5992A Flat Packed £42.74
AA5992B Assembled £60.32

Adjustable Diner Trolley Homecraft2

This trolley has small castors, allowing easy movement yet
ensuring the front will fit under a bed or chair. It has a large
plastic tray which slides off the frame for use on a table or for
cleaning. The rubber handles and tray are adjustable in height
for maximum versatility and easier food transfer from different
surface levels. It is supplied flat packed, but easily assembled
with pin clips. Height to handle 750 to 975mm (29 to 37"). 
Tray height 538 to 800mm (211/2 to 311/2"). 
Tray size 525 x 388mm (21 x 151/2"). Weight 5.5kg.
AA5986 £130.00

Gemini Trolley3

A trolley with height adjustable hooped handles. The ‘kick back’
rear legs ensure stability. The shelves are tough plastic with a
slight lip to avoid spillage. Handle height adjusts from 850 to
980mm (331/4 to 381/3"). Height of shelves 730mm (281/2") and
400mm (151/2"). Internal width 360mm (14"). External width
432mm (17"). Weight 5.8kg.
AA5972 £92.35

4

The Buckingham Homecraft
Walking Frame Caddy

4

Developed by healthcare professionals to enable users of wheeled
walking frames to safely transport a variety of daily living items. 
In most instances it can replace the need for a trolley. 
The caddy enables a user to carry most items safely and more
importantly, independently without being reliant upon carers. 
With one large and one small compartment to allow the user 
to separate items such as glasses, keys, medication etc.
Supplied with a tray, that is designed to safely transport a plate
of food, and a mug holder, which holds any spillages. The caddy
is easy to fit to most styles of walking frame. Manufactured from
a tough, durable plastic it can be cleaned in a dishwasher and
has drainage holes, for easy drying. Width without tray 434mm
(17"). Width with tray 457mm (18"). Depth with tray 310mm
(121/4"). Height 200mm (8"). Total weight 1kg.
AA8389 £27.02

Maximum
load weight

2
kg

41/2
lbs
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Trolleys

33

Walker Trolley Days3

This height adjustable walking trolley is a sturdy and robust
walking aid for use within the home, providing a means of
transporting items from one room to another. The Trolley includes
clip-on plastic shelves and is easy to clean. There are rails on
tray edges to prevent items slipping off and the lockable hand
brakes provide additional safety when rising from a seated
position. Overall Width 585mm (23"). Overall Depth 560mm (22").
Handle Height 755 to 905mm (293/4 to 353/4"). Wheel diameter
150mm (6").
109 £45.00

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Adjustable Height Teak Shelf Trolley 1

This high quality trolley is height adjustable from 820 - 960mm 
(32 - 38"). It has two wooden teak shelves measuring 380 x
290mm (15 x 11½"). Measures 830 - 870 x 460 x 530mm (32½ -
38½ x 18 x 21").
199

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

Adjustable Height Plastic Shelf Trolley2

This high quality trolley is height adjustable from 880 - 1005mm
(34½ x 39½"). It has two plastic clip-on shelves, which measure
460 x 330mm (18 x 13") and can easily be removed for cleaning.
Supplied either flat packed or fully assembled.
199F Flat packed

199AF Fully assembled

Maximum
user weight

125
kg

191/2
st

K
itchen &
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ining

1

2

1+ £47.50
10+ £42.75

1+ £27.00
10+ £24.25

1+ £35.00
10+ £31.50
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Folding Walsall Trolley Homecraft1

With a sturdy steel frame and moulded plastic trays, this trolley
can be quickly and easily folded away for transport or storage.
The handles are angled to give improved grip and stability 
and are height adjustable between 875 and 1060mm 
(341/2 and 413/4"). External width 480mm (183/4"). External depth
470mm (181/2"). Size when folded 480 x 185mm (183/4 x 71/2"). 
Length depends on how high it has been set. Weight 7kg.
AA5975 £95.74

Economy Walsall Trolley Homecraft2

This trolley has a steel frame with angled handles to give
improved grip and stability. The shelves have open sides for
easy transfer of plates and dishes, and rubber castors give
control on any floor surface. This model is available as standard
or height adjustable and with 64mm (21/2") or 102mm (4") castors.
Height standard 888mm (351/2"). Adjustable upper tray height
564 to 736mm (221/4 to 29").

Weight
AA5960 Standard Castor 8kg £83.35
AA5961 Large Castor 8.5kg £90.95
AA5966 Adj. Standard Castor 8.5kg £103.00
AA5967 Adj. Large castor 9kg £113.22

Standard Walsall Trolley Homecraft3

A cream steel frame with white coated shelves for easy cleaning.
The lower shelf is cut away and one end of each tray has been
left without a lip to facilitate food transfer. The angled side rails
create comfortable hand grips. 
Available with 51mm (2") or 102mm (4") castors. Height to handle
920mm (36"). Shelves are 445 x 305mm (171/2 x 12").

Weight
AA5962 Standard Castor 9kg £89.39
AA5963 Large Castor 9.5kg £93.55

Adjustable Walsall Trolley Homecraft4

This trolley has the advantage of being adjustable to suit
individual requirements. Both the handle and tray heights are
adjustable to suit a wide range of user heights. It is supplied flat
packed but is easily assembled without the use of tools. 
Large 102mm (4") castors for greater manoeuvrability. 
Height to handle 889 to 1025mm (35 to 41"). 
Upper tray height 679 to 838mm (263/4 to 33"). Weight 9.5kg.
AA5969 £131.25

Maximum
load.

25
kg

55
lbs

Maximum
load.

25
kg

55
lbs

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable for
refurbishment. For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

4

1 1

2 3
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RevoReach™
Reachers
Plastic Grab Rails
Steel Grab Rails
Suction Grab Rails
Steps & Stools
Tap Turners
Gripping & Turning Aids
Dycem Non-Slip Products
Electrical Aids
Home Accessories
Safety & Security
Sensory Loss - Household Telephones
Sensory Loss - Mobile Phones
Sensory Loss - Telephone Accessories
Sensory Loss - Listening Devices
Sensory Loss - Clocks & Watches
Magnifiers
Reading Aids
Writing Aids
Scissors
Leisure Equipment

1136 - 1137
1138 - 1143
1144 - 1147
1148 - 1152
1153 -1155

1156
1157

1158 - 1159
1160 - 1162

1163
1164
1165

1166 - 1168
1168 - 1169

1170
1171

1172 - 1173
1174 - 1176
1176 - 1177

1178
1179
1180

Household
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RevoReach™

Revolutionary Design
Sleek and modern, the RevoReach™ has been designed with 
the user in mind. The contemporary design is robust and uses
ergonomic principles, making the product range as comfortable 
to use as possible.

Revolving Jaw
The revolving jaw head allows objects to be picked up from a 
variety of angles. It can be locked in position at 30º angles for
increased flexibility.

Lightweight & Well Balanced
The correct balance of a reaching aid can be a significant factor
when it comes to providing optimum control and a secure grip. 
For this reason the weight is distributed towards the handle making
the reacher easier to control and less “top-heavy”.

Key Features
• Ergonomic handle design reduces

finger and wrist strain

• Attractive slip-resistant handle provides
a more secure grip

• Robust construction for security and durability

• Slip-resistant ridged jaws provide additional
grip when picking up objects

• Adjustable rotating jaw head operated 
by a pull and twist action offers flexibility - 
Adjustable in 30º increments

• Two models available to suit user requirements

H
ou

se
ho

ld
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RevoReach™

RevoReach™ Xcel Homecraft1

This robust reacher benefits from an ergonomically designed handle with a
trigger that requires minimal finger extension and allows the use of all fingers
for a more powerful grip. The short trigger design is ideal for anyone with
arthritic fingers or a weak grip.

Length Weight
09 120 4825 Standard 660mm (26") 210g £8.95
09 120 4833 Long 810mm (32") 230g £9.95

RevoReach™ GripLock Homecraft2

This unique reacher has additional features, making it as easy to use 
as possible. The GripLock benefits from an innovative locking mechanism
that allows the jaws to be locked in place once an item is gripped, 
enabling the user to concentrate their efforts on moving the object, 
rather than maintaining their grip of the item. There are three main 
functions of the lock:

• Standard Lock - The standard locking feature allows the lock to 
be engaged using either the thumb or hand to turn the locking catch. 
This allows the user to grip an object then engage the lock once 
they have achieved a secure hold

• Grip & Hold - This innovative function allows the lock to be set so 
that as the trigger is squeezed, the jaws automatically lock. This is ideal 
for anyone who lacks the dexterity to use the lock catch when gripping 
an item, and is also very useful for gaining a tighter hold on an item 
that has already been gripped

• Fine Tune Grip - a useful feature that allows the jaws to be locked 
half way so they have a smaller range of movement. This is a useful
function when picking up smaller objects as it allows a more precise 
grip and allows the reacher to retrieve items from tight spaces

Length Weight
09 120 4791 Standard 660mm (26") 220g £9.95
09 120 4809 Long 810mm (32") 240g £10.95

1
2

Revolving jaw head
prevents the need 
to rotate wrist

Innovative
locking function

Slip resistant 
‘finger-print’ lined jaws

for optimum grip

RETAIL PACKAGED
The products on this page are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

H
ousehold
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Pick-Up Reacher

2

Pick-Up Reacher Homecraft1

Litter Picker Homecraft2

No more bending or reaching into awkward spaces. 
This is a litter picking version of the Standard Pick-Up (above),
that is hygienic and effective for the user.

Length Weight
AA8066 750mm (30") 235g

A unique lightweight, robust and wear resistant reacher. Ideal for
retrieving or reaching a wide variety of items in the home, garden
or out shopping. Available in four lengths, with or without 
optional extras.

Features

Twin Gripping Jaws
The jaws have sculptured liners which give an excellent grip. 
The Pick-Up is operated by a wire not a cord eliminating fraying
or stretching.

Magnetic Head
There is a magnet attached to the jaw which allows easy retrieval
of pins, paper clips and other small ferrous items.

Trigger Design
The trigger is designed for comfort and is large and roomy to
allow use of all fingers. The short trigger distance is ideal for stiff,
arthritic fingers. The trigger projects through the top of the handle
to allow it to be squeezed in the conventional manner, or pushed
using the palm of the hand.

Rotatable Head/Stick Clip
The head can easily rotate to suit individual tasks. The Pick-Up is
supplied with a removable stick clip, allowing it to be clipped on
to wheelchairs and walking frames etc.

Specifications
Length Weight

Short 340mm (131/2") 170g

Standard 600mm (24") 215g

Long 750mm (30") 235g

Extra long 900mm (351/2") 250g

AA8070 Short Pick Up 
Reacher

AA8060Y  Standard
Retail Packed

AA8060W Standard
Non Retail

AA8061 Standard with Lock 
and Forearm Support

AA8062 Standard Pick Up 
with Lock

AA8063Y Long
Retail Packed

AA8063W Long
Non Retail

AA8064 Long with Lock and 
Forearm Support

AA8073 Extra Long
Retail Packed

D

C

B

A

SPARES
Spares are available for this product, making it suitable for refurbishment.
For full spares listing, please see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in Homecraft retail packaging.

1

1

1

1A B

1 1C D
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1+ £8.00 5+ £6.40
10+ £5.50 25+ £4.25

1+ £8.95 5+ £7.16
10+ £6.25 25+ £4.50

1+ £8.50 5+ £6.80
10+ £5.95 25+ £4.00

1+ £10.95 5+ £8.76
10+ £7.50 25+ £5.95

1+ £9.95 5+ £7.96
10+ £6.95 25+ £5.50

1+ £9.25 5+ £7.40
10+ £6.50 25+ £5.25

1+ £8.59 5+ £6.87
10+ £5.95 25+ £4.95

1+ £11.95 5+ £9.56
10+ £8.25 25+ £6.95

1+ £9.75 5+ £7.80
10+ £6.75 25+ £5.25

1+ £8.59 5+ £6.87 10+ £5.95 25+ £4.95
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Handi-Reacher™

1

1

1

DIRECT DRIVE - NO CORD TO STRETCH

FULL HAND OPERATED TRIGGER

DRESSING HOOK

MAGNET

RUBBER LINED JAW

SWIVELLING JAWS

1

Handi-Reacher™ Homecraft1

An ultra lightweight, robust reacher that will assist those with
restricted reach and/or mobility problems. Features a single
moving jaw operated with a trigger action from the handle.
The head is complete with a magnet for picking up small metal
objects eg. pins, and a hook to aid dressing. The jaw may be
rotated 360° to avoid the need to rotate the wrist which may be
painful to certain users. The trigger, operated by four fingers
instead of the usual two is easy to grip and operate.

Length Weight
AA8054Y Standard Retail 610mm (24") 180g

AA8054W Standard 610mm (24") 180g

AA8056Y Long Retail 760mm (30") 200g

AA8056W Long 760mm (30") 200g

AA8058Y X-Long Retail 900mm (36") 220g

AA8058W X-Long 900mm (36") 220g

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in Homecraft retail packaging.

H
ousehold

1139www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035

BEST
SELLER

1+ £8.25 5+ £6.60 10+ £5.50 25+ £4.25

1+ £7.95 5+ £6.36 10+ £5.00 25+ £4.00

1+ £8.95 5+ £7.16 10+ £6.00 25+ £4.50

1+ £8.50 5+ £6.80 10+ £5.50 25+ £4.25

1+ £9.00 5+ £7.20 10+ £6.25 25+ £5.00

1+ £8.75 5+ £7.00 10+ £6.00 25+ £4.75
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Reachers

2

Reacher Shoehorn2

This high quality device aids those that have difficulty bending
and reaching, who require that extra assistance to pick up
objects from around the home and slip on or off their shoes.
Reduces the strain on the users back. The easy to use trigger
handle requires a minimum of hand strength to operate, ideal for
those with a weak grip or arthritis. Available in two lengths;
690mm (27") and 840mm (33").
09 120 3611 690mm (27") £9.60
09 120 3629 840mm (33") £10.97

1

1 1

1 1

Lightweight Reachers Sammons Preston1

MAGNETIC TIP

HIGH VISIBLE 76mm YELLOW JAW RUBBER TIP CONFORMS TO ANY OBJECT

ERGONOMIC HANDLE

FOLDING HINGE

FLEXIBLE FOAM RUBBER TIP CONFORMS
TO ANY OBJECT FOR A SECURE GRIP

ERGONOMICALLY
DESIGNED HANDLE

PROVIDES A
COMFORTABLE GRIP

JAWS OPEN 76mm WIDE

PULLING LUG DRAWS
ITEMS TOWARD THE USER

MAGNETIC TIP

LIGHTWEIGHT, DURABLE ALUMINIUM
SHAFT CONSTRUCTION

A high quality, durable aluminium reacher that is extremely
lightweight and ergonomically designed for comfort. Designed
for picking up objects, the reacher’s serrated high visibility yellow
jaw and flexible foam rubber tip conform to the contours of any
object, working together to ensure a firm, secure grip. Hands
remain comfortable on the ergonomically designed trigger action
handle. Available as a standard model in 660mm (26") and
810mm (32") lengths or a folding model, 660mm (26") long for
easier transportation. The jaw opens to 76mm (3").

Length Weight
4107 Long 810mm (32") 225g £9.68
4108 Folding 660mm (26") 196g £10.28
4109 Standard 660mm (26") 168g £9.20

H
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Reachers

1

1

2

1Easireach II Homecraft1

Made from lightweight aluminium, this reacher is designed for
people with limited reach and/or mobility. The jaw opening is
highly visible and features a slip resistant surface for a secure
hold on the object. Available in standard or folding versions.
Constructed with a cord running through the tube, which
operates the plastic jaw. This cord style allows the reacher to
be folded in the centre for ease of storage and transportation.
All models include a magnet tip, a hook for dressing, a rubber
lined jaw and a device that allows the reacher to be clipped
to a stick or walker.

Length Weight
AA8040 Standard 380mm (15") 147g

AA8041 Standard 530mm (21") 172g

AA8042 Standard 660mm (26") 198g

AA8043 Standard 810mm (32") 227g

AA8044 Folding 660mm (26") 198g

AA8045 Folding 810mm (32") 227g

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

Suction Top Reacher2

Aluminium reacher with circular rubber tips that provides a
powerful, secure grip. The large trigger can be operated by using
the palm of the hand, making it easier for people with limited
finger strength. The suckers operate by being pulled together by
two metal strips rather than by a cord that can stretch or break.
This gives a stronger, more secure and durable grip. 
Two lengths available.
AA8084 508mm (20") £7.99
AA8085 762mm (30") £7.99

H
ousehold

1+ £5.80
5+ £4.64
1+ £5.90
5+ £4.72
1+ £6.00
5+ £4.80
1+ £6.50
5+ £5.20
1+ £7.75
5+ £6.20
1+ £8.25
5+ £6.60
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TeleStik™ Portable Reacher3

TeleStik™ allows people to retrieve hard-to-reach items without
requiring significant grip strength or dexterity. It uses a clever
adhesive pad that picks up objects weighing up to 0.5kg so
requires minimal hand strength to operate, with no trigger
squeezing or strong gripping. The adhesive pad grips the item
you want to pick up when mild pressure is applied for 2 seconds.
Its sleek design and sticking mechanisms allow the TeleStik to
get into tighter places than other reachers. Ideal for people who
suffer from arthritis, carpal tunnel syndrome, or any other
condition that makes it difficult to operate a traditional reacher.
The TeleStik is also available with both an adhesive pad and
a magnet hook. The optional Accessory Strap attaches the users
hand to the handle to offer additional support. 
09 117 9449 TeleStik with Adhesive Pad £10.39

Compact Size 184mm (71/4"). 
Extended Length 864mm (34"). 
Grip Size 13mm (1/2"). Weight 65g.

09 117 9464 TeleStik with Magnet & Adhesive £19.24
Compact Size 203mm (8"). 
Extended Length 864mm (34"). 
Grip Size 38mm (11/2"). Weight 153g.

09 117 9472 Attachment Strap £4.41
09 117 9480 Replacement Adhesive Pads (Pair) £5.57

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

3 3

3

2

Coloured Reacher2

Attractive red, blue or bronze reachers. The plastic handle is
comfortable to grip and the trigger is easy to pull. The strong
plastic jaws have serrated teeth to aid gripping. Cord driven.
Length 670mm (261/2").
AA8086 Red £7.95
AA8087 Blue £7.95
AA8088 Bronze £7.95

1

1 11

Ergo Reach™ Reacher Sammons Preston1

This reacher only requires 227g (8oz) of pressure at the trigger to
close the interlocking-tip jaws. An ergonomic trigger and handle
allow the reacher to be gripped easily and places the hand and
fingers in a natural grip position. The soft slip resistant moulding
over the claw provides greater grip power. It also has a magnetic
pulling post, which can be used to pick up small metal objects.
The clip in the middle of the arm allows the user to attach the
reacher to wheelchair arms, walking frames or walking sticks.

Length Weight
09 117 1362 Standard 660mm (26") 198g (7oz) £13.45
09 117 1370 Long 810mm (32") 227g (8oz) £14.56
09 117 1388 Standard Folding 660mm (26") 204g (7.2oz) £15.69
09 117 1396 Long Folding 810mm (32") 232g (8.2oz) £16.82
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22

Etac Aktiv Reacher2

Aktiv reachers give people with impaired hand and arm function
the ability to grip due to the gripping jaws, rubber grip areas and
the magnet on the end. The reachers are available in different
versions to suit different needs. The standard Aktiv reachers,
which are available in two lengths 450mm (18") and 700mm (271/2"),
have angled handles in order to best utilise the strength of 
the hand. The handles have support for the index finger that
improves precision. The jaws are adjustable in two positions so
that the reachers can be used both vertically and horizontally
without having to rotate the arm. The Aktiv reacher with power
grip and hook has an angled handle that makes it easier to use
even for people with limited grip and hand function. 
An adjustable lower arm support relieves unnecessary loading 
on the wrist. The Aktiv reacher with hook has a combination of
functions that make it particularly suitable for use when dressing
and undressing. The jaw is designed to make it easy to push 
or pull clothing. It is only 450mm (18") making it small and
versatile. The handles, push buttons and jaws are made of 
plastic and the tubes are made of aluminium.
AA8080 Aktiv Reacher 700mm (271/2") £18.51
AA8081 Aktiv Reacher 450mm (18") £18.51
AA8082 Aktiv Reacher with Hook 450mm (18") £27.30
AA8083 Aktiv Reacher with 600mm (24") £21.84

Power Grip and Hook

Sure-Lock Reacher Sammons Preston1

A range of lightweight aluminium reachers with circular 
rubber tips. Provides a secure grip with delicate sensitivity to
handle objects of various sizes and shapes. The wire driven jaw
construction eliminates the string that can stretch and break.
Easy-to-pull plastic handles have a pistol-grip action for comfort
in holding and operating. Sure-Lock reachers have an automatic
locking mechanism that holds jaws securely around the object
being retrieved, and releases with a simple flip of the thumb.
76mm jaw opening. Latex free.
09 132 9275 510mm (20") Reacher £8.00
09 132 9283 660mm (26") Reacher £8.50
09 132 9291 810mm (32") Reacher £9.00
09 132 9309 810mm (32") Folding Reacher £9.50

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

NEW

NEW NEW
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GripSure™ Grab Rails

1

1

1

GripSure™ Grab Rail Homecraft1

GripSure grab rails have soft, ribbed mouldings to provide
additional grip in wet areas. They are warm to the touch and the
subtle, stylish design makes the rails suitable for use in a variety
of areas around the home. The ergonomic elliptical rail is easy 
to grip and can be mounted horizontally, vertically or diagonally. 
The oval shaped fixing plates have an attractive covering that
clips easily into place. Diameter of rails 37mm. Distance from
wall 37mm. Rail length measurements are from the centre of the
fixing plate. No electrical earthing required.

Non Retail Packed
09 118 7822 300mm (12") £5.95
09 118 7830 400mm (16") £6.95
09 118 8077 450mm (18") £7.95
09 118 8093 600mm (24") £10.95

Retail Packed
09 118 8119 300mm (12") £7.00
09 118 8424 400mm (16") £8.00
09 118 8440 450mm (18") £9.00
09 118 8473 600mm (24") £13.00

INFORMATION
Rail length measurements are from the centre of the fixing plate. 
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications and/or
experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures are
appropriate for the specific installation.

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is available in Homecraft retail packaging.

AVAILABLE IN RETAIL PACKAGING
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Plastic Grab Rails

1Moulded Fluted Grab Rails Homecraft1

This cost effective range of plastic grab rails is made from white
PVC tubes with moulded end fittings. They have circular fixing
plates which have a covering disc supplied that clips into place,
hiding the screw heads. The tubes are fluted along their length to
provide better grip for wet hands. Diameter of tubes 38mm (11/2").
Distance from wall 50mm (21/3"). Disc diameter 91mm (33/5").
No electrical earthing required. The covering disc is available
as a spare, making this product suitable for refurbishment.

Length Weight
AA6061F 305mm (12") 295g
AA6062F 381mm (15") 370g
AA6063F 410mm (16") 395g
AA6064F 457mm (18") 440g
AA6065F 610mm (24") 595g
AA6066F 914mm (36") 885g
AA6061F01 Spare Covering Disc

COVERING DISC FLUTED TUBE

11
Moulded Fluted Grab Rail System Homecraft2

This high quality grab rail system has been designed around the
popular moulded fluted grab rails. The bars can easily be cut to
any length and then slotted into a choice of fittings. Most runs
can be accommodated using the T-Pieces and 90° elbows.
The rail can be completed with end caps in T-Pieces or standard
end brackets as used with the standard fluted rails. All of these
can be purchased separately. As the fluted bars fit into ribbed
sections, the bars will not twist in a users grip. We recommend
that a standard solvent adhesive be used at all of the joints
between the various parts. No electrical earthing is required.

AA6071 T-Piece - Pack of 2 £5.71

AA6073 90° Elbow £1.47

AA6076 End Caps - Pack of 2 £1.18

AA6077 800mm Bar £7.34

AA607101 End Bracket £2.84D
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3

Plastic Fluted Grab Rails Days3

This range of Plastic Fluted Grab Rails features a groove to
improve your grip and reduce the risk of slipping. The rails are
made from easy to clean white plastic with attractive circular
fixing plates and covers.

Length
584A 305mm (12")
584B 450mm (18")
584C 600mm (24")

SPARES
Spares are available for these products, making them suitable 
for refurbishment. For full spares listing, see pages 1353 to 1360.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

INFORMATION
Rail length measurements are from the centre of the fixing plate. 
The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent 
upon the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, 
all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications a
nd/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures are
appropriate for the specific installation.

BEST
SELLER

1+ £4.85 30+ £3.50
1+ £5.57 30+ £3.80
1+ £6.11 30+ £4.25

1+ £4.85 25+ £3.50
1+ £6.25 25+ £4.50
1+ £7.85 25+ £4.75

1+ £6.25 20+ £4.75
1+ £7.85 15+ £5.50
1+ £11.64 10+ £7.95
1+ £1.51

H
ousehold
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Plastic Grab Rails

1

1

System Hand Rail Homecraft1

This white plastic rail is part of a modular system for creating a
strong attractive grab bar or a continuous length of rail. 
Short rails can also be used end to end at different angles or to
go around a corner. It can be purchased in complete kit form
with two brackets and two end caps. The rail can be easily sawn
to an exact length, and is usable indoors or outside. Diameter of
rail 32mm (11/4"). A longer version of the rail is available with an
inner steel sleeve for additional strength. This wall fixing bracket
connects to the end of the rails or the end cap. It locks the rails
in place to prevent them twisting around. 
Effective width 70mm (23/4"). Weight 100g.
SHORT Length Weight
AA6070 Rail 400mm (153/4") 120g £3.98
AA6078 Kit 616mm (241/4") 344g £15.36
LONG
AA6072 Rail 800mm (311/2") 700g £13.62
AA6079 Kit 1016mm (40") 924g £26.64
AA6074 Brackets 100g £3.94

Width 70mm (23/4")
AA6075 End Caps - Pair £3.37

FLEXIBLE SOFT-FEEL UNDERGRIP

2

3

4

Plastic Grab Rail2

These plastic grab rails have an ergonomically designed handle.
Unique to this design is a flexible soft feel undergrip to provide
the user with added grip and stability (even in wet conditions).
The oval plastic extrusion has shapen brackets and concealed
screw covers. No electrical earthing is required. Maximum width
of profile is 40mm. Available in three lengths, 305mm (12"),
457mm (18") and 610mm (24"), all with a depth from rail to wall of
80mm (33/4").
AA6046 305mm (12") £10.13
AA6047 457mm (18") £11.50
AA6048 610mm (24") £14.65
For 305 and 457mm Rails For 610mm Rails

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Ashby Grab Handle4

An angled plastic handle, designed for hand and forearm.
The flat ends can be butted together with another rail to form
a longer zig zag rail. 
Length 320mm (13"). Diameter of grip 35mm (11/3"). Weight 350g.
AA6053 £9.50

Maximum
user weight

115
kg

18
st

Natural Grip Plastic Grab Rails3

Ergonomically designed grab rails that provide the best possible
shape to fit the users hand. Made from polypropylene with a
stainless steel moulded insert throughout the length of the rail
for additional strength. Suitable for inside or outside use.
Available in two diameters to suit different sized handgrips.
No electrical earthing required

Length Diameter 
White Blue (Narrowest/Widest)
AA60100 AA60100B 300mm 25mm/32mm £8.10
AA60101 AA60101B 450mm 25mm/32mm £10.74
AA60102 AA60102B 600mm 25mm/32mm £14.53
AA60103 AA60103B 300mm 28mm/35mm £8.91
AA60104 AA60104B 450mm 28mm/35mm £11.65
AA60105 AA60105B 600mm 28mm/35mm £15.59

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT

The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent upon
the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, all rails
should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications and/or
experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures are
appropriate for the specific installation.

H
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Plastic Grab Rails

1Prima Grab Rails1

An innovation in safety grab rail design. The Prima grab rails
feature special soft grip mouldings around the bar to reduce the
risk of slipping, even with wet soapy hands. The bars are strong,
one-piece moulded plastic with the super reinforced strength of
an internal non-rust aluminium tube. The ergonomical grip is
comfortable and never cold to touch. The straight bars can be
mounted horizontally, vertically or diagonally. The two specially
designed angled rails are ideal for the toilet, helping the users
with weak hand strength to rise from the seat. Available in a
range of six different lengths and angles to suit most locations.
Mint White Length
AA6096A 09 115 8732 300mm (12") £6.50
AA6096B 09 115 8740 400mm (16") £7.50
AA6096C 09 115 8757 450mm (18") £8.50
AA6096D 09 115 8765 600mm (24") £12.00
AA6097A 09 115 8773 Angled 325mm (13") £9.00
AA6097B 09 115 8781 Angled 400mm (16") £10.00

Retail Packed
Mint Length
09 117 7005 300mm (12") £7.00
09 117 7070 400mm (16") £8.00
09 117 7120 450mm (18") £9.00
09 117 7161 600mm (24") £13.00
09 117 7229 Angled 325mm (13") £9.70
09 117 7245 Angled 400mm (16") £12.00

Prima Outdoor Grab Rail2

The Prima Outdoor Grab Rail has been designed to assist in
entering and exiting the home. The subtle colour allows the bar
to blend into its surroundings and be more discreet when
positioned on brickwork or a darker background. The bar gives
superior grip and strength due to the slip resisting rings and the
aluminium inner core. 

Length
09 115 8658 450mm (18") £9.25

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

Maximum
user weight

160
kg

25
st

11

22

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in retail packaging.

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT

The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent upon
the correct choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, all rails
should be installed by a person who has suitable qualifications and/or
experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures are
appropriate for the specific installation.
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1

3

4

2

Steel Newel Rail Homecraft1

White, epoxy coated steel rail turns 90° around the newel post, avoiding the
need to let go. There is a left and right handed version, as viewed looking up
the stairs (AA6040R pictured). Length 673mm (261/2"). Diameter 25mm (1")
coated steel tube. Weight 720g.
AA6040L Left £8.75
AA6040R Right £8.75

Ringwood Newel Rail Homecraft2

Similar to the Steel Newel Rail but this rail has a larger diameter making it
easier and more comfortable to grip. (AA6044L pictured.) Length 673mm
(261/2"). Diameter 32mm (11/4") coated steel tube. Weight 1.04kg.
AA6044L Left £9.99
AA6044R Right £9.99

INFORMATION
Rail length measurements are from the centre of the fixing plate. The maximum user
weight/load given for these products is dependent upon the correct choice of fixings for the
mounting surface. For this reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures are
appropriate for the specific installation.

H
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Ringwood Rails Homecraft3

This range is made in larger diameter steel tubing for greater comfort 
and easier grip. Available in either epoxy or chrome finish. Made from
32mm (11/4") diameter steel tube.
White Epoxy Coated

Length Weight
AA6010 305mm (12") 440g
AA6012 457mm (18") 660g
AA6014 610mm (24") 880g
AA6016 914mm (36") 1.3kg

Chrome Length Weight
AA6011 305mm (12") 410g
AA6013 457mm (18") 630g
AA6015 610mm (24") 850g
AA6017 914mm (36") 1kg

Ringwood Wall to Floor Grab Rail Homecraft4

Based on the popular Ringwood range of grab rails. This Wall to Floor Grab Rail
is made in larger diameter steel tubing for greater comfort and easier grip. 
The rail has a diameter of 32mm (11/4") and a white epoxy coating that makes it
suitable for indoor or outdoor use. The rail fixes to the floor and wall measuring
760mm (30") from the floor and 780mm (303/4") from the wall. For easy storage
and transportation the rail comes in two pieces and is self assembly (by a
simple but extremely strong bullet catch mechanism).
AA6018 £17.00

Plastic Coated Angled Grab Rail5

This grab rail has a 90 degree angled design to give additional leverage
when raising or lowering. It is made from plastic coated steel tube with 
pre-drilled fixing holes in the flanges Diameter 25mm (1"), 
length 300mm (12"), width 300mm (12").
568ANG £18.75

5

1+ £6.20 10+ £4.95
1+ £7.50 10+ £6.00
1+ £7.95 10+ £6.36
1+ £10.95 10+ £8.25

1+ £8.95 10+ £6.75
1+ £10.75 10+ £7.95
1+ £11.50 10+ £8.50
1+ £12.95 10+ £9.95

25+ £4.50
25+ £5.25
25+ £5.90
25+ £7.75

25+ £5.95
25+ £6.50
25+ £7.50
25+ £9.00
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1

Steel Grab Rails Homecraft1

These steel grab rails are available plastic coated or epoxy coated.
They are all made of 25mm (1") steel tubing.
Plastic Coated

Length Weight Colour
AA6000 445mm (171/2") 455g White
AA6003 715mm (28") 705g White
AA6006 890mm (36") 865g White
AA6008 1200mm (48") 1kg White
Epoxy Coated

Length Weight Colour
AA6001 445mm (171/2") 455g White
AA6004 715mm (28") 705g White

Angled Steel Grab Rails Homecraft2

This is an offset, angled version of the standard steel grab rail. Used where
hand access may be difficult, for example, near a door jamb. Available in
white, epoxy-coated steel.

Length Weight
AA6002 445mm (171/2") 455g
AA6005 715mm (28") 705g

Powder Coated Steel Grab Rails Days3

These steel grab rails are powder coated for durability and strength 
making them ideal for bathrooms or anywhere around the home. Made from
25mcm (1") diameter steel tubing. Pre-drilled fixing holes in flanges.

Length
568A 305mm (12")
568B 460mm (18")
568C 610mm (24")
568D 910mm (36")

Chrome Plated Steel Grab Rails Days4

These stylish chrome plated steel grab rails are hard wearing and ideal for
bathrooms or around the home. Made from 25mcm (1") diameter steel tubing.

Length
567A 305mm (12")
567B 460mm (18")
567C 610mm (24")
567D 910mm (36")

Homecraft Rails are suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.

MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT

The maximum user weight/load given for these products is dependent upon the correct 
choice of fixings for the mounting surface. For this reason, all rails should be installed by 
a person who has suitable qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product,
ensuring the fixtures are appropriate for the specific installation.

1+ £3.75 25+ £2.75
1+ £4.75 25+ £3.75
1+ £6.95 25+ £4.00
1+ £8.25 25+ £5.75

1+ £3.75 25+ £2.95
1+ £5.20 25+ £3.75

1+ £3.15 25+ £2.75
1+ £3.38 25+ £2.95
1+ £3.60 25+ £3.25
1+ £6.25 25+ £4.34

1+ £5.31 25+ £3.58
1+ £5.94 25+ £4.31
1+ £7.44 25+ £5.28
1+ £7.44 25+ £5.28

1+ £3.95 25+ £2.95
1+ £5.40 25+ £3.85
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1 Economy Grab Rails Days1

An economy range of powder coated steel grab rails. Available in three
sizes to suit a wide range of purposes and room sizes. Made from 25mm
(1") diameter steel tubing with flat fixing plates.
560A 460mm (18")
560B 610mm (24")
560C 685mm (271/2")

2

3

4

Chrome Rail2

These chrome plated steel rails are both durable and practical. They have a
patterned, indented grip to help prevent hands slipping on them. The tubing
is a comfortable 25mm (1") in diameter and they stand off from the wall by
38mm (11/2"). Available in five sizes.
AA6049 305mm (12") £7.25
AA60491 406mm (16") £6.95
AA6050 450mm (18") £8.10
AA6051 610mm (24") £9.00
AA60511 812mm (32") £9.15

Steel Grab Rails3

These white coated rails offer exceptional value for money, without
compromising quality or durability. Made from 25mm (1") tubing, they stand
approximately 89mm (31/2") from the wall. Supplied with two rubber gaskets
for mounting between the wall and rail.
AA6054 305mm (12") £4.81
AA6055 410mm (16") £4.92
AA6056 457mm (18") £5.40
AA6057 610mm (24") £6.02
AA60571 812mm (32") £6.56

INFORMATION
Rail length measurements are from the centre of the fixing plate. The maximum user
weight/load given for these products is dependent upon the correct choice of fixings for the
mounting surface. For this reason, all rails should be installed by a person who has suitable
qualifications and/or experience in installing this type of product, ensuring the fixtures are
appropriate for the specific installation.

These highly durable wooden grab rails have been designed to match the
furniture in the user’s home. The wood makes these grab rails warm to the
touch. The rails have a water resistant finish making them ideal for use in the
bathroom but because of their attractive design, they would not look out of
place in any room in the house. Made of beech with metal brackets at the
end, this grab rail comes in three sizes. The underside of the rail is contoured
and the whole rail is slightly squared to aid grip.
AA6034 300mm (113/4") £18.09
AA6035 450mm (173/4") £21.09
AA6036 600mm (231/2") £24.09

Wooden Grab Rail4

1+ £3.50 30+ £2.50
1+ £4.00 30+ £3.00
1+ £4.70 30+ £3.50
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Brushed Stainless Steel Grab Rails2

These stylish and durable stainless steel grab rails have an attractive
brushed finish making them ideal for use in a modern bathroom. The rails
are 32mm (11/4") in diameter and stand approximately 40mm (11/2") from the
wall. The circular fixing plates have an attractive cover to hid unsightly screw
heads for a neat finish. Available in three lengths.

Length
09 142 3532 305mm (12") £18.00
09 142 3573 450mm (18") £20.00
09 142 3581 610mm (24") £22.00

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 1151
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Stainless Steel Grab Rails

1Polished Stainless Steel Grab Rails Homecraft1

This stylish range of grab rails has been designed to offer additional
support in the bathroom area or around the home, whilst blending into a
modern decor. The rails are both durable and rust resistant due to the
stainless steel construction and the polished mirror finish provides a high
quality, modern look to compliment the bathroom environment. The oval
shaped fixing plates have an attractive cover to hide unsightly screw heads.
Diameter of rails 32mm (11/4"). Distance from wall 50mm (2"). The rails are
available in either an elegantly simple straight rail design or a sleek curved
rail design to add a touch of style to any bathroom. Both designs are
available in three sizes.
Straight Length
09 132 9101 305mm (12") £22.00
09 132 9119 450mm (18") £25.00
09 132 9127 610mm (24") £27.50
Curved
09 132 9143 305mm (12") £24.50
09 132 9150 450mm (18") £28.50
09 132 9168 610mm (24") £32.00

1

2

NEW

NEW

NEW

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.  
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InvisiaTM Integrated Grab Rails

1

2 3

4

Corner Shelf with Integrated Support Rail1

Sleek curves and clever practicality never go out of style. 
The Corian® shelf provides a generous surface that can be
removed for easy cleaning. This reliable support rail is always
within reach.
09 132 9325 £219.00

Soap Dish with Integrated Support Rail2

Make a bold statement with this luxurious centrepiece.
Removable soap dish is easy to clean and features the seamless
elegance of Corian®, a shatterproof surface that resists the
growth of mould and bacteria.
09 132 9333 £219.00

Wall Toilet Roll Holder with 
Integrated Support Rail

3

Soft lines and graceful curves blend effortlessly with practicality
and function. Corian® shelves provide ample space for toilet roll
storage or other items while the discrete hand rail offers
trustworthy support.
09 132 9341 £219.00

Towel Bar with Integrated Support Rail4

Add a little flair to any bathing area. The 410mm (16") or 610mm
(24") towel bar provides ample space to display any towel set
while the graceful arc of the integrated support rail creates a
functional design element.
09 132 9358 405mm (16") £219.00
09 132 9366 610mm (24") £219.00

Introducing the Invisia™ Collection

A series of luxurious bathroom accessories that
happen to be grab bars hidden in plain sight.

The Invisia™ Collection is based on a simple concept;
Grab bars should not look like grab bars.

A seamless look and feel
Common design elements throughout the entire collection 
allow for a variety of combinations to create a consistent look 
in any bathroom.

Integrated support rails with a 159kg weight capacity
Professional grade construction combined with superior quality
fittings, ensure years of reliable service and rock-solid support.

DuPont™ Corian® surfaces
Beautiful shatterproof surfaces that are non-porous and 
resist the growth of mould, mildew and bacteria.

Discreet wall stems with concealed screws
Meticulously designed wall interface stems render screws 
and mounting areas virtually invisible and allow the Invisia™
Collection to naturally blend within its environment.

Multi-contact wall support
While two-point contact with the wall structure is standard for
most grab bars and bathroom accessories, much of the Invisia™
Collection overachieves with up to four points of contact for
maximum structural support.

NEW

NEWNEW

NEW

Maximum
user weight

159
kg

25
st
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Mobeli® Suction Grab Rails

1Mobeli® Suction Grab Rails
All Mobeli grab handles can be conveniently installed
without any tools and just as easily for travelling.
The quick release coupling is made from stainless
steel, as are all metal parts of the Mobeli system.
Quick Locking Vacuum Pads
The 120mm vacuum pads are made of unique rubber and are
even suitable for slightly structured bathroom and tiled surfaces.

Mobeli® Safety Indicator Rails2

The first grab handle that permanently measures the vacuum
state – and thus its own adhesive strength. The Mobeli safety
rocker continuously examines the vacuum. If the warning rocker
is sunk flat into the lever, the adhesive strength is correct and the
grip is able to take its full load. If the warning rocker rises and the
red edge of the rocker becomes visible, the Mobeli suction head
needs to be released and fastened again. 
Fixed Length Handle Length Total Length Nominal Load
09 142 8192 210mm 435mm 75kg £89.00
09 142 8200 350mm 575mm 70kg £99.00
09 142 8218 650mm 875mm 70kg £109.00
Telescopic
09 142 8242 220 - 345mm 445 - 570mm 65kg £119.00
09 142 8259 340 - 465mm 565 - 690mm 65kg £125.00
09 142 8267 440 - 565mm 665 - 790mm 65kg £129.00
09 142 8275 665 - 790mm 890 - 1015mm 65kg £135.00

Mobeli® Chrome Look Grab Rails4

The Chrome look range is an attractive alternative to the classic
white grab rail with safety indicator. The Mobeli chrome look
integrates the grab handle into the overall appearance of a
bathroom with chrome fixtures and fittings.

Handle Length Total Length Nominal Load
09 142 2773 350mm 580mm 70kg £129.00
09 142 2781 650mm 860mm 70kg £145.00

Mobeli® Quattro Plus3

The QuattroPlus mobile vacuum grab handle can be fastened at
the wall and across a corner. The integrated angle joints make
the QuattroPlus extremley flexible, and its four suction pads
increase the maximum load to up to 125kg.
The integrated angle joint allows the QuattroPlus to be attached
across a corner allowing the user to pull themselves safely into
the shower when entering and hold on to it while showering.

Handle Length Total Length Nominal Load
09 142 2799 200 - 350mm 425 - 575mm 125kg £195.00
09 142 2807 320 - 445mm 545 - 670mm 125kg £199.00
09 142 2815 420 - 545mm 645 - 770mm 110kg £205.00

Mobeli® Fixed Length Rails1

The Mobeli® system grab rails can be quickly and easily attached
to tiled walls or glass shower panels without the need for drilling.
The two suction plates are pressed onto any smooth, non-
porous surface and then secured by pressing the vacuum lever
down.
Handle Total Adhesive

Handle Length Total Length Nominal Load
09 115 8666 100mm 325mm 70kg £79.50
09 115 8682 350mm 580mm 70kg £96.20
09 117 0174 650mm 860mm 70kg £99.00
Telescopic Rails
Mobeli telescopic grab handles offer you the widest possible
choice for positioning. The rails use the same suction plate
system as the standard Mobeli® Suction Grab Rails and can be
substantially extended to obtain the desired length.

Handle Length Total Length Nominal Load
09 115 8690 220 - 345mm 445 - 570mm 65kg £102.69
09 115 8708 340 - 465mm 565 - 690mm 65kg £108.10
09 115 8716 440 - 565mm 665 - 790mm 65kg £113.51

2

222

3

4

FIXED LENGTH RAILS PICTURED

TELESCOPIC RAILS PICTURED

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Suction Grab Rails

1

1

2
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This high quality grab rail has locking suction cups to secure the
rail on any non-porous tiled, enamel or fibreglass surface.
The vacuum seal is operated using the two pressure levers on
either end of the rail. The unique green/red indicator shows the
adhesion status to offer extra safety and peace of mind. Available
in two sizes. The 400mm (150mm hand grip length) rail has a
textured surface to provide additional grip and The 500mm rail
(300mm hand grip length) has a soft rubber undergrip to reduce
the risk of slipping. Suction cups measure 93mm diameter. 

Hand Grip Length Total Length
09 117 3277 150mm (6") 400mm (153/4") £26.00
09 117 3285 300mm (12") 500mm (191/2") £26.00

Stick 'n' Stay Grab Rail1

Deluxe Suction Safety Handle2

The deluxe, safety handles lock into place without the need for
fixings. Simply place in position and flip the tabs down to lock
solid. The safety indicator will turn from red to green signaling the
handle is locked and ready for use. The quick locking system
makes the deluxe, safety handles ideal for taking on holiday or
when staying with family.  Attaches to any fibreglass, enamel or
tiled surface, vertically or horizontally. Measures 85 x 120 x 300mm. 
09 120 4718 £13.95

Dual Lock Deluxe Safety Handle3

This dual lock safety handle locks into place without the need for
fixings. Simply place in position and flip the tabs down to lock
solid. The safety indicator will turn from red to green signalling
the handle is locked and ready for use. The quick locking system
makes the deluxe, safety handles ideal for taking on holiday or
when staying with family. The angle is fully adjustable to suit a
variety of situations. Attaches to any fibreglass, enamel or tiled
surface, vertically or horizontally. Measures 500 x 115 x 85mm.
09 120 4759 £20.75

3

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

A

B

A

B
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The Quick Suction Rail is designed to assist your natural motion
when stepping into or out of the shower. The plastic rail features
ribbing along the hand rail to give additional grip and reduce the
risk of slipping. The grab rail attaches to any smooth non-porous
surface using suction cups meaning that no drilling is required to
mount the bars. Ideal for use on tiled walls or where drilling is not
possible such as in fibreglass bath enclosures or glass shower
panels. Hand grip length 400mm. Total length 600mm.

Hand Grip Length Total Length
09 117 4606 405mm (16") 510mm (20") £21.50
09 115 8724 510mm (20") 610mm (24") £23.50

Quick Suction Rail2

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 1155

Suction Grab Rails

The EasyBar suction grab rail offers a sturdy and safe support 
to the user without having to screw the product to the wall. 
It benefits from safety lock indicators that display green when
secure and red when the rail is not secured. It is designed 
for use only on smooth and non-porous surfaces such as tiles,
glass, porcelain or fibreglass. Ideal for assisting the user when
standing and suitable for temporary or permanent use. No fixings
are required making it very convenient when away or travelling.
21534 350mm (133/4") £17.00
21535 500mm (191/2") £18.31

EasyBar Suction Grab Rail1

Powerful suction levers ensure quick and easy fitting to any
vertical or horizontal flat surface, such as tiles, glass, porcelain
and fibreglass. Ideal for holidays. Length 290mm (111/2")
2014 £5.30

Support Grip Handle3

1

1

2

3

A

B

A

B

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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Steps & Stools

2

Step Stool1

A simple, sturdy stool consisting of a chrome plated steel frame
with a non-slip rubber mat. The rubber ferrules provide a good
grip on slippery surfaces. Top area 279 x 356mm (11 x 14"). 
Base area 305 x 406mm (12 x 16"). Height 225mm (9"). 
AA6551 With Rail £39.95
AA6550 Without Rail £26.00

Derby Half Step2

The Derby Half-Step halves the door step rise for those with
limited mobility. The large platform allows the user to become
steady before attempting the actual step. 
The plastic construction ensures that the step is tough yet will 
not rust. It comes complete with a slip resistant rubber mat. 
The four feet are adjustable to ensure that the step can be
levelled for use. Step length 400mm (153/4"). Width 740mm (29").
Height 110mm (41/4"). 
AA6552 £76.00

Maximum
user weight

120
kg

183/4
st

Maximum
user weight

190
kg

30
st

1

1

A

B

B

A
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Tap Turners

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in retail packaging.

1 2

3

4

5

Tapturn Turners Homecraft1

These strong moulded turners simply hook over the top of a
X type tap, to make it easy to turn. They are supplied as a Red
and Blue pair for hot and cold taps. Length 140mm (51/2").
Weight 65g.
AA6200Y Retail Packed - Pair £4.95
AA6200W Non Retail - Pair £4.25

Crystal Tap Turner Homecraft3

This ingenious device clamps around the top of cylindrical tap
tops, and provides the leverage to turn them easily. The barrel 
of the handle is spring loaded to allow the jaws to clamp down
on the tap, which is gripped by soft non-slip rubber linings in 
the jaws. The jaws can also be locked in position. The handle 
is comfortable and easy to grip. For use with taps up to 60mm
(21/2") in diameter. Closed length 190mm (71/2"). Weight 112g.
AA6210Y Retail Packed £10.87
AA6210W Non Retail £10.76

Comfort Grip Tap Turners2

These tap turners have a soft overmoulded handle for improved
comfort and grip. They are designed to fit over cross head taps
and are supplied as a red and blue pair.
09 120 9485 £5.35

Derby Tap Turners4

Attractive, easy to use tap turners that can be used on crosshead
and crystal taps. The soft textured handles provide a comfortable
and secure grip whilst in use. There is no installation required
due to the screw handle that tightens the grip on the tap.
Colour coded so that those with limited vision can identify the
required tap. Length 180mm (71/5"). Width 70mm (23/4").
Height 45mm (13/4").
AA6215 £14.25

Medeci Tap Turners5

Designed for strength and versatility, these turners are easy to fit
and adjust to suit almost any size of a crystal or crosshead tap.
The long, shaped handle offers great leverage and is pivoted for
ease of use. A symbol embossed onto the cap of the red turner
helps the user to differentiate between the two turners. 
Supplied as a pair. Overall length 200mm (8"). Width 75mm (3").
Height 40mm (11/2"). Weight 130g.
AA6218 £13.79

H
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Gripping & Turning Aids

1 Three Key Turner Homecraft1

This simple product has curved built in handles for three yale or
mortice type door keys providing an easy grip and good leverage
for turning. It has a locking lever attached to the brass fittings, 
to enable the keys to be positioned separately or locked back
into the body of the handle. Weight 60g.
AA6241 £4.60

Two Key Turner Homecraft2

Similar to the Three Key Turner but designed to hold two keys only.
When not in use, the key folds into the handle. Weight 57g.
AA6242Y Retail Packed £4.50
AA6242W Non Retail £3.75

One Key Turner Homecraft3

Similar to the Two and Three Key Turner but designed to hold one
key only. Weight 40g.
AA6240 £3.40

Etac Uni Universal Turner5

The Uni Turner is designed to make it easier to turn knobs and
switches. The large handle is angled so that either hand can be
used to carry out the turning action with minimal discomfort. 
The hexagonal rods provide excellent grip on most switches that
have contours. Made from ABS plastic. Weight 87g.
AA6232 £14.95

5

Yale Knob Turner Homecraft6

This soft brown plastic moulding fits over Yale type door lock
knobs, to offer better purchase when turning them. It can be left
in position on the lock. Weight 50g.
AA6250W £3.40

6 7

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are available in retail packaging.

Comfort Grip Key Turner4

This attractive key turner is similar in design to the standard key
turners, but is supplied with a comfort grip overmoulding to
provide additional grip and leverage when turning. Available in
either a one or two key version.
09 120 9535 One Key £3.50
09 120 9550 Two Key £3.95

Contour Turner Homecraft7

This device is used to give good leverage for turning small
difficult items eg. gas or radiator taps. The head has a bed of
sprung stainless steel rods, which when pressed around an
object, retract, conform around its shape, and provide a
purchase around it when the handle is turned. 
The handle is a black plastic T-piece, which is easy to grip. 
It is small enough to be carried around in a pocket or hand bag.
Head size 95mm (33/4") wide. 50mm (2") deep. Weight 130g. 
AA6230 £9.95

4

321
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Gripping & Turning Aids

Think Plastozote Foam Tubing1

Closed cell foam tubing, available in various sizes to provide a
built up handle for easier gripping e.g. cutlery, pens etc. It is non-
absorbent, non-sticky, washable and dishwasher safe. Supplied
in one metre (39") lengths, it may be cut to size. Exact lengths
may vary plus or minus 50mm. External Diameter 31mm (11/4")

Colour Int. dia. Weight
AA6104A White 6mm 55g £4.08
AA6104M Grey 6mm 55g £4.08
AA6106A White 9mm 60g £4.08
AA6106M Grey 9mm 60g £4.08
AA6108A White 12mm 65g £4.69
AA6108M Grey 12mm 65g £4.69
External Diameter 19mm (3/4")
AA6100A White 6mm 30g £3.17

Closed Cell Foam Tubing2

Use for building up tool and utensil handles to give greater control
to people who lack coordination, strength or gripping ability.
Tubing has a slip resistant outer layer and is dishwasher safe.
The tubing is 300mm (12") long and can be cut to the required
length. Comes in packs of six. An assortment (two of each) is
available for adults and children.The paediatric assortment comes
in bright colours (Yellow, Orange and Blue). This is also suitable
for the visually impaired.
625101 Tan Inner diameter 6mm (1/4") £11.17

Outer diameter 22mm (7/8")

625102 Red Inner diameter 10mm (3/8") £11.17
Outer diameter 28mm (11/8")

625103 Blue Inner diameter 16mm (5/8") £11.17
Outer diameter 28mm (11/8")

AA6111 Adult Assortment (2 of each) £16.35
AA6110 Paediatric Assortment (2 of each) £16.35

The Functional Hand Splint3

Designed by therapists, the Functional Hand Splint has several
uses. Its design maintains soft tissue length in the fingers and
wrists and allows for functional activity of the arm, whilst
maintaining good joint alignment in the hand. The unique design
of the core allows it to be used with a wide range of implements
and tools as part of a wider therapeutic programme eg. pens,
pencils, cutlery, hairbrushes etc whilst maintaining the hand in
the correct therapeutic position. Objects can be placed in
either the narrower or wider end of the splint increasing the
independence of the user. The Functional Hand Splint is suitable
for users of all ages and conditions experiencing decreased
functionality in their hands. Available in three sizes, Small,
Medium and Large to suit all hand sizes.
AA6146A Small £19.95
AA6146B Medium £19.95
AA6146C Large £19.95

1

2

3 3

3
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DISHWASHER SAFE
This product is suitable for use in a dishwasher.
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Dycem® Tray Mats3

Ideal for covering trays or large flat surfaces. Available in a
choice of designs. Measures 375 x 275mm (15 x 11").
AA6826G Green and White Check £8.65
AA6826C Clear £8.65

Non Slip Coaster Set2

A set of highly durable silver coasters designed to keep mugs
and glasses in place. They fit beneath a standard sized mug or
tumbler, providing a non-slip base on any dry surface. Coasters
can also be used beneath fragile ornaments and vases for a
secure surface. Supplied as a set of four. Each coaster measures
76 x 76mm (3 x 3").
09 142 8754 £8.75

Dycem® Grippimat4

Grippimats are cut from Dycem reels and are thinner and more
flexible than the moulded ones, therefore they can be wrapped
around items e.g. jar tops. Available in Blue (B) and Red (F), 
and supplied in packs of 3. Round are 190mm (71/2") diameter.
Rectangular size 240 x 190mm (91/2 x 71/2"). Weight 66g.
AA6820B Round - Blue £8.42
AA6820F Round - Red £8.42
AA6822B Rectangular - Blue £11.19
AA6822F Rectangular - Red £11.19

Dycem® Non-Slip Wipes5

Alcohol based wipes that leaves all Dycem Non-Slip products
instantly dry and ready to reuse. Although they are designed
specifically for use on the self-adhesive Dycem products, 
they can be used as a quick, effective method of cleansing
any non-slip surface.
AA6885 Pack of 10 £7.00

Dycem has been developed to produce the most
effective non-slip material available. It is not sticky, 
but it grips dry, slippery surfaces e.g. worktops,
trays, floors and tables to prevent movement. It may
also be used to enhance grip on jars, handles, etc. 
It can be cleaned in soft, soapy water to retain 
its properties but is not effective when wet.

Dycem Anchorpads

A

C

E

B

D

Size Weight Blue Red Green Yellow Silver

Round 140mm (51/2") 74g AA6810B AA6810F AA6810G AA6810I AA6810S £5.15

Round 190mm (71/2") 140g AA6812B AA6812F AA6812G AA6812I AA6812S

Rectangular 250 x 180mm (10 x 71/2") 134g AA6814B AA6814F AA6814G AA6814I AA6814S £8.80

Rectangular 350 x 250mm (14 x 10") 248g AA6816B AA6816F AA6816G AA6816I

Rectangular 380 x 450mm (15 x 18") 434g AA6818B AA6818F AA6818G AA6818I £21.95E

D

C

B

A

Non-Slip Products
®

1

PICTURED WITH AA6810B ANCHORPAD
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Dycem® Comfort Foam8

Soft and springy, the Dycem Comfort range has been developed
for the times when extra cushioning is required, as well as grip
and stability. The soft 1.1mm foam texture can help make therapy
sessions more relaxed and comfortable. Available in three reel
sizes and also in strips (each 57mm wide x 400mm long). 
The Comfort Foam range is available in Blue only.
AA6874B Reel 200mm x 1m (8" x 3'3") £12.75
AA6875B Reel 200mm x 2m (8" x 6'6") £23.95
AA6876B Reel 200mm x 5m (8" x 16'3") £49.95
AA6877B Foam Strips Pack of 3 £14.37

Dycem® Non-Slip Bulk Reel Dispenser7

This acrylic dispenser can sit on a table or be mounted on a wall.
The Non-slip material has a protective film on both sides, which
will keep the material clean until ready to dispense. The protective
film also makes cutting easier – pull out the desired length, cut
and peel film from both sides when ready to use. The dispenser
holds 40cm x 15m bulk reels (supplied separately). A smaller bulk
roll is also available supplied in a card dispenser.
09 120 0013 Acrylic Reel Dispenser only £32.00
09 120 0021 Bulk Reel only 40cm x 15m Blue £159.00
09 120 0005 Bulk Reel supplied with £99.95

Cardboard Dispenser 20cm x 15m

Dycem® Reels

Length x Width Weight White Blue Red Green Yellow Check Clear Silver 

1m x 200mm (3'3" x 8") 220g AA6854A AA6854B AA6854F AA6854G AA6854I AA6842A AA6858A AA6854S £11.95

1m x 400mm (3'3" x 16") 410g AA6856A AA6856B AA6856F AA6856G AA6856I AA6842B AA6859A AA6856S

2m x 200mm (6'6" x 8") 344g AA6830A AA6830B AA6830F AA6830G AA6830I AA6842C AA6858B AA6830S £17.60

2m x 400mm (6'6" x 16") 592g AA6840A AA6840B AA6840F AA6840G AA6840I AA6842G AA6859B AA6840S

9m x 200mm (10yds x 8") 990g AA6834A AA6834B AA6834F AA6834G AA6834I AA6842D AA6858C AA6834S £59.95

9m x 400mm (10yds x 16") 2.1kg AA6844A AA6844B AA6844F AA6844G AA6844I AA6842E AA6859C AA6844S

Dycem coloured reels are made from a non-woven
fabric coated with non-slip properties. They can be
used to cover large areas or cut to shape and are
especially suitable for moulding or wrapping 
around an object. The clear and check reels 
are made from a polythene base and are of a 
stiffer construction. They are more suitable for flat
surfaces or when extra firmness is required. 

Non-Slip Products
®

6

7
NEW

7

20cm BULK REEL WITH 
CARDBOARD DISPENSER

ACRYLIC REEL DISPENSER WITH 40cm BULK REEL

NEW
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Dycem® Bottle Opener1

Place this handy sized bottle opener on top of stubborn bottle tops
and twist to open. The non-slip Dycem properties also provide a
vice like grip to ensure a good seal when closing bottles.
AA5005 Yellow £2.39
09 118 4118 Blue £2.39
09 120 2605 Silver £2.39

Dycem® Jar Opener2

This Dycem opener helps those with a poor grip to open and
close jars. The non-slip properties provide a good strong grip to
make opening easier and to help make a good seal when closing.
AA5004 Blue £3.31
09 118 4100 Yellow £3.31
09 120 2613 Silver £3.31

Dycem® Non-slip Floor Mat5

Manufactured from Dycem's unique non-slip material, these floor
mats create a safe and effective surface for those with limited
dexterity or reduced mobility. 
They measure 450 x 600mm (173/4 x 233/4") and are available 
in Blue or Grey.
AA6808B Blue £66.82
AA6808T Grey £66.82

Dycem® Counter Top Display Units3

These retail friendly product dispensers are ideal for sitting on
the counter at the point of purchase. The units are available for
the Dycem Jar and Bottle openers, and 14cm Anchorpads.
All dispensers are supplied with 25 products stocked in them,
ready to be put on display immediately. 
09 118 2260 Jar Opener Dispenser £67.00
09 118 2278 Bottle Opener Dispenser £47.00
09 118 2286 Anchorpad Dispenser £85.00

Dycem® Non-slip Netting4

This pliable sheet of non-slip netting is laid between two 
surfaces to stop them slipping in relation to each other, e.g.
on a chair to stop the user slipping downwards, or between
the floor and a rug. Size 600mm x 2m (24 x 78"). Weight 432g.
AA6880 £23.00

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

BOTTLE OPENERS

PICTURED WITH AA6810S ANCHORPAD

JAR OPENERS

ANCHOR PADS

®
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Electrical Aids

Handiplug Homecraft1

The Handiplug consists of a standard three pin plug base with
a looped handle to facilitate use for those with poor grip.
Four fingers can fit in the handle to give an improved leverage.
It is supplied with a 13 amp fuse. Weight of each plug 95g.
AA6302Y Retail Packed - Pack of 2 £10.35
AA6302W Non Retail - Pack of 2 £8.95

Plug Pull Homecraft3

This self adhesive, plastic moulded T-piece fixes to the back of a
standard three pin plug, and provides leverage for removing the
plug from the socket. Supplied in a pack of 3. Also useful for
drawers and doors where extra leverage is required. Weight 40g.
AA6310 Pack of 3 £4.14

Handisocket4

This extension provides an electrical socket at a convenient
height for the user, rather than having to bend down to floor level.
The white moulding is screwed to the wall where required. 
An integral clip holds plugs when they are not plugged in.
Care must be taken not to exceed 13 amps when using two
appliances. Length 690mm (27").
AA6342 Double Weight 1.1kg £64.95

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is available in retail packaging.

UnPluGZ Plug Aid3

UnPluGZ has been designed to allow the user to correctly
identify the right plug, and then easily remove it from the socket,
ideal for aiding users whose finger grip is impaired, or where
several plugs together make one plug difficult to grip or identify.
Regularly used items such as hair dryers, vacuum cleaners and
kitchen appliances can be fitted with a discreet retracting handle.
Infrequently unplugged items such as TV, music or computer
equipment, can have a label that identifies the correct plug for
easy removal without having to trace wires back to their origin.
Braille labels can be applied to the handle to assist the blind or
partially sighted user to identify and easily pull the right plug.
Supplied in packs of 9 handles and a sheet of labels.
09 118 7269 £5.98

1

2
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RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.

1 Long Handled Dustpan and Brush
Plastic dustpan and soft bristled brush with long plastic stems
and handles. This prevents the need for bending down 
when sweeping. The brush handle clips on to the dustpan 
stem for storage. The dustpan has a flat bottom with shaped lip
for efficient dust collection. Length 970mm. Weight 550g.
AA6900 Retail Packed £9.50

1

2

Telescopic Duster3

A lightweight telescopic duster with a fine, electrostatic dust
collecting head. The pole extends from 825mm to 1.17m 
(33 to 46"). The extension is also flexible to allow easy dusting
under beds, beneath the window ledge or on top of the cupboards.
Weight 336g.
AA6978 £5.71

3

LED Automatic Night Light (Twin Pack)4

This night light turns on at dusk and off at dawn automatically
making it ideal for use in the bedroom or any other room where
background light is needed. It utilises economical and long life
LED technology which generates almost no heat. Fits into a
normal UK 3 pin square plug socket. Measures 60 x 100 x 20mm
(when plugged in). Twin pack.
09 132 3807 £14.25

4 5

LED Night Light with Movement Light Sensor5

Great for lighting in areas where no mains power is available
such as cupboards, sheds, garage, etc. The light turns on when
movement is detected in the dark and automatically turns off
after one minute if no movement is detected or the area is well lit.
It has a long battery life and can also operate from a mains
adapter. Detection zone of up to five metres and 100°. Uses 4 x
AA batteries or 6v 300mA mains adapter (neither included).
Supplied with versatile wall fixing bracket or just position on shelf,
table or floor. Measures 75 x 120 x 45 mm.
09 132 3815 £15.25

NEW

Window Pull2

Open and close hard to reach PVCu windows with the Window Pull.
Specially designed to reach windows without the need to climb
or stretch. The self-adjusting anti-slip collar clips over the
window’s fastening handle, and can be turned and pushed or
pulled to open or close. A fold away lever helps those who may
have difficulty when manipulating window fastening handles.
Available in two lengths.
AA6969 610mm (24") £29.50
AA6970 915mm (36") £32.50

NEW

1
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Supra™ Slimline KeySafe™1

Attaches securely to any wall or flat surface and holds two to three
Yale keys or one to two Chubb keys. Made from zinc alloy and
supplied with black neoprene cover. Supplied with fixing bolts.
External size: 114 x 57 x 38mm (41/2 x 21/4 x 11/2"). 
Internal size: 76 x 38 x 19mm (3 x 11/2 x 3/4").
AA6505 £55.00

Supra™ Permanent KeySafe™2

Attaches securely to any wall or flat surface. Stores four to five
Yale keys or one to two Chubb keys. Made from zinc alloy and
supplied with a neoprene cover. Supplied with fixing bolts.
External size: 108 x 63 x 50mm (41/4 x 21/2 x 2"). 
Internal size: 70 x 38 x 32mm (23/4 x 11/2 x 11/4"). 
AA6502 £56.00

This secure lockable device is accessible via a keypad designed
for the storing of keys near an entry door. The large key safe can
store up to five large keys and the large push buttons are easy 
to use. Supplied with a weather proof neoprene cover.
09 132 4268 £45.00

Essentials Large Key Safe3

The C500 KeySafe™ has been designed following extensive
consultation with users. The security of the C500 is the highest
level ever awarded to a key safe in the UK, achieving LPS1175
level 1 accreditation, equal to a front door of the same standard.
As a result of this security rating, the product has achieved Police
approval through the Secured by Design initiative. 
New Features
New masonry screw fixings, which securely attach the key safe 
to the wall to resist attempts to remove it.
• Additional A and B buttons to allow over 4000 possible combinations

• A new style ‘OPEN’ dial to allow access when the correct code
is entered, yet its unique clutch mechanism will slip if an
incorrect code is entered

• Complete with a masonry fitting kit

• Fully integrated weather cover, protecting from ice, snow, 
water and dust

09 142 6279 £85.00

Supra™ C500 Police Approved KeySafe™4

1 2

3
NEW NEW

5

Wireless Audio Door Phone5

This doorbell phone system provides additional security for the
elderly and less mobile allowing the user to talk to visitors before
opening the door. It is easy to install and features a wireless 
2-way communication system. The door unit incorporates a bell
and speaker for communication through the remote telephone
and it’s easy to set different codes to avoid interference.
The system also has a choice of door bell sounds. Range up to
150 metres.
09 116 0316 £100.00

6
Home Safety Alert6

A wireless calling alarm system with one main receiver unit and
two pendant calling transmitters. Call button and Panic button on
each pendant. The main unit receives and recognises who is
calling and the urgency using different sound and coloured light
signals. A quick reset button on the main unit can cancel the call
or alarm. Each transmitter uses 1 x 23A 12V battery (included)
and the receiver unit is powered by a 6V adaptor (included) 
or 4 x AA batteries (not included).
AA7275 £37.00

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

BEST
SELLER
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Doro SeePlus Talking Telephone with Alert Function4
The SeePlus is designed especially for people with reduced vision.
Calls are made easy thanks to large talking numerical keys and a
talking phonebook. Incoming calls are announced by talking Caller ID
and a remote pendant activates the speakerphone so you can answer
from a distance. The pendant also has an emergency alert function for
sending a personal pre-recorded message to a friend or relative.
09 118 6949 £79.95

Dallas 10 Big Button Phone1

This stylish, telephone has an extra large keypad with easy-to-see
big buttons making it very easy to use. It features receiver
volume control up to 18dB, an adjustable ringer volume and
super bright LED visual ringer indicator. It is Hearing Aid
compatible and has 10 memory speed dials.
105198 £15.95

Clearsound™ 100 Amplified Telephone3

This volume & tone controlled amplified telephone is designed 
for people who find it hard to use a conventional telephone. It features
receiving tone (+/-10dB), receiving volume control (up to 30dB gain)
and speech volume gain (+/- 4dB). The telephone also has adjustable
ringer volume and tone, a bright visual ringer indicator, 3 emergency
memories and 9 direct memories. Hearing Aid compatible.
09 120 3892 £43.95

Doro MemoryPlus Telephone5

This amplified photo phone is especially helpful for people with
reduced dexterity, hearing and memory. The ergonomically designed
keypad & handset, one-touch photo memory buttons, handset and
sure slide cradle make it very easy to use. The phone also benefits
from an adjustable loud ringer and handset receiver volumes, as well
as a visible ring indicator. Hearing Aid compatible.
09 118 6840 £48.00

5 6

4

Dallas 100VM Voice Modulation Phone2

One of the biggest problems for people hard of hearing is that they
often cannot hear themselves talking on the phone and as a result
may speak very loudly. The Dallas100VM is an amplified big button
(up to 30dB) phone with a unique Voice Modulation feature. Once
activated, the Voice Modulation indicator shows the volume level
that the user is speaking at, allowing them to adjust their speech
accordingly during conversation. Additional features include tone
control and a visual ring indicator. Hearing Aid compatible.
09 132 4474 £29.00

7

Doro MemoryPlus Photo Dial Pad7

This easy to use telephone dial pad makes dialling easier than
ever, by simply programming the buttons to the six most useful
numbers and adding photo’s to make them easy to remember.
The MemoryPlus connects to any existing telephone for
simple one-touch dialling.
09 118 6899 £23.00

PhotoPhone 1006

The PhotoPhone100 can be used for picture memory dialling or
standard numerical dialling. The big button telephone has an
adjustable receiving volume (up to 30dB) and adjustable tone
control (up to 10dB) as well as a visual ring indicator. It also
features a hands free speakerphone, three one-touch memory
buttons and eight photo ID memory buttons (the pictures can be
customised or replaced). The ringer level is also adjustable.
09 132 3781 £27.50

1 2
NEW

NEW

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in retail packaging.  
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Doro HearPlus 313c Amplified Telephone 1

Amplified receiver volume and tone control together with an
enhanced ring volume make this phone well suited to support
people with hearing difficulties. It has a phonebook storing 32
names and numbers and a speakerphone allows you to talk
hands-free with the simple press of a button. It fulfills the highest
requirements for hearing aid compatibility and has three one
touch memory buttons.
09 115 8591 £43.00

Doro PhoneEasy® Big Button Telephone3

This user friendly telephone has large buttons making it ideal 
for the visually impaired. Incoming calls can be seen and heard
with a flashing light indicator. The PhoneEasy has three speed
dials and 10 ‘two touch’ memory buttons so that contacts can be 
reached easily. It has an easily adjustable receiver volume 
and is Hearing Aid compatible.
09 117 0158 £15.99

Amplicom PowerTel 50 Alarm Plus5

The Amplicom PowerTel 50 Alarm Plus has all of the features of
the PowerTel 49 Plus but also has a water proof emergency
panic pendant that can be worn on the wrist or around the neck.
When the pendant is pressed the phone automatically calls one
of the two pre-programmed emergency numbers.
09 142 6873 £49.95

Amplicom PowerTel 49 Plus4

This easy to use telephone benefits from big buttons and a large
display. It has tone control and adjustable receiver volume with 
a boost button for increased volume up to 40dB. The ringer
volume is adjustable up to 90dB. The telephone also features
two programmable speed dial buttons for emergency numbers, 
a backlight display with clock and a backlight keypad.
09 132 4011 £39.95

Amplicom PowerTel 58 with Answer Phone6

The Amplicom PowerTel 58 is an easy to use big button home
phone with an inbuilt digital answering machine. The phone
features a +30db volume boost and tonal control with three
memories allowing the phone's volume to be tailored to the users
needs and making it easier for hearing aid users. The digital
answer phone has very loud voice prompts and can record
around 11 minutes of messages. The telephone also has a 200
name and number phonebook.
09 132 4326 £52.00

Amplicom PowerTel 580 Combo7

The Amplicom PowerTel 580 Combo consists of a PowerTel 58
Big Button Desk Phone with answer phone and a PowerTel 5000
Big Button Cordless Phone with built in answer phone.  The
Integrated answer machine has 11 minutes record time with
voice prompts in German, English and French and message
playback through handset or speaker. Both phones are hearing
aid compatible with extra loud +30dB speaker volume and tone
adjustment with three memories / user profiles and has a 90dB
adjustable ringing volume. The cordless handset has up to 100
hours of standby time from a single charge on the base station
and provides up to 11 hours of talk time.
09 142 6824 £150.00

NEW

NEW

NEW

BEST
SELLER

Doro PhoneEasy® Display Telephone2

This corded telephone has big button keys and an easy to read
display with large characters. The extra loud ringer signal and
handset volume can be easily adjusted and it benefits from caller
ID and a phonebook. A speakerphone allows the user to talk
hands-free and it can be used as a desktop or wall-mounted
telephone. Hearing Aid compatible.
09 118 6774 £28.50

2

3 4
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RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.  
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1 MyDECT100 Amplified Big Button 
Cordless Telephone

1

The MyDECT100 has an adjustable receiving volume control up
to 22dB and five levels of ringer volumes making it ideal for
anyone hard of hearing. The big button keypad and LCD screen
with adjustable contrast it easy to use and handle. It also
features caller identification, capacity of storing 50 contacts, 
a talking time display and is GAP compatible.
09 120 4015 £29.95

PhoneEasy 336w Cordless Telephone4

The PhoneEasy 336 is simple enough for anyone to use, with
DECT technology for a clearer sound. Speakerphone, Caller ID
and a phonebook that stores both names and numbers provide
extra functionality. A large on/off button, plus big high visibility
numbers on the large, backlit display makes dialling very easy. 
It has an adjustable ringer and handset volume with a boost
option for people with hearing impairments.
09 120 4767 £39.00
09 118 2799 Ear Hook £17.14

Amplicom PowerTel M4000 Mobile Phone5

This easy to use mobile phone has a large colour display, 
large buttons and amplified volume. The phone is hearing aid
compatible with a ringer volume up to 100dB and a handset
volume up to 25dB. It benefits from three speed dial memory
keys as well as send and receive text message function.
Supplied complete with a desktop charging cradle.
09 132 4029 £70.95

Amplicom PowerTel M6000 Mobile Phone6

This Tri-band mobile phone is easy to use with large buttons,
amplified volume and a large colour display. The phone is
hearing aid compatible and benefits from emergency features
such as an emergency call button for up to five numbers and a
fall sensor that triggers an emergency call for added security. 
It has a ringer volume up to 100dB and a handset volume up to
30dB. The phone also benefits from tone control, three direct
memory buttons and text message functionality. 
09 132 4037 £89.00

PhotoDECT Cordless Telephone with 
Picture Memories

2

The PhotoDECT is an amplified, big button cordless telephone
with photo buttons on the base making dialling quick and easy. 
It benefits from adjustable volume control with up to 22dB gain, a
loud ringer (five levels) and a choice of 10 ring tones. The phone
also features hands free speaker phone, caller ID a phonebook
with up to 50 contacts and a call waiting indicator. GAP
compatible and can be paired with up to four different handsets.
09 132 3401 £50.00

HearPlus 318w Amplified Cordless Telephone3

An exceptional cordless telephone particularly for those with
impaired hearing but also for anyone who appreciates a handset
that is easier to lift, hold and operate. The ergonomically
designed handset is effortlessly lifted and replaced in the base
unit and features an easily operated keypad, high contrast
display and comfortable grip size. There are also three keys for
direct dialling, a feature seldom found on cordless phones.
Receiving volume up to 30dB. Ringer volume 85dB. 
09 132 3419 £95.00

2

3
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Sensory Loss - Mobile Phones

Doro HandlePlus 334 Truly Simple Mobile Phone1

An extremely easy to handle and use mobile phone with one press of
a button used to answer incoming calls, dial any of 4 programmed
numbers, place a call to emergency services or activate alert dialing
and SMS to 4 programmed contacts. Hearing Aid compatible (T3/M3
rating), with up to 83dB(A) ringer volume and receiver amplification of
+30dB. Charging cradle included.
09 120 2019 £109.00

PhoneEasy 338 Mobile Phone2

The perfectly sized mobile phone for simply making and receiving
calls. Dialing is easy thanks to 3 direct memory buttons, a large
keypad and a phonebook for 50 names and numbers. It also has
soft touch surfaces, speakerphone and optional receive-only SMS.
Hearing Aid Compatible (T3/M3 rating) with up to 83dB(A) ringer
volume. Easy charge cradle included.
09 120 2027 £95.00

PhoneEasy 345 Easy Mobile Phone with SMS3

This mobile phone makes dialing and messaging very simple,
thanks to enlarged buttons and characters. It has an emergency
button on the rear that will send a SMS and call up to 4 numbers. 
It offers plenty of functionality together with vibrating ringer, soft
touch surfaces and Bluetooth™ wireless technology. Also features
an FM-radio, Flashlight and calculator. You are able to hide
unwanted functions for ease of use and the soft touch coating
offers better grip. Hearing Aid Compatible (T3/M3 USA rating).
09 120 2035 £109.00

ClearSound™ Mobile Phone4

This amplified mobile phone is ideal for people who are hard of
hearing. It has an adjustable receiver volume up to 25dB and an
adjustable extra loud ringer volume up to 100dB. The phone is
fully hearing aid compatible and has extra large characters on
the display with an orange backlight making it easy to see and
use. Other features include a big button keypad to make dialling
easier and one direct SOS programmable button. Includes:
Handset, desktop charging pod, mains power adaptor, headset,
inductive loop and carry strap.
09 120 9519 £93.00

Doro PhoneEasy 332 Mobile Phone5

This easy to use mobile phone has a large keypad, intuitive menus
and enlarged text for easy dialling and messaging. Other features
include charging cradle, amplified sound and dedicated keys for
easier keylock, text messaging (send and receive) and emergency
functions. It benefits from three direct memory buttons, an
emergency alert button and a SMS button for easy navigation.
Hearing Aid Compatible (T3/M3 rating), with up to 83dB(A) ringer
volume and receiver volume and receiver amplification of +30dB.
09 132 3385 Black £85.00
09 132 9531 White £85.00

4

1

3

2

Doro PhoneEasy 410 Clamshell Mobile Phone6

This easy to use mobile phone has a stylish clamshell model, with
large buttons and characters for simpler dialling and messaging. 
It benefits from a large, clear keypad with separated keys, a large,
easy to read colour display and extra loud handset volume (+35dB).
Features also include vibrating ringer, Bluetooth™ wireless technology,
text messaging (send and receive), receive only MMS so you can also
receive photos and emergency button on the rear. Hearing Aid
Compatible (T3/M3 rating) with up to 83dB(A) ringer volume.
09 132 3393 £125.00

5 6
NEW NEW

BEST
SELLER
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Sensory Loss - Telephone Accessories
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Doro® RingPlus Telephone Ringer Amplifier 1
The RingPlus features a loud adjustable ring amplifier (up to
90dB(A) at one metre) and a high intensity strobe, which can 
be used either together or separately. Suitable for use with most
telephones it can be mounted on a wall or flat surface and has 
a 5 metre cable for connection between the phone and amplifier.
Powered by a 12V adapter (included).
09 117 0166 £28.50

Clearsound™ Ring Indicator & Remote Doorbell2
This simple solution has an extra loud ringer up to 95dB(A)
with a strobe flasher to alert the user when the phone or doorbell
rings. It has tone and volume control and four alert options. 
Suitable for use with all phones and is supplied with a remote
doorbell.
105228 £49.87

Clearsound™ Ringer Amplifier3
This simple ringer amplifer plugs directly to the telephone line,
requires no battery and can be wall mounted if required. It has an
extra loud 95dB ringer, volume control and a visual ring indicator.
09 131 8443 £18.26

Amplicom Ringflash 200 Telephone & 
Doorbell Alerter

4

The Amplicom Ringflash 200 has an extra bright flashing light
and extra loud ringer (up to 95db) loud making it ideal for anyone
with hearing difficulties or in noisy environments. The ring volume
is adjustable and three selectable ring melodies are available. It
is fully compatible with the PowerTel Series and other
manufacturers telephones and connects between the phone and
the telephone socket. The Ringflash 200 is supplied with a
wireless doorbell that has two selectable melodies.
09 132 4318 £42.95

Clearsound™ Portable Telephone Amplifier5
This lightweight portable telephone amplifier is designed to strap
over a standard telephone handset using the adjustable rubber
strap. The amplifier can boost the incoming speech volume 
up to 20dB and it also has tone control with three positions
available (Bass/Normal/Treble). Supplied with a soft carry case 
for transport.
09 120 3884 £10.95

Plug-In Telephone Amplifier6

This voice amplifier plugs directly into any standard telephone to
provide the user with up to 100% increase in volume. Easy to fit
and operate with an on/off switch and a volume control. Ideal 
for those who have hearing difficulties. Requires 9V battery 
(not included). Length 100mm (4"). Width 60mm (21/2"). 
Depth 30mm (11/5"). Weight 70g.
AA7209 £11.26

Clearsound™ VOX Telephone Amplifier7
The VOX Telephone Amplifier with Booster Button & Tone Control is
a sleek modern design with simple connection and is compatible
with 99% of modern plug in phones. The amplifier is light and
portable with automatic detection of best frequencies and band
making. This telephone amplifier receives volume control up to
30dB and up to 40dB gain with boost volume button and
automatically switches on and off with voice detection.
105197 £22.00

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

NEW
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Sensory Loss - Listening Devices
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RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.

3

5 6

Crescendo Hearing System3

The Crescendo 50 system is a portable, battery operated listener
which is light and comfortable to use. The sound from your TV
or radio is picked up by a microphone, is amplified and heard
through the either a Stethoscope Headset or through a Neckloop
when using in conjunction with a Hearing Aid. The system is
used for listening to the TV, radio or for conversation. It will
amplify the sound to the user whilst maintaining the TV or radio
at a volume level that will not disturb family, friends or neighbours.
09 120 3876 Crescendo 50/1 with Stethoscope Headset £65.00
105061 Crescendo 50/5 with Neck Loop £65.00

Hearing Aid4

A low cost hearing aid with adjustable volume and tone
adjustment to help with different types of hearing loss. Full CE
certification as a class 11a medical device. The hearing aid
discreetly hides behind the ear and is lightweight, convenient and
comfortable to wear. Two earplug sizes are included. The hearing
aid uses 1 x LR44 button cell batteries (3 are included).
09 132 3369 £29.95

TV and Conversation Amplified Hearing Assistant5

This simple device uses a super sensitive microphone to amplify
sounds, which are relayed to the super light headset. It has a
volume control up to 25dB and tone control to suit a variety of
hearing needs. It is compatible with loop amplifiers and has an
extension microphone for personal TV amplification.
09 120 3850 £55.00

Induction Loop System6

The LA215 System is a modern, sleek and stylishly designed
Home Loop System that will help to enjoy sound from the TV,
Radio, HiFi or conversation by transmitting the signal directly into
a Hearing Aid when it is set to the “T” position. Benefits from
rotary volume and tone control and a loop level indicator.
Requires little to no technical knowledge to install.
09 120 3868 £89.00

NEW

1

4

2Hearing Amplifier1

This hearing booster is a major breakthrough in sound
interception and amplification. It allows the user to hear the
quietest of sounds indoor or out making it ideal for listening 
to the TV or radio. 
09 120 4361 £10.50

Magic Ear2

The Magic Ear micro technology is very advanced. The built in
microphone is extremely sensitive and there is a volume control
so that the user can adjust it to suit all situations.
Extremely effective, the Magic Ear fits unobtrusively behind the
ear itself. Comes fitted with a 1.5V battery.
AA7208 £20.47
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1 Talking Alarm Clock1

This alarm clock has a talking function and clear analogue face
to assist the visually impaired. It has a dual time display and the
voice announcement of the time activated by pressing the large
button on the top of the clock. Includes options for voice
announcement of temperature, alarm, hourly time
announcement. Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).
AA9950 £8.00

Wake ’n’ Shake Vibrating Alarm Clock2

This stylish and modern alarm clock is ideal for anyone who is
hard of hearing. It features a large LCD display, and adjustable
volume alarm (up to 95dB), a vibrating pad that can be placed
under the pillow and a strobe light to wake the user. It has four
alarm options: Shaker, Flash & alarm, Flash & shaker, Alarm &
shaker. It is easy to use and can also be used as a telephone
ring alerter.
105195 £35.95

Talking Clock with Vibration Alarm3

A talking LCD alarm clock with large 37mm high digits and a
remote vibration alarm. A clear human voice announces the time,
date and temperature at the press of a button with an hourly time
announcement option. The alarm has a choice of three sounds
with a vibration option making it ideal for anyone with limited sight
or hearing. The vibration unit has a 1.3 metre lead and can be
placed under a pillow. Requires 2 x AA and 2 x AAA batteries 
(not included) Measures 19.5 x 13 x 8.3cm and vibration unit is 
8 x 5.5 x 2.7cm.
09 132 3377 £32.95

Shake-n-Wake Vibration Alarm Clock4

This silent alarm clock can be wrist worn, clipped to nightwear 
or positioned under a pillow. It will vibrate at alarm time and is
sure to wake even the deepest sleeper and is helpful for anyone
with hearing or sight limitations. It has a large backlight digital
display with the time, date, stopwatch and alarm. Requires 
one AAA battery (not included). Measures 5.7 x 5 x 2.5cm 
(21/4 x 2 x 1”) (without strap) – Weight: 53g (with battery).
09 131 8427 £13.50
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NEW NEW

Under Pillow Vibration Alarm Clock5

This unique alarm clock benefits from both vibration and sound
alarm. It is ideal for anyone who is hard of hearing or with sight
limitations, as it is an alarm you ‘feel’. Simply place under your
pillow and the alarm will wake you by vibrating without disturbing
others in the house. Additional features include temperature
display, snooze and backlight features. Requires 2 x AAA
batteries (not included).
09 131 8435 £14.50

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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1

Talking Watch with Gold Finish3

These matching mans and ladies talking alarm watches speak
the time and date in a clear voice. The speech has been
recorded by the Royal National Institute for Blind People and the
champagne watch face has a special high vision dial design font
by Royal National Institute for Blind People.  Synchronised
movement with talking time and hands controlled together. The
setting button is flush with case to prevent accidental activation.
The watches are finished in gold with a genuine leather strap.
Battery included.
09 132 9499 Men’s Watch £37.95
09 132 9507 Ladies Watch £37.95

1Talking Atomic Watch1

This attractive watch speaks the time and date in a clear voice
with radio controlled accuracy. It automatically adjusts between
summer and winter time and has an automatic setting function
by seeking the time signal in countries where available including
UK, Germany, USA and Japan. It can also be manually set for
countries with no signal. It also includes an option of an alarm
and hourly time announcement. The speech was recorded by
the RNIB. Silver tone case with stainless steel bezel and either a
leather strap or stainless steel bracelet. Battery included.

09 120 1714 Leather Strap £49.95

09 120 3660 Bracelet Strap £52.95B

A

Talking Watch with Steel Finish2

These attractive watches have a clear analogue face and speak
the time and date in a clear English voice recorded by the RNIB.
They feature an alarm function with optional hourly time
announcement, and synchronised movement with the talking
time and hands controlled together. Battery included. 

09 132 9515 Mens Watch Leather Strap £35.95
09 132 9523 Ladies Watch Leather Strap £35.95

09 132 9564 Mens Watch Bracelet Strap £38.95
09 132 9572 Ladies Watch Bracelet Strap £38.95

B

A

Talking Big Digit Watch4

This stylish digital watch benefits from an oversize LCD digital
display and clear voice announcement of the time and date to
assist anyone with limited sight. Additional features include an
hourly time announcement, a stopwatch with talking feature and
four alarms can be set for medication reminders. Requires 1 x
CR2016 lithium battery (included).
09 131 8468 £10.95

22
NEW NEW

4
NEW

3
NEW

A B

A B

INFORMATION
Speech recorded by the Royal National Institute of the Blind. 40 pence 
(excluding VAT) per product sold is paid to REL which covenants all its 
taxable profits to RNIB a registered charity number 226227.

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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Magnifiers
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6

Folding LED Rectangular Magnifier6

This stylish rectangular magnifier has an extra-bright, long-lasting
LED illumination. It improves the contrast of lettering against the
page thereby making reading more comfortable. Handle folds flat
into body for compact storage. Lens size: 50 x 75mm (2" x 3"),
3x magnification. Supplied in gift box with protective pouch and
button cell batteries giving up to 100,000 hours of bulb life.
09 118 7004 £17.15

Magnifier with Light2

This has a glass lens mounted in a frame with a large plastic
handle, and a battery powered light for easier reading. 
It has a high magnification central area for close work. 
It requires 2 x C batteries (not included). Magnification x 2.75.
Lens diameter 75mm (3"). Weight 200g. 
AA7260 £3.95

Round LED Magnifiers1

These hand-held LED magnifiers have a scratch-resistant
aspheric lenses offering 4x or 7x magnification. The LED light
helps to highlight everyday text, maps and photos and provides
bright, even illumination for close inspection tasks and hobbies.
Ideal for use in areas of poor illumination or limited natural light.
Comfortable to hold with a sensibly-positioned easy on/off switch
on handle. Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included). 
09 132 9549 4x Magnification 75mm Lens £12.95
09 132 9556 7x Magnification 40mm Lens £12.95

A classically shaped, black magnifying glass. Available with
75mm (3") or 90mm (31/2") Magnification x 3.
AA7247 75mm diameter £5.84
09 117 0067 90mm diameter £5.84

Classic Magnifying Glass3

Page Magnifier Paperweight5

This solid acrylic lens collects ambient light for bright viewing and
helps to reduce eyestrain. Glides effortlessly across any surface
for easy use. Provides perfect focus of the object, even when
viewed from a distance. Ideal for use by several people at 
one time. Magnification x 3. Diameter 60mm (22/5"). Weight 90g.
AA7235 £5.00

Full Page Magnifier4

This full page flexible magnifier has a 'soft-touch' frame for
positioning and comfort. Ideal for magnifying text, small print,
maps and documents. Viewing area 250 x 180mm (93/4 x 7") 
with approximately 2x magnification.
09 117 0091 £5.17

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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3 in 1 Lighted Magnifier6

The 3 in 1 magnifier is a highly versatile and can be used as a
simple 3x magnifier in one's hand, or can be opened to provide 
a useful hands-free craft work magnifier. The incandescent light
can be switched on to provide its third function. 
Requires 2 AA batteries (not included).
106553 £8.32

Sheet Magnifier7

This rigid plastic sheet gives a convenient and inexpensive way
of reading large areas of print. Sold as a pair. Magnification x 2.
Size 255 x 182mm (10 x 7"). Weight 85g.
AA7250 P    air £7.13
AA7255 Folding Magnifier and Stand £25.15

www.homecraft-rolyan.com Tel: 08448 730 035 1175
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This magnifier hangs from a neck cord and has a moulded
plastic frame that fits against the body to position the viewer
without using the hands. It is ideal for craftwork with a high
central magnification area for close work. 
Magnification x 3. Lens diameter 100mm (4"). Weight 186g.
AA7246Y £8.60

Illuminated Chest Magnifier with Neck Cord2

This stylish, chest magnifier has an adjustable neck cord and
battery powered light for hands free reading, sewing and knitting.
The lightweight 125mm (5") diameter acrylic lens offers
magnification x 2. Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included).
09 117 0075 £10.50

3 4
This stylish magnifier has a 2x power acrylic rimless lens with a
10x power magnification inset for close work. It benefits from an
ergonomic soft-grip rubber handle to give the user a more
comfortable grip. 
09 117 0018 £6.85

Rimless Magnifier3

This rimless magnifier has soft easy to grip rubber handle and a
battery powered light to allow easier reading. It has a magnification
of x 2. 
09 117 0026 £9.95

Illuminated Rimless Magnifier4

65

Hands Free Magnifier with Light5

Can be used as a hand held or a hands free magnifier when used
with the neck cord supplied. Ideal for reading, sewing or other
hobbies. The lens face has a diameter of 105mm (41/4") and a
large magnification area of x 2. A small central magnification area
of x 4 makes it suitable for close work. With a built in light, this
magnifier can also be used in the dark. The cord can be stored
away neatly within the handle. Length 250mm (10"). 
Width 120mm (44/5"). Depth 20mm (4/5"). Weight 200g. 
Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included).
AA7236 £11.70

7 7

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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Magnifying Viewer with Neck Cord1
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Standing Page Magnifier1

This magnifier stands at the perfect distance for reading writing or
any close work. Legs fold up conveniently for travel and storage.
Magnification x3. Measures 267 x 190 x 114mm (101/2 x 71/2 x 41/2")
09 117 0109 £10.80

Desk Top Magnifier2

This unique hands-free magnifying stand has a fresnel-type
swivel lens, which revolves 360 degrees. Generous 160 x 110mm
(61/4 x 41/4       ") lens (2x) makes light work of everyday or occasional
inspection and magnification tasks. Lightweight plastic construction.
09 117 0133 £17.66

High Vision Reading Light3

These specially designed lamps use near daylight bulbs allows
you to read and concentrate for longer, helping to relieve
eyestrain and headaches. They are ideal for hobbies or close
work and helpful for the elderly or anyone with limited vision.
The flexible arm adjusts the angle and makes sure that the light
always shines at the right height and from the right direction.
Supplied with 27w near daylight low flicker bulb that is energy
efficient and lasts up to 8000 hours.

09 120 3710 Floor Lamp £56.95

09 120 3728 Table Lamp £40.95

09 120 3736 Spare Bulb £8.90

B

A

4 5

Gimble™ Book Holder4

Keeps paperback books open for hands free reading, allowing
the user to relax, eat or drink. The clip holds both sides of the
book and allows easy turning of the pages. Two sizes are
supplied to fit books from 175mm (7") to 195mm (74/5"). 
The Gimble can also be used as a bookmarker when the book
is not in use. Lightweight and compact.
AA7287 Pack of 2 £5.41

Bookchair® Deluxe5

The original award-winning Bookchair helps to alleviate neck and
back problems when reading by helping to position text at eye
level for optimum ergonomic comfort. It is also good for many
other conditions including arthritic hands, where holding a book
for long periods may be uncomfortable. The Bookchair adjusts to
three different angles and holds the pages in place with
unobtrusive pegs, which extend outwards for extra thick books.
Folds flat when not in use.
106620 £16.75

RETAIL PACKAGED
These products are supplied in retail packaging.
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Folding Book and Magazine Stand Homecraft1

This stand holds books or magazines open and upright for
reading without using the hands, and can also be placed over
the knees. Supplied with a book clip which is used to hold pages
open, follow text or as a bookmark. It folds flat for storage. 
Size folded 305 x 229mm (12 x 9"). Weight 670g.
AA7280 £16.50

READEZY Bookstand2

READEZY is recommended by medical professionals as an
excellent way to reduce neck and back pain, eye strain, and the
other problems that come from reading in an awkward position.
Designed by award winning designers, the innovative READEZY
is made from high-strength, wipe-clean polycarbonate and
features a unique patented tension spring, which holds the
pages of a book in place. The READEZY holds any size of 
book - from paperback to large format recipe book and also
incorporates a useful frontal vertical wire, which can be lifted 
up to allow even a single A4 sheet to be held too. It is angle
adjustable to five positions offering more opportunities for
comfortable reading, and the front page retainers have cleverly-
designed radiused ends so that pages can be turned over easily
with just one hand. Footprint measures 210 x 190mm (81/4 x
71/2"). Book holder section measures 200 x 210mm (73/4 x 81/4").
09 117 0125 £19.95

Book Holder Stand3

The Book Holder Stand enables individuals with limited upper
extremity function to read hands-free and without neck strain
while sitting, standing or lying supine. The page holder’s spring
action and soft rubber ends make turning pages easy, even with
one hand. The stand is height adjustable from 790mm (31") to
1300mm (51") and tilts and rotates around the horizontal axis. 
4073 £170.00

Booklift™ Copyholder4

This easel-style book holder has nine height adjustments, which
enables an individual to read from any size book at various viewing
angles. Two adjustable clips hold reading materials open and in
place. It folds flat for storage and portability. Measures 300 x 240 x
45mm (113/4 x 93/4 x 13/8") with a 38mm (11/2") lip when open.
4065 £12.32

The Hold It™ Book Holder Stand5

Introducing the revolutionary new floor standing bookholder,
laptop support and writing stand in one! 
Designed in collaboration with health professionals to help
improve posture, and help with painful necks, backs and hands.
Made from high quality lightweight aluminium, metal and other
durable plastics, Hold It™ will accommodate almost any size of
book, laptop or writing material. It accommodates books
weighing up to 4 kg. Page holders keep the page in place and it
can be angled infinitely, so you can read directly above you, or
sideways. No other floor standing unit around can boast all the
design features which the Hold It™ has! Each unit comes in an
attractive and sturdy carry case with handle.
09 120 3751 £185.00

3 4

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.
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Weighted Universal Holders6

These helpful holders have plastic contoured handles for
improved grasp and control. They securely hold most round or
irregularly shaped items by means of three adjustable set screws.
Adult Model
• 31mm diameter, 127mm long

• Accomodates items 3mm to 12mm in diameter

• Comes with pencil, sharpener, Allen key and 3 extra long
screws for smaller objects. Weight 220g.

Paediatric Model
• 22mm diameter, 89mm long 

• Holds items 7mm in diameter

• Comes with pencil and Allen key. Weight 110g.

402101 Adult Model £25.77
402102 Paediatric Model £21.77

ADULT MODEL

PAEDIATRIC MODEL
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Pen and Pencil Holder1

This soft PVC moulding slides on to normal sized pens and
pencils to make them easier to grip and control writing.
Internal diameter 8mm. Available in packs of three. Weight 22g.
AA7200SY Mixed - Retail Packed £3.00
AA7200SW Mixed - Non Retail £2.37

Grippit2

The Grippit's simple design enables those with poor grip to
control and hold a range of implements. Suitable for both left 
or right handed use, the design ensures that it is impossible 
for the user to drop the implement. Supplied in packs of three.
AA7204A Small - Children £6.46
AA7204B Medium - Ladies £6.46
AA7204C Large - Gents £6.46

Contour Rheumatic Pen3

This built-up contoured pen is easy to grip, and virtually no
pressure is required when writing. It can be weighted with sand
for those with tremor. Length 150mm (6"). Diameter 18mm (3/4").
Weight 27g.Parker replacement refills are available at any 
good stationers.
AA7217 £10.75

Ring Pen4

Takes most of the tremor and muscle pain out of handling a pen.
One finger goes through the ring creating a solid grip and the
ergonomically designed barrel provides a natural resting place
for the writing finger. The barrel fits snugly between two other
fingers so there is no pressure and no pain. Includes two refills.
Blue ink.
AA7111 Single Pen £12.00
09 139 8742 Pack of 3 with 2 Refills (Black) NEW £27.00
AA711101 Replacement Refills £3.64

The Pencil Grip5

Encourages writing with full hand/arm action. Pear-shaped
design promotes correct gripping and prevents finger cramping
and user discomfort. Fits any standard pencil or pen. 
For right or left-handed users.
4026 Pack of 3 £7.20
402601 Pack of 12 £22.66
4027 Mixed Round & Triangular £7.86
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RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.
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Easi-Grip Chiropodist Scissors1

The long loop handles allow the whole hand to be used for
controlling the scissors, which is ideal for those with a weak grip.
The extended shank helps users who have difficulty bending and 
the angled blades give a good cutting position, with the top
blade being slightly serrated to stop it slipping. 
The blades are made of stainless steel. Overall length 200mm.
Blade length 30mm. Weight 55g.
AA6766Y Retail Packed £9.50

Easi-Grip Scissors2

Easi-Grip Scissors are extremely lightweight with plastic handles
and stainless steel blades. The continuous loop handle automatically
reopens the scissors when pressure is released. As they require
only a gentle squeeze to operate them, they can be used
between fingers and thumb or fingers and the palm of the hand.
They are supplied with a blade guard for safe storage and are
available with round or pointed blades in both right and left
handed versions. The Mini Easi-Grip Scissors can be used either
right or left handed and are ideal for both young children and
those with restricted growth, plus for use cutting threads, wool
and fine craft work.

Blade Blade
Length Style Hand Weight

AA6710 45mm Round End Right 30g £7.59
09 118 2617 45mm Round End Left 30g £7.59
AA6714 45mm Pointed Right 30g £8.62
AA6716 75mm Pointed Right 46g £10.35
09 118 2625 75mm Pointed Left 46g £10.35

Mini Easi-Grip Scissors
AA6711 24mm Round End Both 16g £5.60

Self-Opening Scissors3

Self-Opening Scissors look like conventional style scissors but
have been fitted with a spring so that they automatically reopen
after pressure is released. They are supplied with a blade guard
and are available in either left handed (Green handles) or right
handed (Blue handles) styles. Blades are round ended, 
stainless steel. Blade length 45mm. Weight 30g.
AA6740R Right Handed £9.99
AA6740L Left Handed £9.99

Peta Self-Opening Scissors4

These easy to use kitchen scissors feature a large ergonomic
handle that is comfortable to use. The spring loaded self-opening
mechanism automatically re-opens the scissors after the cutting
action is completed, making them ideal for use by those with
limited strength. They have strong stainless steel multi-purpose
blades and a safety lock to keep them closed when not in use.
09 131 6967 £7.51

Mounted Table Top Scissors5

This device has scissors mounted on a plastic base, with rubber
non-slip feet. The scissors are operated by depressing the 
“T” shaped handle and the spring will automatically reopen 
the blades once the pressure is released. Suitable for use by
those with only one functional hand.
09 116 3542 45mm Round Ended Blade £31.15
09 116 3559 75mm Pointed Blade £31.15

MINI EASI-GRIP SCISSORS

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

NEW
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Playing Card Holder1

Designed for people with limited use of their hands. Cards can
be easily added and removed. The front is extended to hold
pencils or small coins. Height 35mm (13/8"). Length 250mm (10").
Width 50mm (2").
AA7311 £5.95

Card Player™ Card Holder2

This attractive, fan shaped playing card holder is perfect for
anyone with limited finger strength and dexterity. It provides a
clear view of cards, which will not fall out if the holder is tilted.
Can be held comfortably by weak hands or stand onto non-slip
legs. Moulded from durable rigid plastic. Height 100mm (4").
Length 200mm (8").
AA7310 £13.62

3

Giant Print Playing Cards3

These normal sized, plastic-coated playing cards have very large
numbers on them, for those with limited vision. 
Number height 40mm (11/2"). Weight 100g.
AA7300Y £8.83

RETAIL PACKAGED
This product is supplied in Homecraft retail packaging.

4 5 Gardeners Easy Up Kneeler and Seat6

This lightweight portable seat doubles as a kneeler for gardening
and helps cushion knees and limbs from hard surfaces.
Designed with handles to assist the user in standing or kneeling.
Weight 3.6kg. Measures: 412 x 273 x 552mm (161/4 x 103/4 x 213/4").
9546 £31.00

Needle Threader4

This simple plastic device makes threading needles easy, even
with poor eyesight or shaky hands. Different sizes of needles can
be threaded at the two ends. Two needles are included, although
all standard needles may be used. Weight 40g.
AA7110Y Retail Packed £4.94

Wheeled Gardening Seat5

This wheeled seat is great for moving along the edge of 
flower beds whilst weeding etc. It features large, easy glide
wheels and a tray under the seat to hold tools, plant food etc. 
Height 395mm (151/2"). Seat diameter 279mm (11"). 
Base 495 x 267mm (191/2 x 101/2"). Weight 2.95kg. 
AA7008 £34.00

Maximum
user weight

80
kg

121/2
st

Maximum
user weight

113
kg

173/4
st
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